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—News In Brief

Community
Thanksgiving
service set
for Nov. 28

Reagan, Gorbachev conclude
Geneva summit talks today
GENEVA (AP) — President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev today concluded their "fireside summit" without
agreement, or even guidelines, on how to limit nuclear arsenals.
The leaders said "serious differences remain," but pledged to accelerate the pace of arms talks.
The leaders, chatting amiably at a brief closing ceremony this
morning before separate departures to brief their allies, signaled
a thaw in the U.S.-Soviet relationship in announcing their agreement to hold a second summit next year, and a third in 1987.
"These two days of talks should inject a certain momentum into our work on the issues between us, a momentUD1 We can continue at the meeting we've on next year," Reagan said.
A U.S. official said that session would take place in June in
Washington, with the return summit tentatively set for Moscow a
year later.
Gorbachev, who came to Geneva intent on trying to get Reagan
to abandon his Star Wars missile defense plan, "We have to be
realistic and straightforward. And therefore the solving of the
most important problems concerning the arms race and increasing hopes of peace — We didn't succed in reaching at this
meeting."
The Soviet leader added that, 'So, of course, there are important disagreements on matters of principle that remain between
us.
Reagan, who sought a sharp reduction in nuclear stockpiles,
said, "The real report card on Geneva will not come in for months or even years."
A joint statement added,"the two sides have confirmed the importance of an ongoing dialogue, reflecting their common desire
to seek common ground on existing problems."
The leaders reached accord on five agreements covering issues
such as cultural exchanges, air safety in the North Pacific, U.S.
and Soviet consultates and research on solar technology.
Secretary of State George Shultz, at a news conference later,
acknowledged the summit "has not produced anything" to curb
the nuclear arms race. But he said negotiators may no%,have
"some political impulse" for their talks.
"I would say you get a little advanced by this kind of discussion, but certainly there wasn't any definitive movement," Shultz
said.
In his closing remarks, applauded by Gorbachev, Reagan asked,"Will we join together in sharply reducing nuclear bombs and
moving to non-nuclear defense ... to make this a safer world? Will
we join together to bring about a peaceful resolution to conflicts
in Asia, Africa and Central America?
"The people of America, the Soviet Union, throughout the
world are ready to answer yes," Reagan said. He concluded by
saying, "There is hard work ahead, we are ready for it. Geneva!
Secretary Gorbachev, we ask you to join us in getting the job
done, which I am sure you will."
The two leaders sat on stage at the International Conference
Center, and their remarks were optimistic, but underscored the
unfinished business of their historic, two-day meeting, the first
superpower summit in six years.
Reagan said, "I leave Geneva today and our fireside summit
determined to pursue every opportunity to build a world of peace,
of freedom." His nickname for the summit derives from a
meeting Tuesday when the two leaders held private talks for
about an hour before a blazing logs in the fireplace of a pool house
next to Lake Geneva.

A community Thanksgiving
service, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Ministerial
Association, will be held on
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28. at 10
a.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main Streets.
The Rev. Rick C. Dye,
associate pastor of the First
United Methodist Church, will
deliver the Thanksgiving
message on the topic "In the
Care of God" with scripture
Matthew 6:25-33.
Milton Gresham. minister of
music at Memorial Church, will
be in charge of the music. Other
ministers will participate in the
service.
"This union service is held
each year for the benefit of the
community • and the public is
urged to attend." a ministerial
spokei'man said.

Paducah man
arrested by
mistake wants
changes made
4ail.,kef,6re
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Lighting the way to Christmas
Murray Electric System lineman Kim Grogan helped string Christmas lights at Main and 3rd streets
this week. For more Christmas photos and stories, see the "Murray Christmas" section inside today's
newspaper.

Western legislators perceive growing
support among.'resident
.
s for lottery

Reagan and Gorbechev at end of summit.
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
idea of a Kentucky lottery is
winning more supporters,
especially when the state is
pressed for money, several
western Kentucky legislators
say.
Additional funds for higher
education, Medicaid benefits,
road repairs, jail and prison expansion will be hard to find, said
the six legislators who spoke
Tuesday at a forum by the
Paducah-McCracken County

League of Women Voters.
Rep. Freed Curd. D-Murray,
was one of the six members of
the forum, and in a telephone interview late this morning said
that his non-support of a statewide lottery was voiced by those
constituents which he
represented. "I don't think it'll
pass this year.. it comes up
every year and gets defeated."
said Curd.
"I'm not in favor of it and I'm
definitely against it (the lottery

being used to fund a so-called
sacred cow," Curd added.
Rep. Butch Burnette, D.
Fulton, said at least one poll indicated support for a lottery is
growing in his district In 1978,
only 20 percent of the people
responding to a poll favored the
idea, Burnette said. Last year.
support increased to about 44
percent. he said
(Contd on page?)

Judge: Mills' charges not dismissed
Cloudy tonight with rain
likely. Lows in the mid 40s.
Winds becoming southeast at
5 to 15 mph. Rain chances are
60 percent.
A 20 percent chance of morning showers Friday. beconv
ing partly sunny.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for cooltemperatures with little chance of rain Saturday
through Monday.
LAKE LEVELS
3M.1
Kentucky Lake
354 0
Barkley Lake

PADUCAH, Ky. 1AP — A
man who spent more than 15
hours in
officials
were convinced tEey wanted his
father instead would like to see
one change in McCracken
County's justice system — birthdates on warrants.
That way. Donnie Edward
Ashley, 21, said he wouldn't
have to change his name to
avoid being confused with his
44-year-old father, Don Eugene
Ashley, who sometimes goes by
Don Edward Ashley.
"I don't think I should have
to" change my name, said the
younger Ashley. "To me, it is
the responsibility of the
authorities to know the age of
the people they are looking for."
Ashley spent Monday night in
the county jail before authorities
were finally convinced of his
claim that a bail-jumping warrant issued by a grand jury was
meant for his father. He said he
tried to convince a deputy
sheriff who picked him up, a pretrial release officer and jail officials of the error when he was
arrested.
The warrant bearing the name
Don Edward Ashley did not include a date of birth. Authorities
said they had to wait until the
clerk's office opened Tuesday
before that information could be
obtained, and the younger
Ashley released.
"No one apologized or said
anything except that I was a free
man," the younger Ashley said.
adding that the arrest made him
late for work and he lost pay as a
result.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Mark Bryant said a note was attached to the warrant sent to the
sheriff's office indicating that
Don Edward Ashley was a
fugitive in Florida Bryant said
he doesn't know why they decided to arrest the younger Ashley.
Sheriff Howard Walker Jr.
said his office didn't receive the
note, and even if it had, it might
not have prevented the wrong
arrest.
"People come and go from the
area all of the time," Walker
said. "If we have a name on a
warrant and we think we know
where the person is living, we
have an obligation to go arrest
him.
"Of course we wouldn't make
the arrest if we knew it was the
wrong man ... but in this case.
we had no way of knowing"
"I realize that a thing like this
can happen and that I can be arrested because our Tiara's are so
close, but it seems to me someone should have been able to
clear it up without me having to
spend the night in jail," he said.

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham refused to dismiss
theft-by,d*ce-ption charges
against state Treasurer Francis
Jones Mills and seven of her current or former employees.
Mills, who is scheduled to go
on trial Dec. 2.. had a state
employee do personal chores for
her while Mills was secretary of
state, a prosecutor said during a
court hearing Wednesday.
Those chores included ordering clothes and groceries for
Mills. said Assistant Attorney
General Toms Wine. The allegafop Hone are contained in a statement made by Brenda Perkily
Woodyard, who was a secretary
in Mills' office until March 1983.
Wine said

%•

Ms. W'oodyard's statement
also said she did only about one
week of state work during i sixmonth period, and-spent the rest
of her time in such activities as
accompanying Mills
trips and
doing chores, Wine said during
the pre-trial hearing.
Mills and the other defendants
were indicted on charges irWolv•
ing alleged misuse of state
employees and facilities in
Mills' 1983 campaign for
treasurer.
Mills has denied the charges
Woodyard is not among those
indicted and later was hired by
.the Transportlition-Cabinet.
Graham turned down a
defense motion to dismiss the
theft charges on grounds that
deception was not involved

cr

%8 me also said three of the
defendants, James Sullivan.
Mary Adams and Roy Smith, did
campaign work.
Frances Bullard Clark, who is
not charged, also performed
campaign tasks and was Mills'
personal driver. Win said.
The other d
re Con-.
an
stance Quintavalle. Rebecca
Heckler. Lorlena Cohen and
EtAgene Harrell.
Graham granted a defense
motion to allow individual questioning of prosective jurors.
He said defense attorneys
-need. Ample -opportunity. to ask about political allegiances and
opinions. "due to the rather
charged political climate" in
Franklin County.
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Bowker and Crank
re-enact Civil War
by participating
in ABC mini-series

_

By DAVID Tl_
Staff Writer
A Murray body shop and a
movie set may be worlds apart.
but for David Bowker, the transition was easy..
Bowker and fellow Murrayan
Larry Crank spent last week on
a farm outside Natchez. -Miss..
taking part in the filming of the
ABC-TV mini-series The North
and South, Part II", to be aired
ealy next year.
Based on the novel by John
Jakes, the mini-series strives
for authentication with a $25
million budget. That's where
Bowker and Crank come in.
Bowker is a member of the 3rd
Regiment, a- Kentucky-based
group of Civil War re-enactors.
To obtain the utmost in accuracy, Warner Brothers contacted several Civil War reenactment groups around the
I' country to come down for the
filming. The re-enactors were
used extensively in the battle
scenes, Bowker said:
Bowker and Crank, part of the
•
South's infantry troops, drew
salaries of $50 per day plus expenses to Mississippi and back.
For many of the re-enactors, a
group bent on preserving Civil
war history, the filming was a
welcome chance to- relive the
past. ,
"A lot of people down there
thought it was the best thing in
the world," Crank said. "They
were getting paid for their
hobbies."
A typical work day for the
"extras" in the production
began with reveille at 4:30 a.m.
and continued after dark,
Bowker said. Breakfast on the
set consisted of coffee. *a
doughnut and some cereal "if
you got there early," Bowker
said.
- From breakfast,. the troops
would march. in formation, the

four miles to the set. The
cameras were not rolling, but
the re-enactors insisted on accuracy in details whether the
cameras were on or not.
In addition to the usual
10-pound long rifle and
bayonette, the troops carried
their bed rolls, canteens and
eating utensils (enclosed in a
white cotton haversack I to battle scenes.
"Back then, if you left a spot,
you never knew if you would be
coming back to it," Bowker
said.
The combat scenes between
the North and South forces were
designed to look authentic, with
special-effects directors dispensing fake blood on the fallen
soldiers. However, often the injuries in the filming were real.
"The number of people getting
hurt in the battles was
unbelievable," Bowker said as
he fastened a newly-installed
vinyl roof to a late-model sedan.
"Saturday, we saw accidents
right and left — one guy in our
regiment got a bayonette stuck
in his shoulder, and another got
his hand smashed. I just wonder
how they (Warner Brothers)
survive the lawsuits."
All the battles:including Bull
Run, Antietam and Petersburg,
were filmed on a farm 12 miles
from Vicksburg, a pivotal city in
the Civil War. In addition to all
the re-enactors, 40-50 cannons
were brought in, many of which
were originals built in the
middle-1800's.
"The guns were unbelievably
loud," Crank said. "When we
would be down on the ground
and the cannons would fire, you
could feel the ground shake."
Still, despite the marching and
the noise, Bowker says he enjoyed the experience.
"Believe it or not, it was fun,"
he said.

RUDOLPH GOOOYFAR HAS GONE

Going back in time
David Bowker, Murray, poses for a photo with Parker Stephenson (center)
,
one of the stars of the ABC-TV mini-series "The North and South".
At right
in the above photo is the director of the show. In the photo at right
are
Bowker and Larry Crank, also of Murray, in authentic Civil War uniforms
used in the production.

PADD announces availability of loans
The Purchase Area Development District (PADD) is offering low-interest, fixed-rate conventional mortgages to qualified
applicants wishing to buy homes
in the Purchase Area. The 10.5
percent interest, and 29 year
term loans are available to en- .
courage homeownership as well
as sales and construction within
the region's economy.
Few restrictions apply to the
distribution of the mortgage
monies. Those listed below were
established with two goals in
mind: First, to direct the funds
solely to first time home buyers #.
in counties that already have
significant mortgage activity;
second, to make the attractive
terms of these loans available to
middle income families. Additional details are as follows.
A minimum of five percent
down payment is required, and
there are approximately five
percent closing cost. The maximum family income allowable
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The maximum purchase price
for homes is established by
county: In Ballard, Calloway,
Graves, McCracken and Marshall Counties, new homes may
have a._purchase price up to
$81,180 and existing homes up to
$68,640. In these counties
families cannot have owned

•

Rudolph Goodyear
is giving away a
of free credit.

their own home during the past
three years to qualify. In Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton Counties, new homes go up to $88,560
in price and existing homes to
$74,880. In these counties there
are no first time homeownership stipulations.
Property taxes and
homeowners insurance are
escrowed and included as part of
the borrower's monthly riayment. Private mortgage insurance is required for these

,loans, and its cost if likewise included in the monthly payment.
Typically, a sale price of $40,000,
with a five percent down payment, would result in a total
monthly payment of about $425
after taxes and insurance are
included.
Interested persons should contact the PADD at 502-247-7171,
753-8352 (MUrray) or 544-2097
(Paducah). All applications are
processed on a first come, first
serve. basis. The PADD is an
.
equal opportunity lender.

Proceedings rule hi favor of holding
Childress in federal detention center
Anthony Wade Childress, the
30-year-old Calloway county
native who was arrested in early
September on charges of drug
distribution and tax evasion and'
was arrested again earlier this
week on charges of conspiring to
murder a witness in his upcoming trial on the former charges,
is being held without.bond in a
federal detention center in the
Christian County Jail.
U.S. - Magistrate David King
ruled Wednesday that Childress
was to be held without bond
after he was arrested/Tuesday

Lottery...

NO DOWN
PAYMENT
NO FINANCE
CHARGE FOR
12 MONTHS

I
4

is $48,000. Eligible properties include new homes, existing
homes and double-wide homes
which are placed on permanent
foundation.

(Cont'd from page 1)
"I think the Illinois lottery has
had a lot to do with that since I
have a lot of people who live in
Wickliffe and go to Cairo to buy
lottery tickets,- gurnette said.
"People in my district also
have said that if funds from the
lottery go to such things as
Medicaid, they would be in favor
of it."
A bill has been prefiled calling
for a constitutional amendment
legalizing a lottery to raise state
revenue. If approved by
lawmakers, the lottery question
would appear on the general
election ballot in November
1986. If approved by voters, a
lottery would begin in 1988.
Sen, Henry Lackey, DHenderson, said he supported
the lottery idea during the 1984
session when it was approved by
the Senate and died in a Hone

on a federal warrant charging
him with conspiracy to murder a
witness in his upcoming trial.
The combined preliminary
hearing and bond hearing
resulted in the ruling by Kirig,
who decided tbat Childress was
a threat to the safety of the community and to the witnesses involved in the trial. After being
arrested on the drug distribution
and tax evasion charges,
Childress was later released on
a $50,000 property bond.
The afternoon proceedings
Wednesday were prompted by
committee.
Lackey said he would support
It again as long as the proceeds
go to the General Fund without
being earmarked for specific
programs.
Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Fancy
Farm, said a lottery would not
solve all of the state's financial
problems as some supporters
claim.
"It would raise about $30
million a year if every citizen —
from the youngest baby to the
oldest person — in the state

Hubbard to hold
hearing on farm
credit issues
The subcomdlittee on general
oversight and investigations,
headed by Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., will hold a hearing
on farm. credit issues Dec. 20,

an affadavit sworn out by Kentucky State Police narcotics officer Joe i"at Cohoon, who alleged that Childress had conspired
with an informant to have a
witness in is upcoming trial
murdered.
Cohoon, in a telephone interview late Wednesday afternoon,
stated that a hearing is scheduled for November 27 to hear further arguments, but he did not
reveal any speCifics about the
court proceedings due to his involvement in the case.
played the lottery every week,"
he said.
"Many people say that the lottery is going_ to solve all of the
state's finanical problems, but
Illinois has one of the most successful lotteries in the United
States, yet they have had
several tax increases in the last
3/
1
2 years."
Other legislators participating
were Sen. Helen Garrett, DPaducah; and Rep. J.R. Gray,
D-Benton.

The hearing had been scheduled for Friday but Hubbard's office said today it was being
postponed until next month.
The hearing will begin at 9
a.m. in Mayfield's City Hall, the
congressman's office said.
The session will focus on farm
credit problems confronting borrowers and lenders, with emphasis on low farm net income
and declining real estate values.

To Qualified Buyer*
(Excluding Truck tires 11100 Mahound

Here's the chance to get Whirlpool Appliances
(Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Microwaves, 0
Dishwashers, Stoves, etc.) with 12 months free rri
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RUDOLPH GOODYEAR HAS GONE CRAZY!

BLACK STUDENTS HONORED
Three black high school students-were among 70 honored at Murray State University on Wednesday, Nov. 13, are greeted by Dr. Kai&
M.Stroup, university president.
The siudents(tmelet)are: Melissa Ann Duffy, Murray High School; Sherry
Tharpe.Camden (Tenn.)
'Central High School: and DeMonte Crim,Pope County (Ill.) High School.
They were among juniors and
seniors from 10 hieh schools jn five states who were recognised at the
third annual Honors Day Program for Distinguished Black High School Students. Also shown (from
right) are the Rev. Lawrence
Milliken, luncheon speaker, and Bernadette Jones, coordinator of minority
student affairs.
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PERSPECTIVE
Appreciating Murray
State for what it is
Editor's Note: Following is an
article written by Jim Pickens,
Sports Editor of the Madisonville Messenger, Madisonville,
Ky., following a meeting of the
Hopkins County Alumni
Association last week. We print
this as a credit to MSU and
Coach Frank Beamer's football
program.'
As the years progress, Murray
State University's football program just seems to get better
under the disciplined direction
of Frank Beamer, one of the
classiest, most knowledgeable
gridiron coaches to come down
the Kentucky pike in a long, long
time.
The Racers are winners and
their program reflects such.
You never hear of any recruiting
violations down Murray way; no
news reports come across concerning drug usage by athletes;
there never seems to be any ruffling of the feathers. They just
win down there, 'with class.
That's all.
It is this total consistency
which has made Murray one of
the finest institutions for an upand-coming young west Kentucky football star to attend.
I mean, let's face it, Western
Kentucky's program is in dire
straits to say the least; a kid
might have to wait two full years
or more before getting ample
playing time at UK; and many
of the smaller colleges in the
area don't offer scholarships.
Murray, then is ideal. Just ask
former Madisonville-North standouts Tim Broady and David
Williams — key figures in the
Racers' drive toward an NCAA
Division I-AA playoff berth.
Broady, known to friends as
'Catfish' while at North
Hopkins, has emerged as one of
the finest rookies in the Ohio
Valley Conference. He is, indeed, ideal for Beamer's infamous 'Wide Tackle Six'
defense — using both his speed,
ability and strength to his best
advantage.
Williams, meanwhile, is one of
the strongest members of the
-team. Beamer goes so far to say
that he is the strongest Racer,
pound-for-pound. Over the past
couple of seasons, the former
Maroon standout has paid his
dues and all of the hard work is
now beginning to pay off for
Williams.
Beamer, who spoke to the
Hopkins County chapter of the
Murray State University Alumni
Association recently, says that
both Broady and Williams will
figure prominently in the
Racer's plans next fall, as well.
And, next year, the Racers will
be an even better team, according to many observers.
Unfortunately, I never got the
,chance to see David Williams in
action when he played for
Madisonville-North Hopkins — I
arrived in Madisonville following his senior football season.
From reports however, I
understand that he was a hardworking individual who helped
anchor two of Steve Tweddell's
best Maroon teams.
I can, however, write a little
about Tim Broady, having watched him during his final two
seasons at North (1983, 1984).
Here's a young man with immense talent, dedication and
pride. He could beat you almost
singlehandidly at times and he
was the type of quiet leader who
commanded the utmost respect
from his teammates.

I said it when he signed and,
obviously, I can say it now that
he has become a freshman standout at Murray — Tim Broady
was one of the great steals in the
annals of Divison I AA football
recruiting. If he can't play on
the major college level, then I
don't know who can. It says here
that, barring a major injury,
Broady will become one of the
greatest to ever wear the blue
and gold at MSU.
And Murray fans should be
proud of Broady, Williams and
the rest of the Racers — not the
least of which is Beamer.
Five years ago, as a junior at
Western Kentucky, I sat in the
box seats at Roy Stewart
Stadium on a bitter-cold day and
watched the Racers humiliate a
then-undefeated Western team
that was ranked No. 1 in the nation at the time. I'll never forget
it as long as I live.
The score was 35-0 at halftime
and, as a die-hard Westerner,
the scene was hitting me like an
episode of from The Twilight
Zone. It was nightmare city for
myself and the rest of the
Hilltopper faithful crying in our
red towels that day. Murray added two more scores in the second half and, when the buzzer
mercifully sounded to end the
game, the scoreboard told the
story: Murray 49, Western 0.
No one could have known it
then, but that was a major turning point in the footbal history of
the respective schools. Since
that cold November day in '80,
Murray State's football program has simply flourished
under the guidance of Beamer.
Some of the school's greatest
moments on the gridiron have,
Indeed, occurred since that
memorable occasion.
Western, meanwhile, has gone
the way of the dinosaur — it is
virtually extinct. Oh sure, they
still tee up the pigskin at Smith
Stadium in Bowling Green every
year, but the days of glor"re
all but a remnant of the past.
Jimmy Feix, following The Loss
to Murray, turned in seasons of
6-5, 5-5 and 2-8-1. He was also
forced out of his job. ,
But Dave Roberts, who came
to Western as an assistant,
hasn't done any better. Last
year, Roberts' first at WKU, the
Hilltoppers were 2-9. Currently,
Western stands 3-7 with only the
Murray State game remaining.
In essence, Western is going
nowhere fast as far as football is
concerned.
Ah, but Murray.
Murray's success on the football field is so refreshing, so
vibrant, and so vital for the
western end of the commonwealth. It has gotten to the
point that we expect greatness
from Murray State football, and
that's the greatest compliment
that can be paid to an intercollegiate football program
these days.
Frank Beamer and Co.
deserve a hearty salute from
every football fan in America
who still holds on to values concerning the legal recruiting of
first class student-athletes.
That's Murray. An above-board
university which prides itself on
both academic and athletic excellence. Murray's standards
are high, and it shows in the
form of consistent standout performances by most of the
Thoroughbred athletic teams.
And the beat goes on.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters general interest.
to the editor are welcomed and
Letters must not be more than
encouraged. All letters must be 500 words. Longer letters cannot
signed by the writer and the be pubHshed.
writer's address and phone
Editors reserve the right to
number must be included for condense or reject any letter
verification. The phone number and limit frequent writers.
will not be published.
Address correspondence to:
Letters should be typewritten Editor: The Murray Ledger &
and double-spaced if possible Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
and should be on topics of 42071.
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An unforgettable trip to Archie Simmons'
favorite fishing hole in Ballard County
We made our fishing trip just
in time, Archie Simmons and I.
For several weeks, Archie had
been promising to take me on
one of his frequent trips to his
favorite fishing hole — Prairie
Lake, down near Wickliffe in his
native Ballard County.
Prairie Lake is one of a dozen
or more such lakes or ponds
which make up what they call
the "oxbow lakes." These extend much of the way from
Smithland to below Carlisle
County along the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers.
Some are "ponds." some are
"lakes." The ponds have names
like Hunter's, Swann, Little Log
and East and West Twin, while
the lakes are known as Mirror,
Grassy, Clear, Axe, Buck, Flat
and Fish. There's also Cross
Slough.
In years past, the farmers,
once they had their crops laid
by, came by wagons to the bottoms to camp, fish and hunt for
as long as a week at a time.
"Just menfolk only," Archie
said.
Archie tells me the ponds and
lakes were formed by changes in
the rivers' channels down
through the years, and are now
fed by backwaters from the
rivers when they get out of their
banks and flood the countryside.
• • •
Prairie Lake itself is about a
mile-and-a-quarter long and 250
to 300 yards across at its widest
point. Its depth runs from about
4 to 8 feet.
Along its banks are ageless
cypress, Tupelo, sweet and
black gum trees as well as
towering oaks, hickory and an
occasional pecan. We didn't see
any geese, although hundreds
winter there, but flights of wood
ducks were almost constantly
overhead.
The lake is owned jointly by
the family of Archie's wife, the
former Mae Boaz Simmons of
Wickliffe, and that of one of her
cousins. We all know her as
"Boazie." She retired about a
year ago after turning out
secretaries at Murray State for
umpteen years.
As for Archie, he retired a few
years ago after more than 20
years as a river boat engineer on
the nation's major rivers. What
does a river boat engineer do, I
asked him. "Everything from

fixing the John to keeping the
Wickliffe.
engines running," he laughed.
By the time the river crests at
• • •
its expected 48 feet tomorrow,
For several years now, Archie
Archie figures the concrete slab
has kept a small house trailer at
where the trailer sits and from
Prairie Lake, parked alongside
which we viewed the stars a
a concrete slab, which at one
week ago will be 6 or 7 feet under
time was the floor of a building
water. "It'll also be about
long since passed into oblivion.
halfway up the front door of the
The trailer has almost all the
cousin's place, too," he said.
comforts of home — bottle gas
This is a familiar ritual they
stove, sink, bed, table and
go through almost every year,
couches which can be converted
putting the trailer by the lake
into a second bed. There's also
when the river is normal and
all the necessary cooking untenpulling it out when it goes on a
sils and table wear.
rampage. This year, though, the
The "almost" is located some
high water has come a little
50 yards away in the woods, acearlier than usual.
cessible only by a trail through a
• • •
clinging stand of "beggar's
I thoroughly enjoyed my trip
lice."
to Prairie Lake with Archie. I
The trailer and Prairie Lake
hadn't been down that way
long has been a favorite fishing since, as a teenager, I sweltered
and camping spot for Archie. and fought mosquitos on Fish
Generally, he goes there alone
Lake trying to act like a pioneer.
— to fish, eat, sleep and simply
We had planned to-fish Tuessavor the peace and quiet of day afternoon and catch enough
woods.
"Prairie Lake slabs," or crapWith exception of his trailer, pie, for supper, but we hooked
the only other structure on the only five. We settled for
lake is a two-story, concrete scrambled eggs, sausage and
block house Boazie's cousin — a some of Archie's specialty, butCairo lawyer — has near the tered toast. He is an excellent
north end. It has a screened
cook, and I'm a good dish
porch, sits high off the ground
washer, so he said.
and has a relatively-new, redAfter a couple of games of
wood pier and dock extending "Casino," we turned in for the
out into the lake.
night — and would you believe at
• • •
8:15!
The river stage at Cairo is
Although sleep was slow in
what Archie watches. When it coming, I had many laughs as
reaches 34 or 35 feet, it is time to
Archie lay there and shared
pull the trailer to higher ground, some of his experiences on the
because when the rivers flood, lake. He told about "Old Scarthe nearby soybean and milo face," the mother coon who used
fields are covered with water. It to come to the trailer to eat the
is not at all unusual for it to be as fish heads and throwaways, one
deep as 25 feet where the trailer time with eight little ones in tow.
sits and to reach the upstairs
On one such visit, she ate
windows of the house downla.ke. every one of Archie's minnows
The river was on stand at 31.7 without so much as turning o'er
feet at Cairo when we were down the bucket."I was so mad the
there last week. No need for next morning," he said, "I just
alarm, Archie assured me as stood there and called her every
darkness settled over the
name in the.book just as loud as
bottoms.
I could."
We had little more than
He told me about the beaver
returned to Murray late the next dams that sometimes cause the
afternoon, though, before the
water to flood the orfe-lane dirt
river began a rapid rise at road leading to the trailer. NearCairo, and, at 38.7 feet, began by are several large concrete
spilling over into the fields.
culverts, put there to drain the
Boazie's brother, Bob Cocke, water properly.
who farms much of the bottom
Every time Archie and his
land, went in his pickup with the friends would tear out the
dual wheels on the back and
beaver dams, the little rascals
pulled Archie's trailer, 12-foot
would put them right back. Then
aluminum boat and the two pic- they dammed up the culverts.
nic tables to high ground in
"They dammed them up so

tight there was no way we could
clean them out," he said. "So,
we just gave up, quit tearing out
the dams. The heck with it,' we
said. Then the first thing we
knew, the beavers had cleaned
out the drainage pipes as clean
as a whistle. What they were
telling us was this, 'You leave
our dams alone and we'll leave
your culverts alone.' And we
have."
• • •
The next morning, we were on
the lake by 7 a.m., and by 9:30
had caught about a dozen more
crappie. The largest, caught by
Archie with his tight-line fishing
technique and an artificial bait,
weighed about a pound and a
quarter. You could have put just
about everything I caught in a
goldfish bowl.
Archie uses a trolling motor —
motorboats are not permitted on
the lake — and moves the boat
slowly and constantly among the
cypress trees, their knees and
the fallen, underwater trees. He
knows the location of every one
of these.
A huge bass twice leaped out
of the water within 15 feet of the
boat, and at one point, we flushed a big blue heron from his
roosting place and watched as
off he flew, deftly maneuvering
his great wings through the
trees. And, it took a while to
locate the woodpecker. whose
labors echoed up and down the
lake as if he was using an air
hammer. •
• • •
We went back to the trailer for
breakfast — this time bacon
with scrambled eggs and the
specialty toast, before getting
back on the lake again.
By the time we put up the
poles, tied up the boat and
prepared to return to Murray,
we had caught 28 of the "Prairie
Lake slabs" between us.
Guess who got to scrape the
scales off the catch before Archie dressed them. You're right!
I did, but not until he had instructed me in the proper procedure — thumb in the fish's
mouth, hold it down with the
middle finger and scrape
against the grain with firm, fish.
length strokes.
Archie said I did such a good
job scraping them, that he was
going to let me do it again the
next time we go to the lake.

letters to the editor

Retiree urges all to help in Christmas giving
Dear Editor;
As Christmas makes its way
toward us it makes us begin to
think of ways to help make it a
full and complete Holiday
season, for everyone.
Even though we don't always
feel that we are, we are a very
fortunate group of people. We
live here in our wonderful little
town among our friends and
neighbors, and we just take each
day as it comes.
Even though we wish that it
were possible for everyone in
our town and all other towns to
have a wonderful holiday
season, there are always some
who need a little boost from someone else.
Our boys down at the fire station have a program that will do
wonders in helping some of our
less fortunate people to have a
better Christmas, and I urge

each and every one to fall in and
back them 100 percent. They are
a great bunch of guys.
I'm not personally acquainted
with a single man on the fire
dept. But they are all my
brothers and I love them, and
want to help them in any way I
can in their great effort to do
something for someone.
I'm making this appeal to
ayone in Murray or Calloway
County. If you have anything
that you would like to give the
boys down there and do not have
a way to get it to them if you will
just call me at 759-1770 and I will
be glad to come to your home
and pick it up and take it to them
for you.
You never know there might
be a toy of some kind lying
around that you can no longer
use that could make some poor
little boy or girl's sweet little

eyes light
morning.

up

on

Christmas

I know that all my friends in
Murray and Calloway County
would like to see every little
child in the world have a good
Christmas. I know you are all
wanting to help in any way you
can to see this happen.
If there is any organization or
group that I can help in any way
to help spread Christmas cheer
to anyone I'm waiting to do so
Feel free to call me and let me
know if I can help.
I am a retired man and am not
able to do big things but I'm
ready to do all in my power to
help my fellow man. I have an
old car and am volunteering
mine at its help to anyone I can
help.
May God's richest blessing be
with everyone that reads this
and may you and yours have the

looking back

greatest Christmas you have
ever had.
God bless you all
Hubert Eaves
Route 8 Box 78
Murray, Ky., 42071

Track support wanted
To the Editor;
I think it would be unfortunate
if Murray State University were
to eliminate men's track from
its athletic competition.
Surely there are other
economies which might be
made. What about university
money which supports. directly
and indirectly, the Rodeo Club
for starters? Rodeo is a cruel
sport and does the university's
image no service anyway
Marcie Simmonds
Route 6
Murray
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Ten years ago
Ronald Churchill and H.T.
Waldrop were honored yesterday by members of Murray
Rotary Club in recognition of
their 50 years of membership in
the 51-year-old club.
Miss Sheila Ann Litchfield,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace L. Litchfield, and Daryl
E. Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. F.
Gene Dunn, were married at
Walnut Grove Church of Christ.
Technical Sgt Jimmie D.
Robertson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Etkell D._K.obert.ton. has received his second award of U.S. Air
Force Commendation Medal at
Lakeland AFB. Texas.
Hugh Noffsinger and Dennis
Taylor of Murray attended a
Fleeting of Kentucky Association of Elementary School Principals at the University of Ken-

tucky, Lexington.
Twenty years ago
Solon Bucy, civil defense
director of Calloway County,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Civitan Club held at Southside
Restaurant. He was introduced
by Hoyt Roberts.
Harmon Pierce, chemistry
and biology teacher at Murray
College High Scool, was speaker
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced
by Vernon Shown, RoSarian and
College High director. "The grapevine tells that the
December Issue of Ladies Home
Journal will carry a picture of
Jahn Mack Carter's children on
back page or back cover." from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
The Rev. Ronnie Sutton is

pastor of Salem Baptist Church
THIrty years ago
Annual, community
Thanksgiving service will be at S
a.m. on Nov. 25 at First
Methodist Church. The Rev. J
Howard Nichols. pastor of First
Christian Church, will be the
main speaker..
The new 1956 Studebaker will
be shown tomorrow at Midway
Motors, according to Grayson
McClure and Purdom Parks.
owners of the firm.
Miss Gail L. Hooks and L.D
Workman wee.-7-40arried on Nov
12.
•
Lt. (1.g.) Joe Pace, son of mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pace of Murray, is
stationed at Jatitsuriv
,
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Tucker of
Detroit, Mich., have been the
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Amon Outland.

!qt.
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MURRAY TODAY
Chilcutt-Holt wedding scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Chilcutt, 224 South 11th
St., Murray, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter. Kelly
Elizabeth, to Richard
William Holt of
Madison, Tenn.
Mr. Holt is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. William
Holt, Rt. 2 ,
Gilbertsville.
Miss Chilcutt is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Porter
Chilcutt and the late
Mrs. Rubye Chilcutt of
Murray and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. H.E.
Davis of Scottsville.
The bride-elect is a
1985 graduate of Murray
High School. She
presently is employed at
Hart Ophthalmology
Associates, Murrray.
Mr. Holt is the grandson of Clarence Holt and
the late Mrs. Fanny Holt
of Metropolis, Ill., and
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Anton Harter of
Rosenheirn, Germany.
The groom-elect is a

A killer is loose.

CINE 1 & 2
Ends Tosille47:15. 8:56

S8r1108WOlk In (R)
STARTS TOMORROW

Omni
control cont.,733-3314

Courtney Murphy born

Kelly Elizabeth Chilcutt and
Richard William Holt to marry
1980*graduate of Woodbridge Senior High
School in Woodbridge,
Va. He presently is
employed at Volunteer
Design, Madison. Tenn

The wedding will be in the fellowship hall of
solemnized on Friday. the church.
Dec. 20, at 8 p.m. at
All friends and
Memorial Baptist relatives are invited to
Church.
attend. Only out-of-town
A reception will follow invitations will be sent.

Dawn Lassiter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Lassiter of Puryear, Tenn., has been
selected to represent Henry County High School,
Paris, Tenn., in the 1985-87 Century III Leaders
program which awards local, state and ntional
prizes to senior high school students "who
demonstrate the leadership abilities and social
awareness necessary to help meet America's

4111i"
BAZAAR SATURDAY — Evelyn Wallis, left, and Gayle McGregor of the
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club, show a few of the
many items to be on sale at the department's bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 23,
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway Public Library. Others on
the bazaar committee are Norma Paschall, Gail Baust, Mary Beth Hays
and Anna Mary Adams. The public is urged to attend, McGregor said.

YOU CAN'T BUY this
washing machine...
BUT YOU CAN USE IT HERE!
A/1
.40/1
Perfect For.
•Permanent Press
•Delicates
*Cottons

PEE-WEE HERMAN

PEE-WirS
A.VINI1/14

•

50°

Only At The
6th & Poplar
Location „;:,;.4
;SOil

You'll get the Cleanest, Whitest,
Brightest Wash ever...

Cols Tnnite77:10. 8:15

We Guarantee It!

Elmo's Fir* (R)
STARTS TOMORROW
St.

Sa^^

ar
'WARNING SIGN' (A)

chestnut et. 733-3314

needs during our third century," a program
spokesman said. Her extracurricular activities
include National Honor Society, 4-H Honor Club,
4-H Club and Future Homemakers of America.
She also has served as junior class secretary;
editor of trst Amendment,the school newspaper;
and editor of Chapter Chatters, the state FHA
magazine.

Jessica Lassiter born
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Don Lassiter of Rt. 6, Box
261, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Jessica Dawn, weighing five pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born at 11:59 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 7, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, They have another daughter, Tiffany
Ann,3%. The mother, the former Cindy Tripp, is
a teacher at Calloway County High School. The
father is employed at Briggs & Stratton. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Tripp and Mr.
and Mrs. John T. Lassiter, all of Murray.

Alan Jourdon honored
Alan Jourdon, a student at North Calloway
Elementary School, was one of the young artists
honored at an awards ceremony and recpeiton
held at Kentucky center for Energy Research,
Lexington, on Thursday,,Nov. 14, as part of the
Kentucky Energy's Cabinet's "Energy
Awareness Week" events. Jourdon was one of 12
state energy poster contest winners.

Underhill named winner
Jeanne Underhill of Murray has been named a
second place winner in the 1985 "Salute to
Agriculture" essay contest sponsored by
Hesston Corporation, Hesston, Kan. She received a $250 cash award for her entry. Underhill is a
member of Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of America. Over
3,700 FFA members submitted messages
describing their feelings about farming or ranching life. Stephanie Reel, a high school senior
from Yuma, Ariz., won $500 for first place.

Two babies,
dismissals
are released

710, V56

Mon. Sat. II A.M. If p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. ii p.m.

Mr, and Mrs. Mike Murphy of Rt. 1, Almo, are
the parents of a daughter, Courtney Elizabeth,
weighing seven pounds seven ounces, measuring
19% inches, born on Thursday, Nov. 14, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Lora Glover. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Carl E. Murphy of Almo, Mrs. Kay
Taylor of Murray and Pal Glover of Enfield, Ill.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Maybelle Davis
and the late Garland Murphy of Princeton, Mrs.
Elizabeth Blakemore and the late Earl
Blakemore of Enfield, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Glover of Carmi, Ill., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Wilhelm Hering of Vaihingen, West Germany.

Dawn Lassiter selected

RIMISO Williams(PG-13)
STARTS TOMORROW

bismors•Vhilon Qom/
Ilsonionors Millions
llovorly Hills Coo
i

Discussion on Monday

Mr. and Mrs. Greg Wyatt of Buchanan, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Christopher Bradley,
weighing seven pounds five ounces, born on Friday, Nov. 15, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Trudy Lusby.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lusby of
Grand Isra., La., and Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Wyatt, Buchanan.

CHERI 3

Movirs

DATEBOOK

Christopher Wyatt born

KANSAS CITY. Mo
( AP I — Adding a patio
or deck was the most
popular do-it-yourself
project named by consumers nationwide in a
recent survey. The
survey by Payless
Cashways. a building
materials firm here,
also said other popular
handyman activities included remodeling
bathrooms; building
shelves; interior and ex,
tenor painting; room
additions, and
landscaping.

TO LIVE AND
DIE IN L. A. X

Mtirray Ledger & Times

editor

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
Moriday. Nov. 25, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library. The book, Pilgrim's Progress by John
Bunyan will be discussed. All persons who have
read the book are invited to take part in the
discutsion.

Patio or deck

7:06 •tS

Jo Burkeen

SOO
ME
IS
Laundry & Cleaners
13th 8. Main
6th & Poplar

753-2552

North 121h
603 Main

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Nov. 20, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Ferguson baby girl,
parents, Ernest and
Donna, Rt. 2. Hazel;
Madden baby boy,
mother, Lisa, 212 Warren St., Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Kari Bush,
Riviera Trailer Ct.,
Murray; Mrs. Mary
Gardner, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs. Stella
Saunders, 61.1 La
Follette Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Rebecca
Washburn, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Nell Zaremba,
506 North Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Sharion Buie,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Tammy Parrish
and baby boy, Rt. 3,
Murray; Charles Jones,
Cadiz; Carl Futrell, Rt.
3, Murray; Sammy Gafford, Rt. 8, Murray;
Vernon Anderson,
2006 College Farm Rd.,
Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo;
Harry York, 302 Wynn
St., Paris, Temn.; Mrs.
Edith Shuman, Rt. 5,
Murray;
Mrs. Corine Shelton,
1106 Foster, Mayfield;
Graves Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Stella
Rudolph, Rt. 7, Benton;
Sterling Moody, Convalescent Division,
MCCH.

YOUTH OFFICERS — Elected as offloers and representatives for 1985-88
of the Youth of Memorial Baptist Cburch were,from left, bottom row, Leslie
Weatherford, 8th grade representative, second row, Kelly Cathey, president, Heather Key, 7th grade representative, third row, Shane Adams,
freshman representative, Penny Knedler, secretary-treasurer, fourth row,
Phillip Billington, vice president, Darin Letts, senior representative, and
top row,David Outland,sophomore representative. Not pictured is Ben Voo,
junior representative. The council is responsible for the planning of youth
activities and ministry along with Milton Gresham, minister of youth.
Stephen Seaford is church pastor.

GOSPEL
SINGING

A giant helping of delicious, plump,
juicy oysters, fried in our crispy
breading. Served with natural-cut
french fries, freshly made cole
slaw, Southern-style hush puppies, cocktail sauce and a fresh
,lemon wedge. Enough to please
even a giant-size appetite.

Green Plain
Church of Christ
November 22

700 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills
Next To
JCPenney
753-9383

Everyone is cordially invited to our Third Annual
Gospel Singing, Friday night, November 22,from
7:00 to 10:00 p.m. Those attending can feel free
to come and leave any time during this three hour
period. Song leaders from the various congr_egatiOns Will be leading us. The singing will be congregational(no choruses, quartets, or collections).
Church budding located Southeast of Murray — ono mile off Highway
641 — on the corner of the Green Plain Church Road and Old MurrayParis Road.
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Persons visit area homes
11 1rIOC, KID. KV%
tx% . II, 11*.'.

Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones are at home after
several days in a
hospital at Memphis,
Tenn. Mrs. Jones had
surgery on her hand.
Mrs. Lorene Smith of
Memphis had eye
surgery recently. She's
geing cared for in the
home of her sisters in
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Sadie Cooper and Mrs.
Jennie Sykes. Other
guests in the home of
Sadie Cooper Sunday for
dinner were Mrs. Jennie
Sykes. the Rev. and
Mrs.. Warren Sykes,
Mitch Sykes. Myrtle
Rose Hill and Peggy
McCree.
Mrs. Audie Grooms
visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Saturday
afternoon.
Rickie Orr of
Evansville. Ind., visited
his parents, the Rev.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
The weekend dinner
guests Saturday were
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
visited Jessie Paschall
Sunday. Mrs. Paschall
returned home with her
to spend the night.
Linda Kay Harding
was in Lourdes Hospital
several days with back
trouble. She returned
home Sunday. Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. George I,igon

visited her in the
hospital and at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall visited Mrs.
Myrtle Kuykendall in
Fulton recently. She
celebrated her 102nd
bithday last June at
home where she lives
alone with the help and
care of her children. She
said "I'm looking forward to seeing 103 years
on June 10, 1986.
Mr. and Mrs. Rickie
Orr took their son Jamie
to Memphis last week
for check up. They said
they got a good report.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones and Lindy
Kay Harding.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabern
Key. Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Deering
visited Mrs. Olvie
Wilson in Paris Manor
weekend.
Gerald Holley was admitted to a hospital in
Jackson, Tenn., last
week. Mrs. Holley is
staying a few days with
him.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall visited Mrs.
Ida Elkins Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson visited Mrs. Ola
Morris in Murray Sunday afternoon.
Hilda Miller visited
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Sunday afternoon.

Marilyn Sykes took
Mrs. Carlie B. Paschall
to Murray on Wednesday for a check up with
her doctor.
Little Miss Mallorie
Jenkins celebrated her
first birthday on Oct. 27
at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenny Jenkins.
Those present were
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and
son, Adam, Mr. and
Mrs. Greg Story and
daughter, Autumn, Roy
Bogard, Mr. and Mrs.
David Bogard, Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Burkeen
and Josh, Kenny and
Kim Jenkins.
On Saturday, Oct. 26,
she was honored for her
birthday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
McKeel in Murray.
Those present were
June Cole and son Jimmie, Karen Story, and
Kenny and Kim
Jenkins. She received
many nice gifts. "Happy Birthday Mallorie".
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Carey vacationed in Florida last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins and Mallorie
spend last weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Bogard.

Turkey cooking hints given
Traditionally, the
turkey has proven to be
the most popular bird of
the holiday season. The
popularity of the turkey
has been on an upswing
since the early days of
our forefathers:
however, the outcome of
preparing and serving
turkey has never been
predictable.
Although progress
often brings improvements, each holiday season cases of
foodborne illness outbreaks in Kentucky are
almost certain to be
reported. Most of these
result from incorrect
preparation and/or
storage techniques such
as improper or inadequate thawing, cooking,
cooling or reheating.
An investigation of
one such case in Kentucky revealed that the
turkey was held at room
temperature for a
period of three hours
while other portions of
the menu were being
prepared. As a result,
approximately 40 persons became ill, as well
as the cook's family who
consumed a portion of
the leftovers.
Another outbreak occurred at a different
establishment involving
81 persons. These victims suffered from
staphylocci food poisoning resulting from improper cooling procedures of a turkey
casserole.
Alex McLeod, health
environmentalist,
Calloway County Health
Department, says that
In order that you may
avoid illness during the
holiday season, please
observe the following
Instructions.
• Turkeys should be
thawed: (Choose one
method ):
In a refrigerator
with the temperature at
45°F. or less (allow 3 to 4
days ).
Under cold running
water at a temperature
of 75°F. or less.

In a microwave
oven when the conventional cooking process
will follow immediately,
uninterrupted after
thawing: or if the entire
thawing-cooking process will be carried out
uninterrupted in the
microwave oven.
In one continuous
thawing-cooking process in the conventional
manner. (If turkey is
bought pre-stuffed, do
NOT defrost before
cooking.
•Turkey and stuffing
should be prepared:
With clean hands
and with utensils that
have been cleaned and
sanitized. Utensils and
cutting boards should be
properly cleaned and
sanitized immediately
after preparation to prevent post cooking
contamination.
By cooking at a
temperature of 325°F.
until the internal
temperature reaches
165°F. with no interruptions in the cooking process. A meat thermometer inserted in the
thickest part of the thigh
will reveal the internal
temperature. A
temperature of 140°F.
should be maintained
until the turkey is served; or, the meat should
be immediately sliced
and refrigerated on
shallow platters so that
rapid cooling will occur.
It is not possible to cool
a whole cooked turkey
in an ordinary
refrigerator or freezer
within just a few hours.
Therefore, any undercooked juices, stuffing
or meat in,the thickest
parts may result in
bacterial growth over
extended cook down
time, say overnight or
over four hours.
In a manner in
which the two food products are cooked
separately from each
other for best results:
however, if prepared
(cooked) together, the
turkey should not be

stuffed until immediately before cooking.
And refrigerated at
a temperature of 45°F.
or less (after cooking),
by separating the
turkey and stuffing and
by storing individually.
• Leftovers:
Should be
refrigerated at 45°F. or
less. Turkey and stuffing should be wrapped
separately.
.•-• Prepared into sandwiches and similar cold
foods.
To be reheated or
served as a hot dish,
rapidly and thoroughly
heat to an internal
temperature of 165°F.
If adequate precautions are not followed,
food poio
,ning may
result.

'Weaving' discussed
by Mrs. Sallie Guy
MRS. GUY SPEAKS — Sallie Guy, a vvea%er,
presented a program for the Home Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured top left
are Clara Humphrey and Edna Holland admiring a blue dress woven by Mrs. Guy. In the top
right picture are from left, Betty Boston. wearing a "buana" cape-like stole, Mrs. Guy, wearing a hand woven dress of her design, Lottie Gibson and June Crider admiring a woven afghan
made by Mrs. Guy. In side picture are hostesses.
from left, Elsie Billington, Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Ruth Moffett and Maudena
Butterworth.

Stewart heirs meet, Reelfoot Lake
The Stewart heirs *tif
the Rev. John Stewart
and Susan Champion
Stewart recently met at
Blue Bank Restaurant
at Reelfoot Lake for a
reunion.
Children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren from

Arkansas were present.
Children of Fannie
Stewart and grandchildren of the Rev.
Charlie Stewart present
were Bruce Stewart and
wife, Glenda, Bonnie
and C lo y
Hy
Paragould, Ark., the
Rev. Charlie Stewart

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
NEW YORK STRIP
•Indudas choke of potato, tossed Wad and French bread.

Give Quality,
Luxury and Beaut3,

family, William and
Oveta Sheffield and Ferman and Sue Watson,
Recotor, Ark.
Present from Murray
were children of Jessie
Stewart Thurman who
were Ruble and
(Cont'd on page 6)
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Bel Air Center

Places To Go-People To See?
Do It In Style With
Clothes From The Cherr Branch

$425
*Friday & Saturday Night Only
(Nov. 22nd & 23rd)

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$425

*Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

4.

Pre-Holiday Salt":'''
20% Off All Fall Fashions
Friday & Saturday Only
Selected Groups NON%

/
1 3 2
A

Off!

Don't Forget
That Man In Your Life— 20-day Performance Guarantee
— Lifetime Warranty
4

ra

See us for details:
RENTAL4SALES

200 E. Main

753-8201

Ask Billie about our Assorted
Gift Boxes for Christmas
Free tT mhrella
with a purchase of S10.00 or more

CENTER

VISA'

Only At
Iaysosa
.
For Christmas

CM
AI
A

rfl,

eletonto.

Pa'a FLOWERS 24 Years In Murray
We're Having A Customer Appreciation Sale
50% Off: •China

•Tree Trims •Crystal *Arrangements and Door pieces.
705 S. 4th ST.
Many other Christmas Items Up To 50% Off.
Open Friday Night 4 p.m.-10 p.m.
t(*" MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Door prizls to be given away that night.
PHONE 753-4320

ta

•
•

•
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Coming community events

Thursday, Nov. 21
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet

Thursday. Nov. 21
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Thursday, NOV. 21
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.

GRAM
OPENING!

Shell

Thursday, Nov.SO
Murray Business and
Professional Women
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
——— —
Foreign Language
Association meting will
start at 5 p.m. in Murray High School
Library.
————
Beat Western Racer
Round Up Steak Dinner
will start at 6:30 p.m. in
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
Tickets will be available
from Racer Club
members or at door.
— —— —
West Kentucky
Chapter of Kentucky
Society of Certified
Public Accountants will
meet at 7 p.m. at Patti's
on the Pier at Grand
Rivers.
—— ——
Wor k shop on
•'Microwave Cooking"
is scheduled at 1 p.m.
and 7 p.m. at Ellis
Center. For information

Thursday, Nov.20
call County Extqnsion
Office, 753-1452.
— — ——
Murray Shrine Club
will meet at 7 p.m. and
Clown Club at 8 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Restaurant.
— ———
Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens will meet at
7 p.m. at WATCH.
(work activities training center for handicapped) Building, 702 Main
St.
— ———
Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
— ———
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce Centre.
————
" Murray Civitan Club

Thursday, Nov.SO
Thursday, Nov.10
Friday, Nov.22
p.m. at Homeplace Note change from
collegiate Rodeo at 7:30
Family Restaurant.
previous p.m. at West Kentucky
————
announcement.
Livestock and ExposiTwin Lakers Antique
————
tion Center.
Car Club will meet at
Murray -Calloway
————
6:30 p.m. at Gateway County Association for
Murray State UniverRestaurant at Gifted Education will sity
Jazz Band will preDraffenville.
meet at 7 p.m. at sent
a free concert at 8*
Southwest ;Calloway
————
p.m. in Curris Center
Ivin Rosario will pre- Elementary School.
Ballroom.
sent a free student per————
————
cussion recital at 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov.22
AA and Al-Anon will
in Annex Recital Hall,
Murray magazine
meet at 8 p.m. in J.U.
Fine Arts Center, Mur- Club will meet at 1:30
Kevil Center, South 10th
ray State University.
p.m. at home of Mrs.
Street Extended,
Tess Hopson. Members
————
Mayfield.
Murray State Univer- note change from
————
sity Rodeo Club will regular date.
Mothers Morning Out
sponsor MSU Inter- -—
will be at 9 a.m. at First
collegiate Rodeo at 7:30
Square and round
Christian Church.
p.m. at Livestock and dancing with music by
————
Exposition Center. ,
Ken-Tenn Country
Fresh Start, a smok————
Sound will be from 7:30 ing
cessation class, will
AA and Al-Anon will to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove be
from 7 to 9 p.m. in
have closed meetings at Roller Rink.
third floor classroom,
8 p.m. at First Christian
————
Murray-Calloway CounChurch, Benton. For inHazel and Douglas
ty Hospital.
formation call 753-0061. Centers will be open
————
762-3399, 753-7764 or from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday, Nov.23
for activities by senior
753-7663.
Christmas Bazaar by
citizens.
————
Creative Arts DepartMurray Single Con————
ment of Murray
is scheduled to meet at 7
Make Today Count Woman's Club will be
nection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor will meet at 10 a.m. in from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
classroom, Education private dining room of meeting room of
Building, First United Murray-Calloway Coun- Calloway Public
Methodist Church. For ty Hospital.
Library.
————
information call
————
Events in Land Bet759-1692, 753-9414 or
Bazaar by women of
ween the Lakes will in- Independence and Coles
436-2174.
clude Skywalk at 2 p.m. Camp Ground United
————
St. John's Episcopal and Mark Twain and the Methodist Churches will
Church Women will Great Comet of '35 at be from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at 7:30 p.m. at Golden at Ellis Center, Murray.
Pond Visitor Center and
home of Pat Harcourt.
————
Making Christmas Can————
Alpha Department of
Carol Poe Group of dies from 10 a.m. to 3 Murray Woman's Club
will have a covered dish
First Baptist Church p.m. at Empire Farm.
————
luncheon at noon at club
Women will meet at 7
Murray State Univer- house.
p.m. with Jill Caddas.
sity Rodeo Club will
————
————
(Cont'd on page 7)
Zeta Department of sponsor MSU InterMurray Woman's Club
will meerat 7 p.m. in
Home Economics
Department of Murray
State University.
————
Della Taylor opened
Charlene Curd gave
Hazel Woman's Club her home for the Oc- the
Etackhoe-Loader-Septic Tank Systems
devotion on the
will meet at 7 p.m. at tober meeting of Paris theme
of "Pins." She
Twila's Photo Arts. Road
Homemakers also read several Bible
Club with Faustine scriptures.
Walker, president,
The recreational
presiding.
period was conducted
(Cont'd from page 5)
"Buying Tips on Ap- by Barbara White.
Jean Cloar, county exLayerne Thurman, pliances" was the subBoyce and Hilda Mc- ject of the newsletter tension agent in home
Cuiston, Reldon and gi'ven by Topsy economics, was a guest.
Other member present
Nell Norsworthy, Brandon.
A lesson on were Sally Henson, RobHarold and Myrtle
Mohundro, and James "Nutritious Meals and bie Blalock, Margaret
Snacks To Go" was Roach, Virginia Duke,
and Polly Lamb.
The group made plans presented by Alice Mattie Buster and
Steely.
Dollie Kiser.
for a 1986 reunion.

Pockets,
Good Luck
With Your
New Business.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
*FREE 2 Liter Coke (Wan gasoline fai up of 8gal or more)
* Free Balloons *Clowns
*A visit from "Dunker" Friday 2-6 p.m.
*10e hog dogs

_4

••
Brent Allen Ditching

Paris Road Homemakers
meet at the Taylor home

759-1515

12th & Chestnut

Stewart...

Uncle Jeff's Clothing & Shoe Dept.

Stock Reduction Sale,
I
_I
e. •
Must Sell To Make Room
For New Department!

SHOP US FIRST Lisr../PArAffer-

•

SAVE
up,o70%

Rickman
g_
Norswortny
cg

Men's
Basic

Men's
Corduroy

Jackets

Ladies'

Levi's®

Reg. $45

NOW $

19

Adults

Sweat.
Shirts
$488

a.
0
4/1

Calvin Klein®
Jeans

$11488
Purses
1/2
Selected

Price
Of !lug. 1st.

F.44

PA

Ladies
and
Girls

LUMBER COMPAMY,IMC.
500 S. 4th Murray
Store Hours:
7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8-12 Sot.

753-6450

At Rickman Norsworthy,
we'll help you design
your dream kitchen.

11111116:
IONS=

OutReg.
erw
ear
$21.99
88

Pop c4p,

41£-

$12

404 pi

(Cash & Corry)

Now's the time to
install new kitchen
cabinets at graat
savings.

Uncle Jeffs
Clothing & Shoes
Undo Jeff Shopping Confer
HWY. 641 South
-VW
4110k

Noter

,Iwiti;Com

/50% Off

0

73
—
(P
•••4

t.

ihor

CASH & CARRY

SALS WWI 11/25/8S

1PAPAVILIM\CINE:0'...Co SHOP US FIRST i001011.01

.0.10W14:11.
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Events...

(Coned from page 0)

Saturday, Nov.23
Murray Single Connection will meet at 2
p.m. at North Branch of
Peoples Bank to go to
Land Between the
Lakes for a hike and
wiener roast.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Mark Twain and
the Great Comet of '35
at 11 a.m. and Skywalk
at 2 p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Making
Christmas Candies from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm; Deer of LBL
at 1 p.m. and Honker by
Moonlight at 7 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Evening at
Homeplace-1850 at 8
p.m.
---Murray State University Rodeo Club will
sponsor MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo at 7:30
p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.

Saturday, Nov.23
Murray State Racer
basektball team will
play William Penn in an
8 p.m. tipoff game in
Racer Arena.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. in
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Sunday, Nov.24
Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Wilson will be honored
on their 50th wedding
anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4
p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of Puryear Baptist
Church.
---M r . and Mrs.
Herschel Pace will be
honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary
with a reception from 2
to 4 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of Kirksey United
Methodist Church. The
family requests that
guests not bring gifts.

Sunday, Nov.24
Sunday, Nov.24
---p.m. in Annex Recital
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Peeler will be honored Admission is free.
on their 25th wedding
--anniversary with a • Art works in a variety
reception from 2 to 4 of media by Sharon
p.m. in Fellowship .Carlton will be on exHouse of Grace Baptist hibit through today in
Church. The family re- Curris Center Gallery,
quests that guests not Murray State
bring gifts.
University.
------AA will have a closed
Events in Land Betmeeting at 4 p.m. in ween the Lakes will inAmerican Legion clude Mark Twain and
Building, South Sixth the Great Comet of '35
and Maple Streets. For at 11 a.m. and Skywalk
information call at 2 p.m. at Golden Pond
753-0061, 762-3399 or Visitor Center
753-7764.
Planetarium; Deer of
---LBL at 2 p.m. and UnenMurray State Univer- dangered Species at 3
sity Rodeo Club will p.m. at Woodlands
sponsor a rodeo for high Nature Center.
school students at 2 p.m.
in West Kentucky
Livestock and ExposiPET PEN
tion Center.
1101 Story
---759-1322
Murray State UniverBuy A Cage and Got
sity Concert Choir and
$3 Off a Parakaist.
Chamber Orchestra will
Ihtpirea Nev. 22
present a concert at 3:30

COW
3ENco
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Top prime-time television programs listed
NEW YORK (AP) - 20.0 million homes.
Here are the top ten
7. ( 1 3) "Golden
prime-time television
Girls," NBC, 23.2, 19.9
ratings as compiled by
million homes.
the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
the week of Nov. 11-17.
Listings include the
week's ranking, with
season-to-date ranking
in parentheses, rating
for the week, and total
homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes one-time only presentation.
1. (1) "The Cosby
Show," NBC, 31.7
rating, 27.2 million
homes.
2. (2) "Family Ties,"
NBC, 29.5. 25.3 million
homes.
3. (7) "60 Minutes,"
CBS, 25.3, 21.7 million
homes.
4. (5) "Cheers," NBC,
24.7, 21.2 million homes.
5. (4) "Dynasty,"
ABC, 24.2, 20.8 million
homes.
6. (10) "An Early
Frost," - "NBC Monday Night Movies," 23.3,

7.(Xi "Kane & Abel,"
Part I, CBS, 23.2, 19.9
million homes.
9. (6) -Dallas," CBS,

23.1, 19.8 million homes.
10. (9) "Miami Vice,"
NBC, 22.1, 19.0 million
homes.

Seven Seas is now
taking reservations for
your holiday banquets.
For more information phone
753-4141 after 3:30 p.m.
Hwy 641 North Mundy hy
Open at 4 p m Mon Sat 753 4141

*men *ens

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

IV

We Accept
Food Stamps

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Cel•I•Afair•17121;117Terile D •1444

1407 West Main
753-4682

Prices Good 11-21-85 Thru 11-30-85

PEPSI, 7UP,
DR. PEPPER, MT. DEW,
DIET PEPSI
12 Pack Cans
\

U.S.D.A Grade A
Hyde Park

EGGS

SWEET PEAS . 16% Oz 2
/89°

I.

Heinz Tomato

TURKE
YS
18-22 Lb Avg.

29

KETCHUP
320z. $
2
9
Ocean Spray Cranberry
SAUCE
16 Oz 69°
Stokley Apple
SAUCE
16 Oz 2
/79°
Heliman's
MAYONNAISE 32 Oz. $1 79

With Self-Basting
& Tender Timer

..-rwwwer.

Limit 2

•-.11.40.11

•

With $15 00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
Drinks, & Turkeys
On Special

Lb.

69L1'i

,1

Swanson Chicken

Duncan Hine

Carnation Evaporated

49°
100, $119
69°
49°
79°

MILK

12 Oz

Hyde Park

STUFFED OLIVES
Del Monte Crushed 1554 Oz.
PINEAPPLE
Hyde Park Cut

YAMS
16 Oz.
'Hyde Park Cut
YAMS
29 Oz.
Kraft Jet Puffed 10 Oz.
F
I A.RTiltIMALLOWS...49°
TISSUE
4 Roll Pkg. 87'
Gold Medal Plain or Self-Rising

FLOUR
Martha White Self Rising
MEAL

5 Lb.

Domino Powdered

SUGAR
Blue Bonnet
OLEO

77°
79°
490
49°

5 Lb.

1 Lb. Box

Lb.

Wesson

OIL

640z.

0
CAKE MIX
18% Oz.69
Green Giant or Libby Cut
GREEN BEANS..16 Oz.2
/79°
Libby Solid Pack
PUMPKIN
16 Oz. 69
Pride of Illinois White or Yellq,w
Cream Style

USD A Grade A
Hyde Park
18 to 22 Lb Avg.

U S Choice Boneless

TURKEYS

69Lb.

Self Basting
& Tender Timer
Limit 1

Golden Hive

$ 1 00

Cardinal Red

GRAPES
1

2 0/

CRANBERRIES
POTATOES
Li S No 1 Idaho

POTATOES
lillonterey

MUSHROOMS

CHUCK
ROAST
$ 1 49

36

Kentuckian Boneless

HAM

hs

Fresh Crisp

CELERY

Oz.

2/79°
$1 19

16 Oz.

Red Cross Elbow

MACARONI
Reynolds Heavy Duty
FOIL

32 Oz

$

18 In

$1 19

FRUIT
Stokley All Green Cut
ASPARAGUS

79°
oz 99°

16 Oz.

16

Carnation 22 Oz.

COFFEEMATE

29

6 Oz Free

$

89

Philadelphia

CREAM CHEESE

.8 Oz.

Pet Ritz

PIE SHELLS
Frozen Baking

HENS

69°

10 Oz.

79°
790

10 Oz Extra Lean

STEW
MEAT
$ 1 79
Lb

4:10Mai

PRODUCE
BANANAS

BROTH
1454
French's Instant
POTATOES

Libby Lite Mixed

CORN
17 Oz. 2/79°
Land-O-Lakes
MARGAR
INE
Lb. 49°
Flav-o-rich Lowfat
% Gal. 99°
MILK
Prairie Farms Whole
Gal. $
MILK
9
9
Philadelphia
CREAM CHEESE ...8 Oz. 79°

$299

$
2
99

Stokley Honey Pod

Hyde Park
Grade A Large

Doz

PAGE 7

S,„39°
59°
79°
25°
$159
99°
Lb

IA how
Fields 1 Lb

BACON

$2°9
199
$ 39

Owens Famous Deli

BAKED HAM
ens f

$'29
Lb

Boneless Pit

$329

BAKED HAM
Owens Famous

$329

B.B.Q. BEEF

Riulyc Counti

SAUSAGE

1 39

ffs 1 Lb Originals or

WEINERS

$ 1 39

doriele-Js Arm Cot

SWISS STEAK

CHEESE

$329
I !,

.11

$275

Hot or Mild
;

Baby Swi.ss

B.B.Q.CHICKEN
(1).% ens Fa too us

It)

$

79

B.B.Q. RIBS

$

89

$329

•••
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POLITICAL CARTOONS — Margaret
Boone's students at
Murray Middle School
were asked to draw
political cartoons after
watching "News Quiz"
each Friday on Kentucky Educational
Television. The students
in partners drew the
cartoons and the six
winning cartoons are
featured on this page.
Boone said the cartoons
showed that her
students are quite
STOCKHOLM, knowledgeable about
Sweden (AP) — The world affairs.
first non-American recipient of a permanent artificial heart, 53-yearold Leif Stenberg, died
early today, doctors
WASHINGTON (AP)
announced.
— More than 500
The Swedish American health care
businessman had suf- workers have confered at least one stroke tracted the deadly
since an American disease AIDS, but
Jarvik-7 plastic and chances of doctors,
metal heart was im- nurses and hospital
planted last Easter at technicians getting the
Karolinska hospital in disease through their
Stockholm.
work "continues to be
Stenberg was the very low," a new
world's fourth recipient federal report says.
of a permanent ar"No specific occupatificial heart.
tional exposures could

StAef111 Tod PcseNrvi4666cht.r
kid;sr)

Heart recipient
dies in Sweden

smrifft

tht.

6y Joh# Ado*4ThAffs
6tAttiag,

7it 101-4 4410,4-1

AIDS frequency among doctors, nurses low

3DAYS ONLY!
THURSDAY• FRIDAY•SATURDAY

1

20
-5
0A
ENTIRE INVENTORY
it

•

1

0

4,

Even
•SWEATERS marked-down
•PANTS
items will
•DRESSES
be further
•COATS
reduced for
•BLOUSES
savings up to
•VESTS
•& MORE!

50%

HURRY in and beat the clock! Now is
the time to save on all Fall and Holiday
fashions in styles to fit every you.

JUNIOR•MISSES s PLUS Sizes
GIRLS SIZESy7.
,-14

Now available in man

Use your Fashion Bug Charge. VISA.
MasterCard or American Express
•Naturally sale excludes new spring fashions

FASHION BUD
FASHION BUG PLUS.

be implicated as the monitored the occursource of infection in rence of the disease —
any of these cases," it known formally as acsaid.
quired immune defiThe report was ciency syndrome —
presented on Wednes- among health workers
day at the annual because they are more
meeting of the likely than many
American Public Health Americans to be exposAssociation by scien- ed to victims' blood or
tists with the AIDS Task other bodily fluids
Force of the national through which the
Centers for Disease disease is believed to be
Control.
spread.
The CDC has closely
The agency reported
last September that two
health care workers out
;)(
of 1,750 tested for ex0
/14,
sCFAP_,
7<9P„p
posure to the AIDS virus
— a nurse and a
laboratory employee —
had indeed tested
• ,sitive. However,
nei'ler has gone on to
deve fp the disease so
far,
agency said at
that time.
Wednesday's report
said occupations were
Designer Ceramic Tiles
known for 10,612 of the
and Accessories
13,061 people who had
These high fashion tiles are available in different stylus and an
contracted the disease
array of designer colors. Ceramic tile, properly chosen and inin the United States
through mid stalled, is a material of lasting beauty that satisfies the design
September.
requirements of virtually every setting.
Health care workers
accounted for 556 of the
cases, or about 5 percent, the report said, but
107 E. Ruff St., Paris, TN
530 of those "had nonoccupational risk factors such as homosexual
contact or intravenous
drug use."
The remaining 26,
with no identified risk,
made up 4.7 percent of
the total cases for health
care workers. The comparative figure for the
general population was
3.5 percent, the report
said, calling the difference not statistically
significant.
Accuracy of such
figures, officials noted,
depends on patients'
honesty in answering
highly personal questions concerning sexual
habits and possible drug
abuse.
The report said the
victims who were health
care workers were questioned .further — about
such possible occupational factors as cuts,
needle sticks and exposure to AIDS patients
— with no connections
noted.
Novel

CERAMIC
TILE - TILE - TILE

Retail • Wholesale • Contractor

NEW

FROM CREATIVE

Creative Tile Dist.
644-1904

2.00 OffThrough

▪

Your next new or transferred prescription

I *Ask

how this coupon can be worth $3.00 I

L — Byron's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy

Styles to fit every you.'

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,Miirray
GI FPIDA L.

AT VIII TNIELL 753 4 1 75

Hog market
!Wend atter Merkel Mms bervIer.
November tl. ISM
abablorky Parlime Arra Hog 22*5.4
Iteporl Maude* 11
yggleatone
lbereapto• Art. NM FM_ 750 Barrows
& Mita .50- 75 lower Iowa family
US 1-2 1111.1101
US 14 ISS11111 1,b•
US S4 *VINO 1.56.
US •-• NOM/8 Lig.
Nan
US 14 1111-1211 Law
US 1-• 1•1141111 LS&
VS 14 41111410
US 1.11 Over NO lAn.
US 114 115401 UM.
S..,. ma.se-11.110
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Yarber: director or traffic cop?
How does someone
take fifty small ehildren
and turn them into
snowflakes, mice and
soldiers? That's the task
facing Pam Yarber,
director of the Murray
Calloway County Community Theatre's production of "The Nutcracker."
Working with children
is not new to Yarber,
who lives in Buchanan,
TN. When working at her
own director's theatre in
New York, Yarber produced a children's
theatre series. She atso
worked with Hanna
Barbera, producing and
performing in the first
live show of the cartoon
characters Yogi Bear,
the
Flinstones.
Huckleberry Hound and
others. This show traveled around the nation and
performed at the White
House.
Scott Conklin rehearses with ac mpanist Marie Taylor.
MSt photo by Mitt Evans
But Yarber's experience doesn't stop
there. She has acted and
stage managed in professional theatre and produced off-Broadway.
Yarber is a puppeteer,
Violinist Scott Conklin sored by the Association
tions to perform with the Evansville. Scott has having studied with Bill
from Murray, Kentucky of the Louisville Or- Louisville Orchestra on participated in
Suzuki Baird at his theatre in
won the Strings Grades chestra in order to enone of the Education workshops in Kentucky, New York.
5-8 Division of the Young courage the artistic
How did this talented
Series concerts were Indiana, Illinois, and
Artists Competition held development of the
awarded to only two of Wisconsin. He has been lady end up in west Tenat the University of young musicians in Kenthe winners — Scott Con- selected to perform on nessee? "I met my husLouisville, Louisville, tucky and the surrounklin
and
Karen honor recitals at each of band Preston when he
Kentucky, on Saturday, ding Indiana area. The
Kamensek
of
New these workshops. Last was working as a
November 9. Scott per- winners in the other
Albany, Indiana..
April Scott made his solc lighting designer in New
formed the first move- three divisions were
debut with the Murray York. We decided to
ment of the Vivaldi Con- Mark Newbanks, cellist,
Scott Conklin, 10 year State
University return to Tennessee after
certo in A Minor for in the Strings Grades 9-12 old son of Ray and Liz Chamber Orchestra
per- our daughter was born."
Violin. He was accom- Division; Andrew Hicks, Conklin, is a fifth grade forming the Seitz
Living in Tennessee
Violin
panied by Marie Taylor trombonist, in the Winds student at the Murray Concerto No. 5
and hasn't severed Yarber's
who is an Associate Pro- and Percussion Division;
Middle
School. He becoming the youngest New York ties. She is
fessor of Piano at Mur- 'and Karen Kamensek in
studies the Suzuki violin person to ever solo with currently serving as adray State University. the Piano Grades 9-12
method with Carol Dall- any of the university ministrative director of a
This competition is spon- Division. Special invitaNew York dance cominger at the University of ensembles.
pany and was recently
named director of the
Paris Henry County Arts
Council.
With this many things
WKMM 91.3 Weekly lUglinglits
11 a.m. — Alleluia. Sante Fe Desert Chorale and the Los Angeles
happening at one time,
iriday, November IN Ilareagto Thursday. November II
_Master Chorale perform works by Janequin and Orff.
how does a person find
Friday, November St
1 p.m. — The Big Broadcast of 1985. County Basle. Glenn Miller. Artie
time to direct a produc530 a m — Morning Edition
Shaw, Jan Garber, Woody Herman, Ink Spots. and others.
tion the size of "The Nut9$ m — Allegro with Margaret Hunt. Classical music for your morn4 p.m. — All Things Considered.
cracker."
"I only go
ing enjoyment
5 p.m. — Our Times, Pat O'Neill hosts an hour of regional news and
home long enough to feed
Noon.. — Radio Reader.
features.
the cat," joked Yarber.
1230 p m — Lunchbreak.
Jan.
6
All
Jenkins

Yarber has no reservawith
the fifty plus children involved in "The Nut-

tions about Working

cracker" although
sometimes

feels

she

More

like a traffic cop than a
director. "I enjoy introducing children to the
stage. It leads to more interest and more confidence as they get older.
I do wish I could work
with each of these
children on an individual

basis. But, the whole
idea
behind
"Nutcracker" was to involve
as many people as
possible.
This is the first production Pam Yarber has
been involved with at the
Murray Calloway County Community Theatre,
but it won't be the last. "I
don't think of myself as a
guest director. I am a
part of the community
and want to be involved

in it."
"The Nutcracker" will
be performed December
6, 7, 8, 13, 14, and 15 at the
Calloway County Public
Library. Evening performances on Friday and
Saturday will begin at 7,
with Saturday and Sunday matinees at 2.
Tickets go on sale
November 29 for the
general public. For more
information, call the
theatre at 759-1752.

Conklin, 10, wins violin competition

WKMS Highlights

91.3 FM

p.m. —

1 p.m
_

— Intermezzo. Jde Jackson brings an afternoon of classical

music "As You Like It" features listeners favorites Fridays tom 1 to 2
p.m
4 p m

That

8 p.m. — Jazz Spectacular. Don Story and Bobby Bryan select the best

— All Things Considered

National Public Radio's award -

hour session.
10 p.m

— Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and acoustic

music.

Festival Chorus conducted by Robert Page with the orchestra under
Christopher von Dohnanyl

Monday. November 33
Noon. — Radio Reader. In Love and War by Jim and Sybil Stockdale.

8p m — Fresh Air. Terry Gross interviews songwriter Cy Coleman.
— Easy Street. Oscar Peterson. Ekol Shank, Anita O'pay,

others

1 p.m. — Intermezzo
_ 4 p.m. — All Things Considered
6 p m. — Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra Neilsen: Maskarade: Over-

Saturday. November 33
6a m — Our Front Porch. Guest Friends of the Fiddlers Green.
7 a m — Music from the Front Porch. Four hours of bluegrass and folk
music from the WKPAS record library hosted by Jane Moore and Pat
O'Neill.

ture and Symphony No 5; Tchalkovsky: Violin Concertcsin D major; It.
zhak Perlman, violIn. Sixten Ehrling. conductor.
8 p.m

and others

music rich with the sounds of Ireland and Scotland.
Noon — The Flea Market. Joe HIckerson. Gemini. Roy Harris and Linda Allen

favorites from the W1CPAS record library
4 p.m — All Things Considered

Thesday. November Id

Glass: Akhnaten, Act II; Saratoga-Potsdam Chorus. soloists, Dennis

8 p m. — Faces. Mirrors. Masks Clareice Lispector The Poetry of

5 p.m — A Prairie Hone Companion. Public radio's popular live varie-

— Jazz Horizons. Two hours of contemporary jazz hosted by

Cam Williams
— Soulflight. Jazz funk and dance music hosted by D.

Wednesday, November/7
6 p.m. — Chicago Smpliony Orchestra. Melte& Tllson Thomas. pianist

9:30 a.m — Saint Paul Sunday Morning Dale Warland Singers
8 30 p m — Easy Street Hank Mobley, Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald,
others
Monday, November 33
6 p.m

—

New

York Philharmonic

Stravinsky Le Sacre Du
Printemps, Mozart Piano concerto No 34. Zubin Mehta. conductor ; Ken
Nods, pianist
8 p.m —Ruby

long as you own your Ford,
Lincoln, Mercury or Ford

and conductor, featuring works by: Grainger, Grittes. Del Tredlci. Ger-

tee is free!

8 p.m. — The Adventures of Doc Savage •'The Crawling Terror"

Sueday, November 24

7 a.m — Opus '85. Classical music from the WIOAS library hooted by

thousands of repairs for as

shwin, Delius. Respighi. and Sousa.

11 p.m. — Beyond the Edge.

Margaret Hunt

missions, your leaky radia tors, your old worn-out

Light Truck. And this guaran -

Montgomery.

6 a.m. — Music from Interlochen Adult chamber. music conference
performing works by Ravel.

Bring us your tired trans-

shocks! We guarantee

Silence
8.30 p.m — Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.

ty program featuring well-known guests with host Garrison Keillor.

The best car
repair guarantee
in America!

6 p.m. — Philadelphia Orchestra. Wagner: Tristan and Isolde. Act II,

Russell Davies. conductor.

2 p.m. — Classical Encore. C.B. Hunt hosts two hours of classical music

9 p.m

About Books and Writers with Robert Cromie

8:30 p.m. — Easy Street, Art Farmer. James Moody, Sarah Vaughn

11 a.m — The Thistle and Shamrock. Fiona Ritchie presents an hour of

7 p.m

hosts two hours of mainstream

jazz

of "recorded live" jazz programs and blend them together into a two-

winning news magazine on the air.
6 pm — Cleveland Orchestra Mozart: The Magic Flute; Blossom

8- 30 p m

Kent

Pam Yarber reviews rehearsal schedules with a cast member of "The Nutcracker", to be produced in December by the Murray Calloway County
Community Theatre.
Stott photo It!, Mtid Turk

FREE BOOKS
All Kinds
200 Hard Covers

Come By:
411 N. L.P. Miller

8 30 p m — Easy Street Ed Bickert, J.J. Johnson. Peggy Lee. others

Television Auction
Nov. 20th-22nd
Wednesday, Thursday
& Friday
Channel 11
6:30-10 p.m.
Call 762-4737
*Featuring Area Talent
Sponsored By

Alpha Epsilon Rho
National Broadcasting
Society'
All proceeds will go toward scholarships and equipment for campus
studios.

It's our free Lifetime Servo,'
Guarantee "Lifetime" meaning to,
Period of ownership of the Ford L r
coln Mercury or Ford Light Truck
Nobody else in America has a repair
guarantee like ours No one even
_comes close And here's noy,,
works When you have your Leh ,cie
repaired by us. you pay only once for
the repair And we'll guarantee that ,f
the covered part ever has to be tired
again we'll fixsA°.or replace it tree
Free parts Free labor For as ,oho as
you own your vehicle And it doctor
matter where you bought it or hov.
oil it
- if we fix it, we guarantee it
for as long as you own it And
use only genuine Ford and Mote' 'aft
brand parts ,As a limited Us.arran's,
Lifetime Service Guarantee co‘ers
vehicles in normal use and does','
cover routine maintenance Pa,,c
belts, hoses, sheet metal and
upholstery But it does coN.e.
thousands of other parts So corn, IC
us and find out more about Inc btst
repair guarantee in Amer La Our
Lifetime Service Guarantee
As.
for a tfee coy.
the guai

We fix cars for keeps.
LIFETIME
SERVICE
GUARANTEE

Parker Ford
701 Main Street
753-5273
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Hoop heavyweights start season in NIT
By DICK JOITE
AP Basketball Writer
According to college
basketball sage Al
"Nobody wants
McGuire, "Nobody
to start off 0-1"
wants to start off 0-1."
As evidenced by their
— Al McGuire
schedules, most college
basketball powers line
up pushovers for some
early-season momemturn, except in the few
cases where television
Big Apple National Inintervenes. After all, the vitation .Tournanment
conference schedule is fly in the face of
the thing, the coaches McGuire's
logic.
maintain:
The tournament's earWitness mighty ly games will be played
Georget,own, ranked at four sites, beginning
eighth nationally, play- tonight in Houston and
ing its first two games on Friday
at Hartford,
again.i.t little schools COnn., Cincinnati
and
- from Hawaii and few
—Denver.
Cough opponents anti'
Six of the NIT teams
the Big East Conference are ranked
in the
season begins. The preseason Top Twenty
--Hoyas' nonconference —
No. 5 Kansas, No. 6
schedule is similar to Duke, No. 9 Louisville.
the one it had the past
No. 10 Auburn, No. 16
seasons, even though Alabama-Birmingham
7-footer Patrick Ewing and
No. 19 Navy.
roamed the middle.
And most of the enBut teams who have trants which aren't
joined the field for the ranked are considered
16-team field inaugural as title contenders
in

"Playing weak
schools Is no way
to get ready for
NCAA tournament"
— Denny Crum

their respective conferInces or, in Dayton's
case, a leading
independent.
Texas A&M faces
Alabama-Birmingham
and Duke takes on
Lamarina
doubleheader at
Houston, while it is
Tulsa, against Dayton
and Louisville against
Miami of Ohio at Cincinnati, and Washington
against Texas-El Paso
and Kansas against
Pepperdine at Denver.
"This tournament is
good because we'll find
out right away what we
have and what we have
to get ready for the Big
East. Navy has

everybody back from an
NCAA Tournament
team and they've got
the big guy (6-foot-11
David Robinson)," St.
John's Coach Lou
Carnesecca said.
St. John's, a Final
Four team last season
but now without AllAmerica Chris Mullin,
takes on Navy in the
opener of the Hartford
doubleheader, which is
followed by Auburn's
game against West
Virginia.
The winners at each
site meet in secondround action Sunday
night, with the four survivors moving to New
York's. Madison Sqpa_re

Garden for the
semifinals on Nov. 29
The consolation and tile
games will be played
Dec. 1.
While playing a tough
early schedule isn't
every coach's desire, it
generally is the way
such coaches as Denny
Crum of Louisville, Lefty Driesell of Maryland
and Bobby Knight of Indiana have hardened
their teams for the conference grind.
"Playing weak
schools is no way to get
ready .for the NCAA
Tournament," said
Crum, who has the track
record to prove it — 11
NCAA appearances, including five times in
Final Four, in 14 years.
Before the Big Apple
NIT, the eight-team
Great Alaska Shootout
In Anchorage and the
Chaminade Tournament in Hawaii, where
giant-killer Chaminade
lurks, have provided
true early -season
jesting grounds.

Fan Appreciation
Rudy Barnett (right) receives a gift from Murray State head basketball
coach Steve Newton prior to last Saturday's exhibition game against a
Netherlands national team. Barnett, who hasn't missed an MSU home
basketball game in 34 years, was honored for 39 years of support as a season
ticket holder. Newton presented Barnett with a Racer basketball jacket. The
MSU coach said prior to each home game this season a Murray State fan will
be honored for outstanding support of the basketball program.

g
Lady Racer Classic begins Monday

MSU women to begin season without standout senior Ottinger
After a demanding pre-season. the Lady
Racers will take the floor for their seasonopening tournament. the First Annual Hawaiian
Tropic Lady Racer Classic without the services
of top returning player Melody Olinger.
Olinger. a senior, suffered a knee injury in a
pre-season scrimmage last week, and is out of
the lineup indefinitely.
"The team has been through a lot of ups and
downs in our pre-season," said head coach Bud
Childers. "There's no way to predict what the
potential loss of Mel could do to the team."
Ottinger was selected second team All-Ohio
Valley Conference,two weeks ago at the league
meeting in Lexington. As a junior, she lead the
Lady Racers in assists (104), rebounds (195). and
steals (55).
A.recognized leader on the basketball floor, Ot-

f.

tinger was able to play only five minutes of the
scrimmage when she twisted her knee while
grabbing a rebound. She will undergo surgery
early this week to repair cartilage.
"If it's humanly possible, Mel will be back this
season," said Childers.
• • •
The Lady Racer Classic tips-off Nov. 25, at 6
p.m. Monday, when visiting teams Tennessee
and Arkansas State take the floor for the first
game. The Lady Racers will play Butler University in the second game at 8 p.m. The consdtation
and championship games will be played on the
following night with the same starting times.
Childers sees the tournament as a positive step
for the women's basketball program at Murray
State and looks forward to establishing a tradition of winning in this first annual competition.

FREE Oxford Shi
With Purchase
Of A Shaker
Knit Sweater
Stripe or Solid SHIRT
Reg.12.99 FREE!
Solid Shaker Knit
Sweaters Reg. 20.99

•••

16.99
Give 2 Gifts For The Price Of One!

"We haven't had a winning season in women's
basketball at Murray State for 10 years now,"
noted Childers. "This year we have the personnel
to staff two effective starting lineups. We can
play the zone defense or man-to-man. That is an
advantage we haven't had before."
Of the other teams competing in the classic,
coach Childers sees Arkansas State as the team
to beat. The Lady Indians return four starters
from last year's team which finished with a 12-13
overall record.
"Without question, Arkansas State will be the
top team in the tournament field," said Childers.
"They are well-coached and very disciplined.
They also play great team defense."
• • •
The Lady Racers announced today the signing
of their first early prep recruit, according to the
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MSU sports information office.
Melissa Huffman, a 5-9, 140-pound guard, who
averaged 18.1 points, seven assists and 6.6 rebounds as a junior at North High School in Columbus, Ind., signed a national letter-of-intent to
play for MSU next season.
Huffman already is the leading scorer in her
high school's history and she garnished allconference, all-sectional, all-regional and second
team all-state honors last year. Hoosier Basketball magazine lists Huffman as a second team
preseason all-stater this year.
According to Childers, "We're looking for
Melissa to come in and challenge for Shawna
Smith's vacant job next year. She has an excellent jump shot, she's aggressive on defense
and she has that good Hoosier basketball court
sense and dedication to the game."

Murray State

, offers new idea
in hoop programs
When the Murray
State Racer basketball
team opens its 1985-86
season this Saturday
against William Penn
College, a new concept in
basketball programs
also will debut at MSU.
Racer
The
"postergram" will begin
what athletic department officials and the
Murray Jaycees hope
will be a long and successful run.
A combination of game
program and poster, the
postergram features
caricatures of a different
MSU player each game.
The idea was a blend of
concepts seen by MSU
sports information director Craig Bohnert, who
firmed the idea with the
help of Murray Jaycees
president Jerry McCoy.
The Jaycees and MSU
athletics
have
coopelrated during past
years in producing the
programs for MSU
athletic events, and
McCoy has served as
advertising coordinator
as well as supervising
game-day sales.
"In the last few years,

Jerry noticed the traditional magazine-style
basketball
program
wasn't selling as well as
like,"
we'd
noted
Bohnert. "With the
postergram,
we've
distilled the magazine
format to the absolute
essentials: team rosters,
a scoring box, and information
on
Racer
players."
When
folded
the
postergram is the size of
a road map. Unfolding
reveals advertisers,
scoring
boxes and
rosters, and finally the
pin-up size poster. The
caricatures used for the
posters were created by
athletic
Jon
artist
Michael
of
Siau
Evansville, Ind.
"There are a number
of advantages to the
postergram," • Bohnert
said. "It's easier to handle, fits into a pocket or
purse, and gives fans the
essentials they seek as
well as a novelty item in
the poster. Also, the
50-cent price reflects a
dollar reduction from
that of the magazine."

NBA commissioner Stern
refuses to reverse trade
NEW YORK (API —
National Basketball
Association Commissioner David Stern
denied a request by the
Los AngeleiClippers to
set aside the six-player
trade which sent Marques Johnson from the
Milwaukee Bucks to the
Clippers lastyear.
The Clippers sought to
have the deal, in which

Terry Cummings went
to Milwaukee, nullified
on the grounds that they
had not been told that
Johnson had been a patient in 'a drill;
rehabilitation center in
1982. Stern said he found
no proof of any
misrepresentation by
the Bucks and there was
no claim of any drug
usage by Johnson since
1982
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AL honors Yankee star

Mattingly, McGee on same team again

SOCCER CHAMPS — The Aztecs, posting a season record of 7-0, won
the girls under-14 1985 team championship in the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association. The Aztecs consist of (front row,from left)
Tammy Hansen, Christy Lambert, Stephanie Sammons, Deidre
Holcomb, Darra Mitchell, Kalil Burkeen, (back row, from left) Keel
Bolls, Susan Lax, Brandy Hamby, Nicole West, Melissa Weiroch, and
coach Jerry Bolls. Not pictured are Allyson Burton and Brittney
Stuart.

SOCCER CHAMPS — The Rowdies, posting a season record of 54-2,
won the girls under-11 1985 team championship in the Murray.
Calloway County Soccer Association. The Rowdies consist of (front
row,from left) Ginger Crouch, LaDon Wilson, Marie Cothran, Rachel
Cella, Amanda Han.line, Allyson Graham, (standing, from left)
Vanessa Bucy, Erin Hailer, Tammy Chester, April McKeel, Vanessa
Sammons, and coach Vicki Cothran.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Once again, Don Mattingly is on the same
team as Willie McGee —
members of the Most
Valuable Player club.
Mattingly, who led the
major leagues with 145
RBI this season, won the
American League MVP
award Wednesday by an
overwhelming margin
In voting by the
Baseball Writers
Association of America.
"There's nothing
more I could have done

this season," said the
soft-spoken Mattingly.,
who batted .324, hit 35
home runs and led AL
first baseman with a
slick .995 fielding
percentage.
The
numbers kind of pile up
on you. You look up
three-quarters of the
way through the season
and you don't want to let
it end."
The honor came two
days after St.- Louis'
Willie McGee, the top

KC Chiefs player Bell
named in cocaine case
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) Mike Bell of the
Kansas City Chiefs, the
second player selected
In the 1979 draft, has
become the latest sports
figure named on federal
cocaine charges.
The 6 -foot- 4 ,
260-pound defensive
end, one of the most
popular athletes in this
community, was
escorted from Arrowhead Stadium by
federal marshals
Wednesday before
practice.
He and twin brother
Mark. Bell, another
former National Football League player,
were among 31 persons
indicted by a federal
grand jury in Wichita,
Kan., Wednesday. A
brother of Tyler
Lockett, a justice of the
Kansas Supreme Court,
also was indicted.
Wearing handcuffs
and facing a maximum

five-year prison term.
Bell appeared before a
federal magistrate in
Kansas City, Kan., and
was released on $5,000
bond. He was ordered to
appear before a federal
magistrate in Wichita
Nov. 27.
The 28-year-old Bell
brothers were charged
with use of a telephone
in cocaine distribution
and attempted possession of cocaine. Each
could receive a maximum of five years in
prison and a $35,000 fine.
No other athletes
were involved.
The arrest of Bell, a
conditioning fanatic enjoying one of his best
seasons, surprised and
shocked an already
troubled football team.
A 31-3 loss to San Francisco Sunday dropped
the Chiefs' record to 3-8
and stretched their losing streak to a team record seven straight.

Kentucky preview:

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky
basketball coach Eddie
Sutton has had time to
survey the territory, examine the plusses and
minuses.
"I like this basketball
team," said Sutton with
a smile of approval. "I
think it has a chance to
be very good."
Sutton, who was hired
as head coach April 2,
inherits at team with
four starters, including
second -team All America Kenny Walker,
and a talented corps of
young players.
It is a team that
finished 18-13 last

WASHINGTON (AP)
— A Texas lawmaker
says federal law should
forbid people convicted
of felonies from working
in the sport of boxing,
claiming they are
"leeches" who prey on
honest, hard-working
fighters.
The comments by
Rep. Ralph Hall, DTexas. came Wednesday as a House subcommittee approved a bill
that would establish a
federal boxing commission to draw up voluntary rules aimed at
making the sport safer.
The measure will now
be considered by the full
House Energy and Commerce Committee.
Hall, who once owned
a part of the contract of
former welterweight
champion Curtis Cokes,
said he would work to
amend the legislation so
It would ,ban felons from
working in management
or training jobs in professional boxing.
"Boxers ought to not
be taken advaribige of
by the leeches existing
in the boxing industry."
he said.
se The overall measure,
sponsored by Rep. Bill
Richardson, D-N.M.. is
the latest effort by the
House to convince the

season but reached the sorts at Arkansas over
Final 16 of the NCAA the past 11 seasons. "He
tournament. The was more valuable to
Wildcats go into this Kentucky than Patrick
season ranked No.11 in Ewing was to
the AP's preseason poll Georgetown."
and among the favorites
Walker, a lean and
in the Southeastern Con- rangy senior from
Roberta. Ga., was
ference race.
The centerpiece of wonderful last season,
Sutton's squad is averaging 22.8 points
Walker, a 6-foot-8 for- and 10.2 rebounds a
ward who combines game.
grace and power around
"I'm always hesitant
about comparing him
the basket.
"I wasn't even here, with other players,"
but I thought Kenny Sutton said. "My best
Walker should have player at Arkansas was
been Player of the Year Sidney Moncrief. Both
last year," said the players are similar, but
curly-haired Sutton, Walker is bigger."
who built a dynasty of
Winston Bennett, a 6-7
junior, returns at the
other forward position.
He averaged 7.2 points
and 5.3 rebounds k game
last season while playing some of the hardest
defense on the team.
Sutton has always
stressed good guard
play, both offensively
professional boxing and defensiv
ely.
world that more atten"Guards are undertion must be paid to the rated,"
he said. "They
health of fighters.
control the tempo of the
Richardson said the game. and
on defense
recent call by the harass other guards."
American Medical
Kentucky returns its
Association for an starting guards,
senior
outright ban on boxing Roger Harden
and
is "a big mistake:"
sophomore Ed
The American Public Davend
er, and top
Health Association add- reserve, junior
James
ed its voice to the debate Blackmon.
Wednesday, issuing a
Harden averaged 5.3
position paper in
Washington in which it
said boxing should be
banned because "the
risks of injury and death
... are unacceptable."

points and handed out a
team-leading 142 assists
a year ago. Davender
averaged 8.5 points, second best on the squad,
while Blackmon scored
5.4
"Harden is a half-step
slower than some
players," Sutton said,
"but he knows the
game. What he might
lack in that half-step, he
makes up for it in
basketball savvy. And
Davender may be the
best defensive guard in
the league. There's no
comparison."
Kentucky's only
losses from last season
were 6-9 center Bret
Bearup, who averaged
6.3 points and 5.6 rebounds, and forward
Troy McKinley.
The remaining
frontline position is being contested by 6-7
Richard Madison. 6-9
Cedric Jenkins, 6-10
Robert Lock, all
sophomores, and 6-7
freshman Irving
Thomas.
The Wildcats also
return 6-3 junior guard
Paul Andrews, 6-7
sophomore forward
Todd Ziegler and 5-5
senior guard Leroy
Byrd.
One of the keys to success this season would
have to be improved
shooting — The

'Hint
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Wildcats made only 45.7
percent of their shots
last year.
"This team had to be
doing some things right
last year to shoot only 45
percent and still win 18
games," Sutton said.
One mark Sutton
hopes to stamp on the
Wildcats is a rugged,
aggressive man-to-man
defense that he
perfected during his
years at Arkansas.
"If you don't play
solid defense, you don't
win consistently,- said
the 49-year-old coach.
"It's the stabilizer."
Sutton is happy to be
in the SEC and at
Kentucky.
"The SEC is the best
basketball conference in
America," he said. "No
doubt about that. There
are no weak sisters in
this conference.
"And Kentucky is the
place I always wanted
to be," Sutton added.
"As I grew as a coach),
I knew Kentucky was
the best."
Kentucky is being investigated by the NCAA
for alleged payoffs to
former players by
boosters, but the findings are not expected
until after the season.
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National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pd.
Boston
9 2 .818
Philadelphia
6 5 .545
New Jersey
7 7 .500
Washington
1
8 .333
New York
3 9 .250
Central Division
Milwaukee
733
11 4
Detroit
8 5
615
Atlanta
538
7 6
Cleveland
5 9
385
Chicagn
5 9
357
Indiana
3 S
273
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denser
9 2
818
Houston
10 3
769
San Antonio
6 7
462
1 tah
6 7
462
Dallas
5 7
417
Sacramento
4 7
364
Pacific Division
L A Lakers
1
II
917
Portland
s 6
571
Golden State
7 7
500
L A Clippers
5 7
417
Seattle
4 9
308
Phoenix
2 11
154
Wednesday's Games
Washington 101_ Cleveland 98
Detroit 109 New York 98
Boston 115. Utah 11. UT
Philadelphia 117 Golden State 113
Atlanta 116 Chicago 101
Houston 126. Indiana 97
Phoenix 121 San Antonio 100
I. A Lakers 122 I. A Clippers 107
Milwaukee 116. Seattle 106
Thursdays Games
I. A Lakers at Denver
Portland at I. A Clippers
Milwaukee at Sacramento

GB

Pe
5%
6%

Friday s Games
Philadelphia at Boston
Golden State at Detroit
New York at Washington
Utah at Cleveland
Indiana at San Antonio
New Jersey at Phoenix
Houston at Seattle

Sports Transactions

1

5
6
7%
Pt

Wednesday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL.
American League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS - Named Rick Amos direc
tor of operatrons and general manager of St
Catharines in the New York Pennsylvania League
Nabonal League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES - Named Jim Leyland
manager
FOOTBALL
National Football League
DENVER BRONCOS - Placed Rick Parros. runnMg back, on waivers
GREEN BAY PACKERS - Placed Tim Huffman
guard. on injured reserve Signed Blake Viingle
guard
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES - Signed Jeff
Christensen. quarterback
ST LOUIS CARDINALS - Placed Benny Perrin.
safety, on injured reserve Signed Tony Mumford,
running back Claimed Earnest Gray. wide receiver
from waivers
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS - Released Keith
Ferguson. defensive end Signed Scott Garnett nose
tackle
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS - Claimed Rick Farms
running back from waivers
WASHINGTON REDSKINS - Re-signed Babe
Lautenberg. quarterback Signed Joe Phillips wide
receiver

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main
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SPECIAL:
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T. J.'s
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With every three
Get one FREE
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to 14 below it,
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The brilliant year
came in Mattingly's second full season in the
majors. In 1984, he led
the league with a .343
average while hitting 23
homers with 110 RBI.
Mattingly got 23 firstplace votes and five
second-place votes in
ballotting by 28 writers
(two from each AL city). He had 367 points in
finishing ahead of Kansas City third baseman
George Brett, who got
the other five first-place

votes and wound up with
274 points.
Yankees center
fielder Rickey Henderson was third (174),
followed by Boston third
baseman Wade Boggs
(15(9) and Baltimore
first baseman Eddie
Murray (130).
"I would have never
dreamed of putting
those kinds of numbers
up on the board." said
Mattingly, the 20th
Yankee to be voted
MVP.
Mattingly led the major leagues with 48
doubles and became the
first AL player to do
that in successive
seasons since Tris
Speaker did it four
straight years, 1920-23.
Mattingly's 370 total
bases and 86 extra-base
hits also led the AL. He
was second in the league
with a .567 slugging
percentage and second
with 66 multiple -hit
games.

••••••

Pater, c •

K AltSTUMP PF WDY

Mattingly, sidelined
for the first 18 games of
spring training this year
with a minor cartilage
tear in his right knee.
homered in his first atbat of the exhibition
season. From that point
on, things just kept getting better for Mattingly
as he helped the
Yankees rebound from
a slow start to finish second to Toronto in the
AL East.

HARDWARE
VALUE

Briefly
NEW YORK (AP) —
Center Darryl Dawkins
of the New Jersey Nets
has been fined $750 and
center Wallace Bryant
of the Dallas Mavericks
has been fined $500 for
fighting during a game
at Dallas, the National
Basketball Association
announced.

hitter in the majors, was
voted the MVP in the
National League.
This year's MVP
awards reunited Mattingly and McGee, who
were teammates with
the Yankees' Class AA
team in Nashville in
1981.
•
"I remember a lot
about playing with
Willie McGee," Mattingly said. "It was my
first year in Double-A. I
played left field and he
was in center."
After the 1981 season,
New York traded
McGee to St. Louis for
pitcher Bob Sykes — a
deal that has continued
to haunt the Yankees'
front office.
"When I heard they
wanted to move me up
to Triple-A and leave
him down there, I
couldn't believe it,"
Mattingly recalled.
"When they let him go,
it was tough to
swallow."

MVPs

$9.95 or

$12:50

The Weekend

For

The'Week

Your Professional Movie Store
has the best selection with
the best prices. Now
over 1650 tfttes to choose

753-8201
Open Fri Tol 8

Rentals

sat TN 6

RENTAL4SALFS
CENTER
'5:4 6201
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Lifetime of Good
Health Begins
Without Any Butts

TVA's Dean disagrees with Dingell
Dingell," Dean said
Wednesday in.,a
telephone interview
from his 'Knoxville offlee. "He's a very
powerful individual.
"But I can say that I
feel like the NRC has
been very firm with
TVA and has certainly
kept a close eye on our
operations. I think we
all want the same thing
- to get the plants on

CHATTANOOGA.
Tenn. (AP - Charles
H. Dean Jr., chairman
of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, says he
disagrees with
Michigan Congressman
John Dingell's assessment that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
is too cozy with TVA.
"There's nothing I
can gai.n by getting
crossways with Mr

*r&

line and run them
sagely."
Dingell, a Democrat,
wrote a letter this week
to NRC Chairman Nunzio Palladino, accusing
the NRC of contributing
to TVA's nuclear problems by being too cozy
with the federal power
agency.
The NRC has told
TVA the name of a
whistleblower who con-

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
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tacted the NRC, has
warned another utility
of a criminal investigation and has .dismissed
life-threatening ' safety
violations as minor,
Dingell said.
In addition, the NRC
has rehired former
employees who worked
for TVA and has failed
to properly investigate
allegations of criminal
activity at the Watts
Bar Nuclear Plant, he
wrote in the letter.
"It has been a dismal
performance and, unfortunately, there are no
real signs of improvement," said Dingell,
who is chairman of the
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations
of the Committee on
Energy and Commerce.
TVA has been without
nuclear-generated
power since August,
when it shut down the
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
outside Chattanooga
because of questions
about whether key safety systems would work
in an emergency.
Sequoyah may be
back in operation early
next year, but safety
concerns also have prompted TVA to temporarily shut down the
Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant in northern
Alabama,

By Abigail Van Buren
Today
DEAR READERS:
will mark the Ninth Annual
Great American Smokeout, an
upbeat, good-humored, one-day
campaign to encourage smokers
to quit smoking for 24 hoursjust to prove they can do it.
The idea was conceived by the
American Cancer Society, which
insists that anyone who can live
without a cigarette for 24 hours
can quit forever. So, if you're
hooked on cigarettes (or cigars)
and you really want to quit, why
not start tomorrow-for just 24
hours?
The following information
may motivate you: According to
Dr. William G. Cahan,attending
surgeon at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New
York, lung cancer is the single
largest contributor to the total
cancer death rate. It accounts
for 25- percent of all Cancer
deaths in the United States. It is
estimated that 85 percent of all
lung cancer cases are due to
cigarette smoking. As a smoker,
you are 10 times more likely to
die of lung cancer than a nonsmoker.
This year there will be 98,000
lung cancer cases among men
and 48,000 among women. Of
these, 87,000 men and 38,000
women will die of the disease.
The number of women who will
die of lung cancer is increasing
at an alarming rate. Breast

STEELsA
L
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tiE

Trustee terms
are termed
unconstitutional
Were No. 1 in Service
Rudolph's Promise

Santdusrday,

6000 OR

Dec.7

cancer used to be the biggest Peer pressure, no doubt.
"How about the rights of
killer for women-now it's lung
smokers?" you ask. Of course
cancer!
A word about smoking-related they are entitled to smoke if
diseases-emphysema, chronic they wish. But they will have to
bronchitis and heart disease. find a place where they can
This year an estimated 350,000 smoke to their hearts' content
will die from one of these. This without offending those who
total exceeds the number of U.S. can't tolerate it.
"Quitting cold turkey" is the
deaths in World War II; it is
eight times as many people who hardest way to quit, but my
readers have told me it's the
die in automobile accidents.
A congressional study has just most effective, and in the long
reported that health costs from run, the easiest way. Cutting
the adverse effects of smoking down is less traumatic, but the
have reached a new high of $65 temptation to smoke is often too
billion a year in increased medi- powerful to resist while smokcal bills and lost productivity. ing just one, two or three cigaThe loss in death and disability rettes a day.
Those who are heavily addictcannot be measured.(And how
does one measure the amount of ed may require professional help
heartache, remorse and guilt to break the habit.
So, if you're hooked on cigasuffered as a result of a preventable, self-induced tragedy?) rettes or have been telling yourWhat about "secondhand" self, "One of these days I'm
smoke? Is it actually damaging going to quit," why not start
to non-smokers to be in the tomorrow-for just 24 hours?
It won't be easy, but I can
presence of those who are smoking? According to Dr. Cahan, promise you, it will be the best
the answer is yes. Furthermore, Thanksgiving present you can
studies reveal that the children giye yourself-and those who
of smokers are more prone to love you.
lung problems and allergies than
P.S. A favor, please? It you
children of non-smokers.
For years I have begged my quit tomorrow even for 24 hours,
young readers, "If you smoke, I want to hear from you. Then
quit now. If you don't smoke, write again and let me know
don't start!" Yet, an estimated how long you were able to stay
3,000 to 5,000 kids light up for clean. Good luck. Keep me postthe first time every day. Why? ed. I care.
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•We do only the work you authorize
•We return worn-out parts
•We give written warranty with all
work performed
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• Flexible sidewalls
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• Steel belted
radial construction
delivers strength,
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FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP - Six-year terms
for members of university governing boards
are unconstitutional, according to an attorney
general's opinion.
The constitution prohibits any term of office
longer than four years
for any state official, except for judges and
specific others. Attorney General David
Armstrong said in an
opinion released
Wednesday.
The 1980 General
Assembly lengthened
the terms from four
years to six. The governor makes the
appointments.
Harry Snyder, executive director of the
Council on Higher
Education, said there
are 13 trustees or
regents who are now
serving who have held
their posts for more
than four years. Further, anyone appointed
to a board after July
1980 is serving a sixyear term.
Attorney general's
opinions, though, carry
no force of law and are
only advisory.
Because of that,
Snyder said the opinion
means nothing and the
regents or trustees can
continue to serve unless
the matter is 'taken to
court or changed by the
1986 General Assembly.
State Sen. Ed Ford, DCynthiana, said the opinion could prompt the
Legislature to revise the
law.
"The subject is there
for the Legislature if
they want to tackle it,"
he said.
Ford said he asked the
director of the
Legislative Research
Commission to seek the
opinion on behalf of
another lawmaker.
whom Ford declined to
Identify.

(502) 753-0595

"We Have A Winnin • Team - •uolit •uantlt & Prk "

WASHINGTON (AP
- The Rev. Benjamin
F. Chavis Jr., a black
clergyman once irnJ
prisoned among the
"Wilmington 10," has
been elected executive
director pf the Commission for Racial Justice
of the United Church of
Christ.
•
He succeeds the Rev.
Charles E. Cobb who is
retiring after holding
the post since the commission was formed 20
years ago
Chavis, at 38,
becomes the youngest
eltie4 exeeutive officer
of any national agency
in the 1.7 million.
member denomination.
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Cities growing faster than country, again, says Census Bureau
WASHINGTON (AP) "But it's reversal of old
to 56.4 million, the percent.
— The "rural patterns has not
report said.
It should be noted that
renaissance" of the continued."
While metropolitan metropolitan areas con19708 may have run its
"That does not mean
areas continued to grow tain more than central
course, with population we are going back to a
at the 1 percent annual cities, also involving all
growth in the nation's pattern when metro
rate that prevailed in surrounding cities and
countryside 'falling area growth totally
the 1970s, non - counties closely
linked
behind that of the cities, dominates the country,"
metropolitan growth fell with the central
comnew Census Bureau he added. "They are
from 1.3 percent annual- munity whose name
is
figures show.
growing faster (than
ly in the last decade to listed, the report
said.
Growth in the nation's rural areas), which 0.8 percent since 1980,
One of the most
rural regions leaped returns us to a pattern
the report found.
significant changes in
past that of cities in the more like earlier
But while the relation- recent decades is the
in1970s. a sharp change decades. But the difship between city and creasing strength of
the
from the movement to ference is not as pro- rural growth has been South and
West — the
urban areas that had nounced.There is still a reversed on a national so-called
Sun Belt — in
been under way for a reasonable amount of basis in this decade, the compariso
n to the Norcentury or more.
non -metropolitan change does not con- theast and
Midwest.
But Census figures growth.
stitute a return to the That has continued.
released Wednesday
"We can't be sure if general growth patterns
"In the 1980s the
show that since 1980 the this is a real trend or that existed before 1970. North grew
at about
trend has reversed just a temporary aberLouisville placed 39th three-quarters the rate
again, with rural growth ration caused by the among the 2 'i7 of the
nation as a
dropping off while cities recession, the decline in
metropolitan statistical whole," the report said.
continue to gain (rural) job oppor- areas listed, with a "Since 1970
its growth
steadily.
tunities and the energy population of 962,600 as rate has only been
one"This apparently crunch," Starsinic con- of July 1, 1984. This fifth that
of the nation,
restores a pattern of cluded. "It's too soon to represents a 0.6 percent and the
South and West
predominantly tell."
gain since the 1980 together have grown
•
metropolitan population
The new study said census.
nine times as fast as the
growth which had ex- the metropolitan
Lexington was 105th, North."
tended for more than a population grew by 4.5 with a population of
The report said the
century until the percent to 180 million 327,200, an increase of chang
e in the
dramatic turnaround of people between 1980 and 3.0 percent while metropol
itan growth
the 1970s," said the 1984, while the non- Owensboro was 265th, patterns
is best
study, "Patterns of metropolitan population with a population of reflected
in the South,
Metropolitan Area and increased by 3.4 percent 88,300, an increase of 2.7 the nation's
most
County Population
Growth."
"The 1970s was a
special period, and we
really didn't know how
long it would continue,"
Donald Starsinic of the
Census Bureau said in a
Frances Drake
telephone interview.
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars
say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
Knicely gives
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1985

Your Individual
Horoscope

growth credit
to communities

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky.-(AP) — State Cornmerce Secretary Carroll Knicely said communities, and not his
cabinet, are responsible
for selling their area to
industries seeking sites
for new plants.
Various government
agencies can help but
local officials should not
sit back and wait for the
state to hand them new
industries, Knicely said
Wednesday.
He told the opening
session of a two-day
economic workshop at
Western Kentucky
University that the
Commerce Cabinet acts
only as a middleman to
bring together representatives of communities,
and industries, and that
the cabinet has little or
no influence over site
choices.
Knicely said some
people assume his agency maintains a list of
communities and
distributes industries to
those communities as
their names come up on
the list.
"Nothing could be further from the truth,"
Knicely said.
"I'm not a jobs czar
who sits in Frankfort
and decides ... what
community gets an industry," he said. "(The
Commerce Cabinet is) a
facilitator, a catalyst.
We try to bring willing
buyers and willing
sellers together."
Ultimately, it's the
local communities that
sell themselves, Knicely
said.
The workshop will explore the type of growth
expected in the
24-county west central
region and offer tips on
how communities can
expand and retain jobs.

Churches fight
court ruling
JACKSON, Tenn.
(AP)
,
Area churches
are challenging a ruling
by Madison County
Chancery Court that
churches be classified
as "political action committees" required to file
financial returns.
The ruling was imposed against 13 churches
that had contributed
either to Citizens
AgSt Drug Abuse or
to a campaign against a
liquor-by -the -drink
referendum.
Contending that their
efforts were on
religious -moral
grounds, and not for
political reakins, the
churches said they
would take the case to
the Tennessee Court of
Appeals.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)9Plit
Luck comes through friends and
responsibility through children. Talks
with advisers are meaningful.
Weekend get-aways are fun filled.
*TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)110
Somebody pulls strings for you
careerwise. Be there when a partner
needs you. Continue researching
investments and financial interests.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be veering closer to a
romantic commitment. Those already
attached enjoy wonderful rapport
with mates. Invitations come from
afar.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Though some hard work is
involved, you should be on top
careerwise by day's end. Complete
current assignments and embrace
new opportunities.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4
Problems with either children or
partners can be resolved by a heartto-heart talk. Put aside discord and
make plans for a wonderful ,celebration.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)SIE
If you need financial help, investigate what options are open to you.
You have to try first, if you expect to
succeed. Luck is with you.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)69t
There's probably enough work for
two of you, so enlist the cooperation
of partners. After the job is done, the
accent is on fun and romance.
fet
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populous region and the
only area where
metropolitan growth
topped rural growth
rates both in the 1970s
and 1980s..
In the South,
metropolitan growth
averaged 1.8 percent
between 1980 and 1984,
compared to a 1 percent
rate in non-metropolitan
areas. In the 1970s, urban growth in the South
topped rural increases 2
percent to 1.5 percent.
Urban and rural
growth rates since 1980
are nearly identical in
two regions, averaging
1.9 percent annually in
the West and 0.1 percent
in the Midwest.
In the 1970s, by comparison, rural areas
grew 2.6 percent annual-

ly in the West compared
to 2 percent in metro
areas. And in the
Midwest in that decade
non -metropolitan
growth topped that of
the cities by 0.7 percent
to 0.3 percent.
Only the Northeast
continues the pattern of
faster rural than urban
growth, although the
difference has eased,
the report showed.
Since 1980, Northeastern urban areas
have grown at 0.3 percent annually, slightly
less than the 0.4 percent
non-metropolitan increases. In the 1970s,
Northeastern rural
areas grew 0.9 percent
per year, while the
cities posted a loss of 0.1
percent annually.

That era of rural gain
in the 19708 was one of
diminishing growth of
the major metropolitan
areas, and the new
reversal follows a
strengthening of those
cities, the report
observes.
The nation's five
largest urban areas had
grown by 6.6 million
people in the 1960s, but
added only 1.6 million in
the 1970s — with New

Thanksgiving
Sale FREE
Turkey with the
purchase of a car or truck

Prices good through Nov. 27

14+-4\4,6

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)*
You'll work overtime if necessary,
as things are humming careerwise.
Luck is with you, but budgets still
must prevail.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)0
Though an obligation must be
attended to today, there's plenty of
time left for enjoyable -relaxation,
romance and possible travel.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)A
You'll enjoy buying something nice
for the house. After a friend involves
you with his or her concerns, you'll
opt for quiet times at home base.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)A
A turning point is reached careerwise, probably involving extra
responsibility. Happy news puts you
in the mood for social get-togethers
tonight.
PISCES
)411111r
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20).siot
A valuable financial tip comes now.
If you'll devote extra time to career
interests today, it will be well worth
your effort financially.

York and Philadelphia
actually losing people.
"Since 1980, the five
areas together have
grown 1.6 million, or
more than the entire
1970s. All five areas are
again increasing," the
report said.
The five most
populous urban areas
are, in order, New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago,
Ppiladelphia and San
Francisco.

CARS
7,900"
11,800°°
84 Pont. Grand Prix, silver. .950000
84 Chevy Z-28, 5 speed, blue. 10,800°6
84 Chevy Z-25, 5 speed, black 12,500°°
84 Chevy Celebrity, brown....6,900°°
84 Chevy Chovette, silver
4,400°°
83 Olds 98 Regency, white.. 9,000°°
63 Chevy Caprice, blue
7,800"
82 Pont. Bonneville, gray
6,400°°
82 Pont. G.P., gray
5,300"
82 Olds. Toronado, blue
8,700°°
81 Chevy Caprice, blue
5,500"
81 Buick Regal, maroon
7,300"
81 Chevy Malibu S.W., sliver. . 5,10000
80 Pont. Firebird, maroon
4,500"
80 Ply. Arrow, silver
2,800°°
BO Buick Regal, blue IL beige 5,30000
79 Chevy impala, silver
3,100"
79 Ford Mustang, blue
2,700"
79 Mercury Cougar, maroon
3,100"
78 Datsun 13210, green
2,900"
78 Mercury Marg. S.W., blue,. 1,50000
78 Chrysler, white
2,50000
78 Pont. G.P., beige
2,900"
77 V.W. Rabbit, brown
800"
77 Chevy Caprice, blue
1,900"
77 Chevy M.C., blue
1,900"
76 Chevy impala, tan
1,900"
83 Chevy Cavalier, gray

85 Chevy Z-28, gray

PET OF THE WEEK — Jason Leiser holds the
pet of the week — a male shepherd-coWe mixed
puppy. Also available are two beagle-type male
puppies. Also a young male golden retriever,
found on Martin's Chapel Road, is being held for
identification by owner. These pets are available
at Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just
east of South Fourth Street, operated by Humane
Society of Calloway County. Animals who do not
find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and Sunday.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

YOU BORN TODAY are idealistic
and practical. You're not happy
unless you can find ways to manifest
your inner aspirations. you can have
a great impact on society through a
steadfast adherence to what you
know to be true. However, your ideas
are often ahead of their time and it
will take time before you are truly.
recognized. You can be temperamental and often have inner battles with
yourself. Your potential genius is
such that all fields are open to you.

TRUCKS
84 Chevy Silverado SO 4x4,

9,800"

2-tone blue
84 Chevy Silverado, 4x4,

Chainsaw
v Checkup
For All Brands

.
011011111°
.- -.
111:-

1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburetor
4. Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter
6. Clean & inspect bar
7. Check oiler
All For Only

$995
Through Nov. 30

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th Murray 753-4110

84 Chevy Scottsdale, blue-whito8,800"

NOW
OPEN!
Murray Hours:
Monday through Friday 7:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

NOW
Homeowners & Contractors
Do Not Have To
Pay Higher Prices
TralS agtCenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
44 Your Complete Home Building Supply Center
*Other Lxations — Benton & Lake City, KY*
"age
'

r4
Lw
2

1
—V'''..."..."'.."11411111.1111101011111usessmano,o,imourmr----

9,900"

blue-silver

••••••.•••••••IMMIni.1.6••••01,

83 Chevy Slivei Sold Iver bluo8,900"
83 Dodge P.W., S.B., white

6,500"

83 Ford Ranger, rod

4,600"

82 Chevy Silverado, 2 ton blue.6,90000
82 GMC Sierra Classic, bik-silvori,100"
81 Datsun P.U., white

4,100"

80 Chevy S.B., 4x4, brown . . . .5,70000

1,90000
1,50000
79 Ford P.U. S.B., black
3,800"
79 Chevy 1 ton flat bed, blue..4,50000
79 Chevy P.U., black
4,900"
79 Chevy 4x4, sharp
5,90000
78 Jeep cloth top, rod
3,80000
.4,8000
0
78 Chevy Silverado, bnn-tan .
78 GMC Van, brown
3,000"
80 Ford C°1SOld'hit°
79 Ford P.U., red

76 Dodge Club Cab, green-whito1,900"
77 Ford S.B., blue
77 Scout 4x4, brown

3,500"
3,400"

76 Chevy Spirit of 76, bluo-bluft3,500"
74 Ford P.U., green
74 Ford Van, white

,500"
800°°

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
75c1-2617

t
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

Legal

-

1 .Legal

1 .Legal

1

2 .Notice

Legal

6. Help Wanted
BODY repair man
needed. Pay commensurate with experience.
Call 753-9251 or 753-0882.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $800.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482

6. Help Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
LADY to live-in with )5" COLOR
Invalid lady. Room, sole, good Zenith conboard, salary. Call 759- $100. Zenithcondition,
console
1651.
stereo, AMFM stereo,
'RANTING someone to turntable, tape hookup,
keep infant In my home solid wood, excellent
Must be dependable. condition, $100. Call
Mon.-Fri., 8a.m.-5p.m. 759-9510.
Call after 5p.m. ATARI 5200 video game
759-4669.
plus 10 cartridges.
•
Waitress wanted. Apply Great Christmas gift.
in person Hong Kong Call 759-4,409.
LEGAL NOTICE
Restaurant. Holiday BOYS blue jeans & long
Inn, 641 South, Murray sleeve shirts size
A final settlement of
10-14.
NEED responsible Ky.
accounts has been filWomens coats &
woman, age 30 or over,
dresses size 12-16. Some
ed in the Calloway
to babysit in my home 9. Situation Wanted
small appliances. 1302
District Court by Hess
between the hours of GENEFtAL house Peggy Ann
Dr. 753-3980.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
being
8a.m.-4 :3 Op.m., cleaning. Dependable.
Darnell, Executor, of
CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 6"
Mon.-Fri.
40 Sofa
ACROSS
References experienced. Re- triple
the estate of Layvel
12 Months
si• ES
ISLER .
wall installation
A S 'P
41 Haggard
required. Call I53-6185.
ferences. Call 759-4604.
Darnell, deceased.
kit $34.99. Pipe 6"x36"
AL P
OOM
R,
Interest Free
A
EL
heroine
Bao,, s
NEED extra Christmas I will do your laundry in
Exceptions to this setnapkin
43 Diphthong
money? Olan Mills my home. Call for $29.99. Wallin HardP ILLOW
I MP
PA
Financing
ware, Paris, TN.
tlement must be filed
4 Freshet
44 Printer s
Studios needs several details 753-8916.
ION
T R
TV
Goodyear
COUNTRY hams, $.1.00
phone operators. No MR. Employer-- I
measure
in
9 Label
the
Calloway
am a
, P I NT
HA
45 Disdain
12 Period of
experience needed. disabled American per pound. Call 435-4351.
Passenger Tires;
District Court on or
Work hours 9-1 or 5-9. veteran- also having my CRAFTSMAN 12''
time
47 Word of
,
- /14.1\11.
P ER
R
Magnavox TV's,
before December 2,
13 Communion
Apply to Holiday Inn. next "two" brothers radial arm saw, $275.
sorrow
.RE
OR T I
0
1985,
the
date
Whirlpool
of
Dillseed
M-F. room 111. 9-12 or killed' in Vietnam.
plate
50
Also, Bearcat 210
. RE N.EL
AR
00
hearing.
5-7. Ms. Saypack. No 24 year period I In a Scanner, $125. Phone
14 Mature
51 Ancient
Appliances.
"have
AG
phone calls excepted. not" received any job 489 2711.
A R K
54 Parcel of land
15 Lair
A
Ann P. Wilson,
Only At
EOE.
16 Region
55 Make
B l G
GE
referrag from The CUSTOM license plates
Circuit Court Clerk
RUDOLPH
i
i
17 Blemish
RN, part time relief posi- Dept. of Human Re- & bicycle. Faye's 753amends
1AD
G
A
IT
18 C,ThaIlenges
56 Female ruff
tion available in Surgery sources Manpower 7743.
GOODYEAR
LEGAL NOTICE
*L ,E T 0 0
L
A
20 indian
and Recovery at Marshal Service in Murray, FIREWOOD,
57 Vessel
$25 a rick
753-0595
t
•
County Hospital. 7-3 shift, although I have asked delivered.
A final settlement of
rnulberiy
58 Salamanders
A ID
OT
Call 753 0211.
21 Chaplain
will train. Call required. for their help. To me
59 Cut
accounts has been filContact Shirty Cophran at this seems to be an FIREWOOD, oak &
aobr
ed in the Calloway
hickory, $25 a rick or 5
527-1336.
23 Piaying card
DOWN
ineffective
method of ricks for $100. Call
District Court by MarWe Rent
24 Wng-footed
7 Afternoon
running a dept. that we 753 8568.
ship
tha Sue Timble and
28 Circuit
1 Article of
NEED a job? 2 openings pay taxes for! I have an
party
Heaters
19 Near
30 Tie
Marilyn Faye McKinfurniture
now. You may qualify extensive background FIREWOOD, $20 a rick
8 Printers
20 Sudsy brew
32 Turkish hag
2 Anger
if: Illyou do not have in purchasing & man- undelivered, $25 a rick
measure
ney, Co-Executors, of
21 Social rank
34 Priest s
3 Musical
GED
or your high ufacturing. I am bon delivered. Call 436-5862.
9 Hindu
22 Hurry
the estate of Troy
vestment
organization
school
diploma,
you dable, dependable & JOHN Deere 120 riding
cymbals
24 Becoming
Clevie
Parrish,
Murray Rental have been out of(21school
35 Scheme
4 Extras
knowledgeable-- I will lawn mower. Queen size
LEGAL NOTICE
O Time gone by
whitish
deceased. Exceptions
36 Labors,hard
9 months or more, 13) consider anything re- waterbed, almost brand
5 Extraction
1 Obtain
25 Wan 0
A final settlement of
& Sales
39 Abst,act
you are between ages 16 lated or un-related-- new. Call 753 5117.
to this settlement
6 The sweetsop
17 Lighter-in -air
26 Babylonian
accounts has been fil& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out Resume furnished upon KELVINATOR 5 ft.
200 E. Main
must
deity
be
filed
in
the
1
2
3
4
5 6
7
ed in the Calloway
8
10 11
9
commercial freezer,
Of School 753-9378 be- request- 345-2036.
27 Thick
Calloway
District
like new. Call after
tween 8:30-12:00 5 days
District Court by Jo
29 Saucy
Court on or before
12
15. Articles for Sale
13
a week.
5p.m. 435-4327.
14
Ann Edmonds. Ex31 Everyone
December 2, 1985, the
33 Speechless
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. OAK & hickory for sale.
ecutrix, of the estate
'
5
16
date of hearing.
17
refrigerator with tex- $25 delivered, $30 de'
persons
of Buell T. Edmonds,
Position
Open
37 Precious
tured steel door, only livered & stocked.
Ann P. Wilson,
SALE
deceased. Exceptions
18 19
Asst, Service Manager
$8.00 per week. Rudolph Phone 436 2904 or 436stone
20
Circuit Court Clerk
2548.
to this settlement
10 LB. BAG
Goodyear 753-0595.
38 Young hogs
for new car dealership.
42 Teutonic
21 22
must be filed in the
WHII1LPOOL heavy OAK & hickory split
23 r
24
25 26 27
LEGAL NOTICE
Send resume to P.O.
CRUSHED
ICE
deity
duty washer with 4 firewood, $25 delivered.
Calloway
District
A periodic settleBox 1040J, Murray, KY
45 Winter
cycles, only $6.00 per Call 492 8936.
28
29
30
31
Court on or before ment of accounts has
42071
week. Rudolph QUILTS for sale. Call
precipitation
December 2, 1985, the been filed in the
46 Standard
Goodyear, 753-0595. „
489 2297. .
32
33 II34
35
date of hearing.
47 High
Calloway
'TYPIST- $500 weekly af
District
SEASONED firewood•
16. Home Furnishings
mountain
1215 Diuguid
Ann P. Wilson, Court by Don Gene
home! Information
oak, hickory, mixed
36
37
38
39
48 Game at
William Norman, 116 5-PIECE dinette set hardwoods S30/rirk
24 Hour
Circuit Court Clerk Murdock, Guardian
.
cards
Indian Oak, Dept. D. with extra leaf. $50. Call delivered. Min. order 2
40
Service
for Rayann Murdock,
41
42
43
49 Unit of
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
753-2995.
ricks. Call John Boyer
LEGAL NOTICE
Minor Child. ExcepUntil Jon. 1
Siamese
BROWN couch- full 753 0338.
44
A final settlement of tions to this settle9. Situation Wanted
. currency
5.
46
length. 3 cushion arm TANKS: two 500 gallon
50 Dined
accounts has been fil- ment must be filed in
covers, fair condition. steel tanks for sale.
47
Lion
48
52
48 -.
50
51
Call after 6p.m. or Ideal for hauling or
52 53
ed in the Calloway the Calloway District
Job Watch: Sunday.
COSMETOLOGY by
53 Condensed
Best offer
storage. $150 ea. 753District Court by Court on or before LaDora. Perms inmoisture
54
55
msu is participating 753-4882.
•56
1655.
Donald H. Pritchard.. December 2, 1985, the dividually formulated.
55 Article
in a new program entitl- LIKE new, queen size THROWING STARS.
753-0658
or
Administr
753-0611
ator, of the date of hearing.
57
Jamison mattress & box Faye's 753 7743.
58
59
ed the MSU Dislocated
10a.m.-5p.m.. closed
estate
of
Scott
springs set. Call 759- WHIRLPOO
Ann P. Wilson, Sat.
L
Workers Project. This
1048.
Howard Pritchard,
Circuit Court Clerk
microwave oven with
project is jointly sponWHIRLPOOL heavy 700 watts cooking
sored by MSU and the
duty dryer with 3 temp power, only $4.50 week.
PONT YOO REALI:E
70 YOU KNOuJ
WE TAKE
NOT 'TIL I
selections, only $4.00 Rudoph Goodyear, 753
Kentucky Cabinet for
YOU'RE ADPIN6 TO Ti-iE
l.J144T YOU'RE ?OlN6?
per week. Rudolph 0595.
THE CAKE
SELL ONE!
Human
Resources.
OVERCOMMERCIALIZIN6
Goodyear, 753-0595.
509 N. 7th
WHIRLPOOL, white
Designed to assist
OF CI1RI5TMA5?
stack washerdryer. Call
753-9280
19. Farm Equipment
citizens of west Ken753-9674 or 753 8311.
Or Rainbow can make your
tucky who, through no
LATE 1979 4400 John WOOD for sale.
next birthday party hassle
Calf
fault of their own are out
Deere combine, excel- D.W. Fox anytime
tree The clown will briny
Call
lent
condition,
kept
in
of
work. This is a Title III
759 4095.
cake balloons & entertain
shed.
Call
502-642-2435
the kids All you have to do
JTPA Federally funded
Wi
t
or 642-2491.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
is relax take pictures and
program.
enjoy the hint
7,1
12x50 TRAILER. 1 BR
20. Sports Equipment
The University has an
opportunity to work with
12 GAUGE Browning with 18x20 add-on BR,
iVPICH ONE...
automatic made in Be- deck, tie downs, underparticipants, screen par,IANE. FONDA ?
753-4178
BETTY
lgium. Remington 110 20 pinnin Call 753.4175
ticipants,
assess
parDEBBIE REYNOLDS?
TRAILER. 3 bay
CROCKER
gauge 3" magnum with
Jim Suiter &
ticipants, and make
2 barrels. 357 Magnum shop with storage
knowledgeable deciSmith and Weson with building on 1 acre. Call
Jerry Henry will
V
belt dr holster. Call 753-0318.
sions about who, from
s
be
our
in
1982 FLEETWOOD
753-1208.
the program, would be
14x70, 3 BR, 2 baths.
showroom
the better referrals for
2 2 . Musical
central heatair, washer.
jobs in the area.
from 6:30-8:00
II AND instruments. dryer, on large lot in
Advantages of the
new & used- all educa- Almo with new septic
Mon., Tues.,
tor approved brands- tank and lines, good
program from
an
irsomer
s
iit%
Thurs., Fri.
for sale, rent to buy, or storage building, landemployers view: Onrent to rent. Good scaped. Will sell with or
PURDOM
The-Job Training-The
prices! Complete repair without lot. Phone 753program will pay 50% of
HOW'S MY FAVORITE TALKING
service.
MOTORS
Key-Note 6598 or 753-0895.
INC.
,
• OH-ALL
WHAT?
WHAT SAY WE
SCALE? ARE YOU READY
Olds Pont Cad Buick
Music,
Paducah,
employees
wages
Ky. 3 BR trailer, 242 acres
while
TELL YOU
WEIGH ONE PART
of land. $10.000. Call
TO WEIGH ME?
443-435.3.
WHAT
In training, some parAT A TIME, AND
after 6p.m. 7A9-1517.
I'LL GIVE YOU
ticipants qualify for Tax
24.Miscellaneous
OR rent. 12'x60'- 2
A TOTAL
Credit.
CONCRET
E BLOCKS: bedroom. 1 bath, gas
INTRODUCING PAMS
•• •
approximately 1000 four heat. Lot is 180*x200',
CAKE HUT specializing
Female has experience
inch blocks, $150 buys shed 11.x15' Call 753in decorated cakes for
5117.
all. 753-1655.
all occasions. We put
in food services and
that little extra effort
good clerical skills. Exinto our cakes which
perienced in sales
makes them something
management. Business
to remember. So. the
school graduate.
next time you need a
cake that you would like
A-24
to be remembered for
•••
just
call
at
us
759-4492.
I AM NOW
Female needs job In
Open Mon.-Fri
I LIKE TO
901,
-* TO
cleaning services or profia.m.-3p.m.
Located at
PREDICT THE
EAT 1101.J
410 Main St. After 3p.m
duction work. Good atSCORE,IT GETS
and weekends call 4372-C-0
titued and good worker
HIM ALL
4455. We promise you'll
A-25
be glad you called.
TENSE? UP
•••
NOTICE TO
within six months of
CREDITORS
date of qualification.
The following estate
Ivan
Madison
fiduciary appoint- Rudolph, 1622 Ryan
ments have been Avenue, Murray, KY
made in the Calloway 42071 Deceased. Anita
District Court. All Poynor,
Tabard
claims against these Drive, Murray, KY
estates should be filed 42071 Adrninistratrix.
with the fiduciary Ron Christopher, 205

South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Floyd C. Adams,
Route 8, Box 1075,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased. Mary Hutson, Route 8, Box 1075,
Murray, KY 42071 Administratrix.
Ron

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

l.

MN

Christopher, 205 South
Sixth Street, Murray,
KY Attorney.
Paschall,
Noah
Hazel,
Calloway
County, KY 42071
Deceased.
Joyce
Paschall, Riviera
Court, Murray, KY
42071 Administratrix.
Robert 0. Miller, 201
South 5th Street, Murray,
42071
KY
Attorney.
Robbie
Staples,
Route 1, Box 192,
Kirksey, Ky 42054
Deceased.
Bryan
Staples, Route 1, Box
192, Kirksey, KY 42054
Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South 5th
Street, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Siddie
Outland
Cohoon, 1800 College
Farm Road, Murray,
KY 42071 Deceased.
Vernon Cohoon, 1501
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, KY 42071 °Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, 201 South 5th
Street, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuirt Court Clerk

deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before
December 2. 1985, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Call
753-1916

753-8201

50c

O

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only 61 7s

i-1E QE-nIRED VES-"ERDAr,,

//1

8x10 Only 5395
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

Female
desires
cafeteria work or factory
assembly. Has limited
experience but willing
to learn.
A-26
•••
Male desiring position
with clean up shop. Has
10 years experience.
Needs full-time position.
A-27
Phone 762-6471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

Restaurant Manager
Here is your opportunity to be a part of
one of the leaders in fast food.
Wendy's is now looking for managers that
want to prove their potential. We offer excellent benefit package with a salary of up
to $18,000. Previous restaurant or retail
management is required.
Send Resume To:
Joe Branson
%Wendy's Restaurant
1111 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

c
ONE HOUR PHOTO
CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S 3rd
Downtown Murray
733 3611

5 Lost and Found
LOST • beige pocket
book at Storey Ave.
Wash Laundramat. in
Bel Air Center, U found
keep money and return
pocket book to laundramat No questions
asked.

sc214.A-C.s.
(331

el.**-4a)

)

ALL egossr4A)

Sal

tad dimst ass"..
41
4
54,4t4fri.14.

0;44..au"
5•• lotite I

146103•S
.
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CLASSIFIEDS
27. Mobile HOrnas for Sale

32. Ants for Rent

QUALITY built 2 bed-

1 & 2 BR apt. near '
111JRNISHED 1 R apt.
downtown Murray. See at 100 S. 13th St.
Adults only. Call 753- NICE efficiency apt.
1
4109. 762-6650, or 436- block from

room mobile home with
14x16 added living
room. 20x30 shop or

garage on one acre. 3
miles east. Lots of
extras. Price negotiable. 753-4506.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 758-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.

32. Apts for Rent

TAKING

applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
Equal Housing
O_pportunity.
1 BR furnished apt.
near hospital. Couples
preferred. Call 492-8662.
1 BR unfurnished apt.,
partial utilities furnished, $140. Call 7533949.

2844.
1 & 2 BR apts. Couple or
adult only. Call 753-5538.
1 BR completely furnished with fireplace.
Water paid. $140 per

32. Apts for Rent

Mirrray Ledger & Times

34. Houses for Rent

4 3 . Real Estate

cm

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Nov. 23 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mr. Rufe Spann
in Crossland, Ky. 3 miles west of Hazel. Ky. on Highway 893.
Real Estate: Nice 2 bedroom house, living room, eat in kitchen,
one bath, laundry room - carport. garage - 3 nice out buildings on
large lot. Real Estate sells at 11 a.m.
Personal Prop: Nice couch & chair- good old oak bedroom suite
- good electric stove & ref. - window air conditioner - chifferobe
- 4-poster bed - 2 small deep freezes - old gas lamp - 3 old brass
lamps - old kerosene lamp. metal cabinet - wood heating stove.
vacuum cleaner - misc. dishes- pots & pans - 25 automatic pistol
- like new Murray riding mower- garden tiller. push lawn mower
- new wheel barrow - like new Echo weed eater- wash tubs circle
saw - drill motor - new saber saw - other carpenter tools - step ladder- big cable - new lumber- meat box - used tin - saw horses •
2 or 3 rick of wood - wrenches - tools - hand & garden tools,.(ishing
equipment. 1980 model Scottsdale Chevrolet pickup, p.s., p.b. &
air with 40xxx miles. Other items not listed. Not responsible for
accidents. Auction hel& rain or shine.
Real Estate Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale, balance
in 30 days with passing of deed. Personal property cash or good
check.

Dan Miller -Auctioneer jointly with Shroat-Waldrop Realtor - Pete
Waldrop - Broker, 759-1707. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

with stove, $300
Call 753-9021.
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath

37. Livestock-Supplies

REGISTERED

Hampshire boars, excellent
quality & bloodlines
For more info. contact
Mike Youngblood 901364-2603.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Saint Bernard.
female, 15 mos. old.
good guard dog. Call
759-1845.
POINTER pups- Mississippi Rifle. Miller's
Chief and Pork Roll
Breeding. All ages.
Phone 492-8607 days.
after 5p.m. 753-2789

4 1 . Public Sales

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
512, 513. &
517 S. 7th St.
Saturday
8-3
Furniture,
clothes & lots
of glassware.

GARAGE
SALE
Sat.
Nov. 23
8 a.m.-?
505% S. 8th
New
quilt

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
Oaks
Subdivision

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. No. 1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Auction Sale

Oak hall tree with bevil mirror, fancy oak 5-post round table &
chairs with claw feet, a large 8z beautiful camel back trunk, small
oak showcase„ old oak rocker, old oak wall telephone, old complete
Aladdin lamp - kerosene lamp - old Coca Cola advertisements - good
old table pitcher apricot base leaves 8z twig with rope handle - grape
cluster on trellis pitcher - basketweave & flower (Morning Glory)
rope twist handle - one lite basketweave with flower - old brown
buttermilk pitcher. small pitcher- Shirley Temple pitcher- salt
crock with flying bird - salt crock with grapes - 2 nice old butter
molds - small egg basket perfect condition .old decorative pieces
- green stem depression - cookoo clock - Holly Hobbies figurines
- old peanut dispenser, old bowl & pitcher from England - old stone
bed chamber - old dinner bell - kerosene heaters - electric
heaters - fancy bar stools - odd beds - chest - electric stove
& ref. - table & chairs - electric sewing machine - nice couch
& chairs - like new 200 Honda 3-wheelers - Yamaha 3 wheelers
- New 1100 20 ga. shotgun, light weight with rib barrel - 12"
Dewalt 790 power saw - oak dresser - used carpet - wheel barrow - large assortment of mechanic tools & metal chest. Other
items not listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer; Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate Auction
Sat. Nov. 23, 1985 at 1 p.m. on Highway 893
App.2 miles West of Hazel, Ky.on State Line Rd.
2 bedrooms, bath, like new carpet-large closets, large liVing room
with beautiful fireplace-large den with beautiful fireplace, ceiling
fan, nice kitchen with stove & double oven, dishwasher, large utility
room with plento of cabinets, wall heaters, and air conditioners,
new roof, storm windows & doors. Well, T.V. tower, nice outside
building 24'x40' concrete floor, house is app. 42'x70', on 2 acres
more or less by deed.

Mrs. Alice Bates-Owner

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Jointly with Spann Realty
Helen Spann-Broker
753-7724
For more information phone
435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction.
Bal. In 30 days with passing of deed.

Estate Auction
Farm Equipment & Personal Property
Friday, Nov. 29 at 10 A.M.
At the late Mr. W. C. Lancaster.
1 mile West of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 94.

Farm Equipment & Personal Property
Saturday, Nov. 30 10 A.M.
The Fran* Davies estate near New Concord, Ky.
off Highway 444.
For more information & your auction needs phone 415-4144.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 41241
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Lots of Christmas
items. 8 a.m. til 4
p.m.
Call
753-4575
for
more information.

1. 2 Acres near lake. Hes
well & septic tenk.
2. 3 Acres In city.
SLOW" down, balance
financed at 10%.
3. Duplex-3 bedroom on
on* side. 2 bedroom on
the other. $33,500 on
Monroe.
4. 22 Acres iiieel for
country home. Has old
house & barn.
S. Duplex on Dodson. Hes
3 bedrooms on eoch side.
6. 4 Bedroom home with
2 baths. 2 Rental cabins
on 2% acres on 2110 near
lake.
7.•Bedroom brick with
basement L lois of builtIns. On 641 S.
I. 2 Lots on Lakeshore
Drive In Pin• Bluff
Shores.
9.2 Iledroorn lak• front
with boat docking. In
Pine Bluff Shores.
10. Price Reduced! 2
'Bedroom frame with gas
heat in city. Probably
qualify for FrnHA Loan.
Rugs & decor Ilk* now.
11. 10 Acres & 30 mobile
home pods in city.
12. 2 Bedroom frame on
% acre. Close to town.
Under 610,000.00.
13. 2 Bedroom on wid•
county road. Has basement. Near Ky. Lake.
14. 3 Acres commercial
property In city.
15.2 Plots near Ky. Lake.
16. Extra large 11 room
brick on N. 7th.
17. Custom built 4
bedroom home. Central
heat & air. 5 acres on Old
Murray Paris Rd.
111. 10. SO Mobile 1.orms
with 5. 10 addition neer
Ky. Lake.
19. Large den. central
heat & air, 3 bedroom
brick on 121 S.
For These & FmtlA
Property Contact Us At:

At:
North 641
Flea Mkt.
2 miles north
of Murray
Former Wiggins
Furniture
Building

753-4566

a

sale

43.Real Estate

WOODED acres on
gently sloping hill bordering small lake. 5
minutes from downtown
Murray. Probably the
nicest home site in
Calloway County. $40.
000. 753-3006.
COMMERCIAL building -located on Main
Street in downtown
Muray. 2000 sq ft.
downstairs and 2000 sq.
ft. upstairs.
Upstairs
includes 3 bedroom
furnished apartmen.
Offered at reduced
price of *45.000. Contct
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
COUNTRY PLACE
The ultimate building
site, ranch type setting
of 27 acres on Hwy 94
near Keniake State
Park. Utilities on site
include, new well, new
septic system, electricity and security lights
Also includes a 40'x24'
utility building with
wiring and plumbing.
$29,500. 753-1655
HUNTERS paradise
Approx. 47 acres, lots of
virgin pine. near
Dukedom, TN , Weakly
County. Priced at $14,
000. Call 502-362-4212 or
after 5p.m 502-527-9710
kOPPERUD Realty
offers an excellent
selection\ of quality
homes- all price ranges
For all your Real Estate
needs phone 753-1222 or
visit our office at 711
Main
R ii ding
National is now selling
off Deal Clear Spann
buildings for material
cost. We have 30-40. 50.
60 & 80 ft
wide
buildings. Some odd
sizes in stock We must
sell all buildings immediately Call 24 hrs.
1.800-292-0700 Ext 8410

49.Used Cars
1972 CADILLAC 2 door,
good transportation,
good condition, $600.
Call 759-1165.
1974 COMET, $350. 1975
Cadillac, $1300. Call
753-2594 after 6p.m.
1974 OLDS Cutlass
Supreme. Good transportation. No rust.
Needs some body parts.
Extra set of wheels &
good tires. $450. Call
753-7728.
1976 BUICK Electra
Limited, good condition, extra nice. Call
753-2898.

Wilson Real
Estate
302 N. 12th
Phone 753-3263
Home Phones:
Teresa Garland
753-11323
Joyce Betsworth
436-2305
Wayne Wilson
753-50116

45

Farms for Sale

MINI farm with maxi
features. Neat 3 BR
home, located .9,4-25
acres with 30'x40' Metal
storage building that
has water and electricity. Just reduced to
$67.500. Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222.

46. Homes for Sale

Is,09
Every Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

1985 BLUE 225 DX
3-wheeler, like new.
Call 753-9298,
1985 HONDA 250 SX.
like new, $1400. Call
753-7485.
YAMAHA 100, $125. Calf
435-4351.
YAMAHA IT 175 dirf
bike & Honda Express
moped. Call 759-4593
after 4p.m.

Wilson
Realty

tops.

Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer

Saturday, Nov. 23 at 12:00 at the Dan Miller Auction Barn,
From Mayfield take 121 South to Coldwater, Ky. Turn on 1836
aR Hemdon Garage. Go approx. 3 miles to sale site. From Murray take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. Watch for auction signs.

47. Motorcycles

BR

University. house in Midway area
Electric heat. carpet- For more information
ing. Call 753-2823.
call 436-2357.
NOW renting at Car.
dinal Apts 1 BR. Call
36. For Rent or Lease
753-3530.
25860
BUILDING in
ONE bedroom apartment, near downtown Murray. Call 489-2761
shopping area. Call 753- after 6p.m.

month, Call 759-1843 or
1-442-8025.
1 BR furnished apt., air 9251 or 753-0662.
conditioned. Boys
preferred. No pets. 121 34. Houses for Rent
North: next to fair 2 BR house near
downgrounds. 753-3139.
town, appliances fur1 BR furnished. 2 BR nished. Lease & deposit
unfurnished. Lease & required $260 per
deposit. Adults only. No month. Call 753-6429
pets. Call 753-9208 after after 4p.m.
4p.m.
3BR blick. 3 mi. east of
furnished apt., low Murray, Hwy. 280. 8300
utilities. Call 753-3949.
a month plus deposit.
2 BR apt. 5 blocks from Avail. Dec. 1st. 753-7852.
campus. Stove, re- FULLY furnished,
frigerator 8z some fur- quality built, 2 BR, 2
niture furnished. $165 a bath, year round lake
month. Write P.O. Box front home. 2 car gar1040-C, Murray, Ky.
age, boat dock, in
2 PR duplex, range, Panorama Shores. $385
central heat & air, month. Available with 6
washer & dryer hook- month lease.' Contact
Bill Kopperud 753-1222.
up. Call 753-4640.
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3 BR house. 510 S. 7th
St.. garage, fenced
backyard, outside
storage. Shown by appointment. 753-8357.
BRING BA1K THE
SPARKLE! and you
will have mad a smart
investment in this 3
apartment house. Have
fun create value and
enjoy the bargain price.
Call Carol, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtor.
753-1492.
BY owner. Brick home
Lynnwood Estates, 3
BR. 1,7 bath. family
room. utility room,
large_ kitchen - & living
roonii
Fenced in yard.
,
dear TVA insulation,
wood stove, central air.
$47.500. Call 753-6098 or
753-9786.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens fireplace in
den. Unbelievable low
price. $35,000. owner
says make offer. Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222.
FHAVA terms 2 BR,
central heat pump, neat
condition. low 30's. Ask
for Bob 753-1492. CenLirv 21 Loretta Jobs

ruff-s-iii,

or trade for
house of. e4.11 value.
Large size house •cith 2
attached apartmeits
that could be used for
extra income Located
On 413 N. 5th St $29,900.
Call 753-7492.
IMMACULATE home
near University re
cently listed for sale. 3
Bedrooms, central gas
heat, new roof in 1984,
full basement Lots ot
nice features Offered in
the 30's through Kappenal Realty 753-1222
NEW listing by owner,'
For sale: brick veneer,
3 BR, 1 17 bath with
basement Close to
Carter Elementary in
city with assumable
934 , fixed rate loan A
good first home with all
appliances included
Call 7591020 after 6p m
NICE. well insulated, 3
BR. 2 bath brick
Family room with beam
ceiling & heatalator in
fireplace 753-4486.
V.AVHA terms 4 BR.
formal dining, den,
double
arage. many
extras I'pper 60's Ask
for Bob 7551492." Century 21 I.oretta Jbbs
Realtors

47 ..51:edto-rcycles
1404 YAMAHA V7 fit,
low mileage, excellent
condition. Must see to
appreciate $395 Call
753-5755

1978 DATSUN B210
Hatchback 5-speed,
$1500. Call 753-1609.
1978 FIREBIFtD, excellent physical and
mechanical condition,
82.650. 1803 College
Farm Rd. Will trade
and guarantee car.
1979 CUTLASS
Supreme, $4200. Call
759-1992 after 5p.m.
1979 OLDS Delta 811
diesel, 59,000 miles.
10,000 miles on factory
replacement engine.
Reasonable price. 7532480 after 4p.m.
1 9 80 CHEVROLET
Citation, air conditioning, automatic, good
body. 56,000 miles. $1800
or best offer. Call
762-4385 after 3p.m.
1980 DATSUN 3.10 GX,
77.000 actual miles,
nice. clean & dependable. $2600. Call 753-6973.
1981 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass, 4 door, 6
cylinder, ac, automatic,
excellent condition,
$3400. Call 753-8165.
1982 PLYMOUTH
Champ, red on red, ps,
pb, air conditioning,
AM FM stereo, almost
new steel radials. No
rust and it is rust
protected. Excellent
engine. 4-speed with
twin stick selector, over
40+ on Hwy. Well cared
for. Call 489-2481.
1985 TRANS AM, 17.006
miles, $13,000. Call 7536260 or 401 S. 12-th St.
'73 VW Beetle, excellenf
condition, new paint
job, new engine. $1250
or best offer. Call
753 7558 after 3:30p.m.
'75 MUSTANG, AC, 4
speed, 4 cylinder, excellent condition, $1350.
Call 753 364 after 6p.m.
'76 MUSTANG II Cobra,
white letter tires, new
paint job, AM FM
cassette, good condition, $800. Call 753-2436.
'81 MAZDA 626, AMFA4
cassette, luggage rack,
1 owner car. Call 4892379 after 5p.m.
'83 CELICA GT, 5/,0015
miles, power, air,
cruise, automatic, AM'
FM stereo, power
sunroof. Call 436-2165.
PAMPERED since
birth
1978 Toyota
Celica Hatchback, 1
owner. All records.
Metallic blue. Phone
753 1299.

50. Used Trucks
1965 FORD ton truck,
white, recently painted,
$1200. Or '72 Ford F-100
pickup. V-8 auto., good
condition, $800. Firm.
Call 753-2494.
1970 DATSL'N pickup,
rebuilt motor, lots of
new parts. 1977 Honda
wagon, automatic, rebuilt engine. Call 4742325.
1975 CHEV pickup. 350
automatic, ps. pb. good
mechanical, needs
some body work, $1250.
Call 753-9181 or 753-8124.
1975 TOYOTA pickup
truck, red, rebuilt engine & transmission,
15.000 miles. new interior. 1977 Dodge 4-wheel
drive pickup. blue, 49,
000 miles. 3 year old
Arabian mare. 436-2582.
1978 CJ -7 JEEP Renegade. ready for snow
or mud. Owner moving
must sell. Call 753-6781.
1980 BLACK customized
van. Reasonably
priced. Call after 4p.m.
753-4398 or 753-9302.
1980 FORD F-100 P.U.300. 6 cylinder. automatic. L.W.B. PS. PB.
tool box. 76xxx miles.
Runs good & looks good.
$3500. Call 753-1982.
1980 FORD Van. second
owner, very clean. Call
753-4502
.1 DATSI_ N pickup.

$400 Call 759-1799 after
5 30p.m
71 DODGE D106
pickup, charcoal metal' & black, short wheel
base. ps. pb. air conditioning, 318 with 66,000
miles Fairly new Eagle
ST 1400 Vine St Call
after 5p.m 753-4783
CHEVY 229 V-6 short
block, factoty rebuilt.
$'250 tall 492-8972

a-5p.m. _
WANTED • -body M good
condition for '68-72
Ford ts or at ton LWB
-pickup Phone 753-7524.

52. Boats -Motors
RAVE tt000 over Spring
price. 33 foot Seagoing
with large front deck. 4
cyl. Volvo engine, air,
shower, radios, tape
player, excellent condition. $8000. See at Town
& Country Marina or
818-524-2533.

53. Services Offered

53

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
nieits 474-2276.
GM'ERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut53. Services Offered ters installed for your
specifications. Call
ALL type masonry Sears 753-2310 for
free
work, block. brick. estimate.
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
Metal Roofing
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
& Siding
repair. 25 years exFactory direct Feat qualiperience. Free esty painted $43 00 per
timates. Call Charles
square. Galvanized $3300
Barnett 753-5476.
per square. Full 36''
APPLIANCE
coverage Pay only for
SERVICE. Kenmore,
what you get. 5V metal in
Westinghouse,
standard lengths at
Whirlpool. 23 years
$26.95 per square
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper.
Wood's Farm Center
Bob's Appliance Ser502-965.3176 Marion,
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Kentucky Free Delivery 25
Business 753-4872, 436squares and up
5848 (hornet.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves, dish washers. refrigerators. etc Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.

MONEY TO LEND
'25-'300
No credit check. Call
Paris, ask for Shirley.

901-644-9999
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.

Service
"When we clean
your carpet we
won't soak you."
References. Call
our answering
service 753-3316
SEWING Machine Repair All makes and
models. Home & Industrail and bag closing machines
Also
scissor sharpning.40
yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
Intgatoon Rau:antral

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenne Tr:
Call Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Free Estimates
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap iand
masonary sand, coal.
dirt, gravel, till sand
Call Roger Huoson
it.
753 4545 or 753 6763
WILL rake leaves & clean
gutters Cali 759 1863

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

Install new septic
systems, repair on
old systems. 30
yrs. experience.
Licensed by State
Health
Dept.
753-9224.

strucron, rooting.

1, Sedalia.

TLC Cleaning

OFFIC CLEANING
Reasonable rates Call
753-4502.
PAINTING = Paper
hanging. commerical or
residential. Free estimates. References 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759.1987
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work. Additions. Painting
General Carpentry
P.A. Molony Cu
7 5 3 - 86 2
Free
Estimates

STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE. Mechanicaily
removed 10 inches below
the surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn. Larry
Wood 753.0211 or 1 443
8682.
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work. Experienced
Free estimates. Call
DENNJir McClure con- 436-2690.
painting, plumbing, interior or exterior.
Phone 502-382-2689. Rt.

Services Offered

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY
Industrial Drive

Murray, KY
Phone 759-1099
WET BASEMENT 'Ae
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteea
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co RI 2 Box
409A, Paducah, Xy
42001 or call 1 442 7026

°towns

"DONALD'S Backhoe
Service" We operate
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
4500 size Ford backhoe.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
For $25 an hour we will
dig footers, ditches,
\I Att‘,
stumps, walks, spread
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
CII \.
gravel, loading haul.
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
etc. Call now to book
Birch • Clalt • Walnut • Chem,
qUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
your job, 527-1023 or
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
753-5192.
0
CUSTOM
10
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
SUIOLT
ELECTRICAL work ▪
COM/IMMO PRSOIS Drop •y & Sao Our Dleptue 111
Best prices. Call 7534502.
_• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
FENCE sales at Sears WI
• 6••Lq••••••••••••.0
now. Call Sears 753-2310 • •
for free estimate for
your needs.

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. Reforancos.
Coll Will Ed liolloy,
753-0601
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MOODY'S Mower Repair. Pickup & delivery.
Call 753-5668.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complste
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing You
name it. I do it. You
buy, I install
You
break. I fix. Call 4362868.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 327.00
Opened
Today
326.50
Down
.50

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6 20
Opened
Today
6.19
01

Down

Compliments of:

VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
753-7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-6 Doily. Closed Sunday

Hopkins Insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies

Check Our
Auto Rates
Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins

(502)753-6202

1 1 5 5. 13th
Murray, Ky.
42071

ESTATE/ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, November 23
10 AM
Rain or Shine
at the late Thomas (Slick) Banks home, near Murray city
limits on the Mayfield Hwy. 121 North. Several fine pieces
from the late Elmus Beale Estate also.
Household: Marble top coffee & end tables, livingroom suite
upright & chest freezers, wrought iron furniture, washer & dryer
Misc.: 20" girls bike, globe, several electric games, 1960 Chevy
Impala 4 door, automatic.
Antiques: Very nice three piece bedroom suite, oak sideboard.
fluted leg oak dining table & six chairs, mahogany jelly cupboard
large china cabinet, 2 wicker chairs, mahogany rocker, oak washs
tend, oak halltree, old pool table, rope leg lamp table with ball &
claw feet, mahogany couch & chair, etched, pressed & pattern
glass, Weller & Watt pottery, kitchen & mantel clocks, 'Bavaria,
RS Prussia & Germany china, hooked rugs, dough bowl, princess
dresser, half bed, wishbone dresser with glove boxes, treadle sew
ing machine, German beer stein, Zane Grey & Nancy Drew books,
Mr. Elmus Beale's family bible, green pottery mixing bowls,
wicker bowls & hickory baskets, hanging scales, wooden mortar
& pestle, wall coffee mill, medical cabinet, beautiful mahogany
Columbia Victrola & old records, sausage Stutter, berry bssket,
primitive tin kitchen utensils, round top trunk, whiskey jug with
writing ana date, iron bear bank, several silver trays and bowls
Refreshments available, not responsible for accidents, announcements take precedence over printed matter. For informa
tion and your auction needs, call

Bob W. (Frosty) Miller
The Auctioneer
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Kentucky News In Brief
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The University of.
Kentucky's annual Development Council
weekend will include the announcement of a new
scholarship fund at the opening session Friday.
The fund will honor Thomas D. Clark, who
taught history at the university from 1931-1968
and was chairman of the department from
1941-1965.
About 170 new UK Fellows — people who have
contributed or pledged $10,000 or more to the
university — will be guests at a dinner Saturday
night in Rupp Arena.
——— —
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP) — The
Elizabethtown Chamber of Commerce has
presented its Distinguished Service Award for
Farm-City Relations to Robert E. Thomas.
Thomas, who received the award Tuesday,
stepped down in September after eight years as
Hardin County Farm Bureau president. Under
his leadership, the bureau grew to 5,000
members, the second largest in the state behind
Jefferson County.
In January. Thomas. 46, will become a deputy
sheriff under sheriff-elect Charles Logsdon.
Also receiving an award was Jack Snyder,
Hardin County Extension agent for agriculture,
for his efforts in -coordinating the Farm-City

r--

— —— —
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Jon R.J. Dunn,
part-time instructor at the University of Kentucky College of Fine Arts, has won the highest
award given by Panthers of the Americas.
The volunteer service award will be presented
Nov 22 at the organization's annual convention
in the Dominican Republic.
Under Dunn's leadership, volunteers from
Kentucky have helped establish four model
farms in Ambato, a small weather station to help
Eduadorian farmers plan their harvests, and a
resource center for physically and mentally handicapped children and their families.
Partners of the Americas is a private
volunteer organization promoting economic and
social development in the Western Hemisphere.
————
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Mable Musick,
23, pleaded innocent in Johnson Circuit Court to
charges of escape and being a persistent felony
offender.
Police said she escaped from the jail here Aug.
with two other inmates, including Randy
Haight.

Haight was recaptured and charged with
murder in the deaths of a Garrard County couple
found Aug. 23 and with criminal attempt to commit murder for allegedly firing at a state
trooper the previous night.
A Lexington police officer was accidentally
slain by a state trooper during the search for
Haight.
Ms. Musick was found in her home state of
Virginia on Aug. 30 and was extradited Saturday
to Kentucky.
She entered her plea Tuesday and is being held
In the Johnson County
————
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House Interior
Committee has approved legislation that would
set aside 13,200 acres in Daniel Boone National
Forest as a federally protected wilderness area.
The bill, identical to one pending in the Senate,
enjoys broad support from federal and state
agencies. Kentucky's congressional delegation
and conservation groups.
The House bill was approved Wednesday on a
voice vote and could reach the floor before the
Christmas recess.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — About half of Kentucky's 180 school districts will be eligible for
financial help from the state foeschool construction, according to the Kentucky School Facility
Construction Commission.
But many of the districts already have
"critical needs for new facilities and the need
may become more acute as class sizes are reduced" because of education legislation enacted by
the General Assembly in July, Robert Spillman
said in a news release Wednesday.
Spillman, who will head the newly created
commission effective Dec. 1, said the amount of
school construction needed in the state totals
$450 million, with $150 million available locally.
The commission has begun work to sell $100
million in revenue bonds, with the proceeds to be
allocated to eligible school districts, Spillman
said.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A former Pike
County Board of Education member was being
held in the Fayette County Detention Center on a
theft by deception charge and other counts, officials said.
Wood R. Keesee Jr., 51, of Belfry, who served
on the school board from 1971 to 1974, was arrested on charges listed in an indictment return-

ed by a Fayette County grand jury on May 6, a
deputy circuit clerk said Wednesday.
The indictment charged Keesee with obtaining
more than $100 from First Security National
Bank of Lexington "by creating a false impression," the deputy said.
He also was charged with compounding a
crime by threatening to file criminal charges
against a First Security National employee
unless the charge was dropped and with balljumping, she said.
Keesee originally was indicted in 1983 on the
theft by deception count and in March on the
charge of compounding a crime, the deputy said.
Those charges were combined in one indictment
In May.
Keesee was arrested Friday. His bond was set
at $16,000, the deputy said.
————
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) — The federal Rural
Electrification Administration will decide
whether the board of trustees of the South Central Rural Telephone Cooperative can dismiss
the co-op's general manager, the board's chairman said.
Clint Quenzer,'who has been general manager
for 11 years, came under fire from some
members of the board for eight charges outlined
by the board at a meeting with REA representatives Tuesday., board chairman J.O. Keith
said.
Five members of the seven-member board
charged that Quenzer, among other things, failed to correct maintenance deficiencies, gave
board members erroneous information and failed to prevent waste, Keith said.
REA representatives may call another
meeting to hear Quenzer's response to the
charges, he said.
Keith said if the REA would not allow
Quenzer's dismissal, the board would consider
buying the remainder of his three-year contract,
which expires in September 1987. Quenzer's annual salary is about $52,000, he said.
The co-op serves about 17,500 customers in
nine south central Kentucky counties.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Farm
Bureau President Ray Mackey has asked
Agriculture Secretary John Block to set the 1985
no-net cost assessment on burley tobacco at 2
cents.
Under provisions of a one-year stopgap tobac-

co bill passed last week by Congress and signed
by the president, the fee would equal 4 cents. The
money is used to underwrite potential losses on
the crop and other expenses of the surplus pool.
Mackey said this year's crop, which carries a
lower price-support level, is expected to sell and
not go into surplus stocks.
"Two cents should be ade9uate to cover the
potential loss or carrying charges on the 1985
crop," Mackey said today. The crop is high,
quality and buyers have shown interest in bidding on it. "I think they're going to buy nearly all
of this crops," he said.
Less than 50 million pounds of leaf is expected
to go under loan, and that could be adequately
covered by the 2-cent assessment, Mackey said.
Keeping it at 4 cents amounts to about $10 million
for growers.
————
PIKE VILLE, Ky.(AP) — Attorneys for the liquor store owners in Nicholas and Magoffin
counties asked a federal judge for a preliminary
injunction aimed at stopping the state from taking away their liquor licenses at midnight Monday and forcing them out of business.
U.S. District Judge G. Wix Unthank listened to
arguments from each side Wednesday, but he requested written summaries and scheduled
another hearing for 3 p.m. Monday.
Two months ago, the Kentucky Supreme
Court, in overturned two local-option elections,
ordered the state Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board to close the liquor stores.
The liquor store owners filed a civil lawsuit
last month in U.S. District Court at Frankfort on
constitutional grounds.

Wal-Mart is now
open MondaySaturday from
9 a.m.-10 p.m. and
on Sunday from
12-6 p.m.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Estelle Clark, 67, dies Mr. Hale dies Wednesday
Mrs Estelle Howard
Clark. 67. died late
Tuesday afternoon at
her home on Edwards
P,oad. Rt. 3, Paris.
Tenn
Born July 19, 1918. in
Henry County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late Luther Love
Howard and Jewel Inez
Nanney Howard.
She was a member of
(*entral Point Baptist
Church. She was married Nov. 20. 1942, to Dr.
charley J. Clark who
died I t-c. 27. 1965.
Survivors are three
,i.crghters. Mrs. Willene
Ciark Alexander. Murray Mrs. Florence Jane

Clark Rowlett Owen,
Paris. Tenn., and Mrs.
Brenda Charlene Clark
McKinney, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; two
sons, Luther Calvin
Clark, Fort Wayne,
Ind., and Kenneth Gordon Clark, Detroit,
Mich.:" 21 grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. The Rev. Warren
T. Sykes will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Shady Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Ilathis services on Friday
The funeral for Guy Benton, he was a
Edgar Mathis will be member of Benton
Friday at 1 p.m. in the Church of Christ.
chapel of Collier
Survivors are one
Funeral Home. Benton. daughter, Mrs. Darlese
Burial will follow in Prince, Benton; two
Benton Cemetery.
sons, Jimmie Mathis
Friends may call at and Joe Wayne Mathis,
the funeral home.
Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Mr. Mathis. 76, died Mozelle York, and one
Wednesday at 4:40 a.m. brother. Donald Mathis.
at Marshall County ,both of Hardin; seven
Hospital. Benton.
grandchildren; nine
A former mayor of great-grandchildren.

Edwin T. Perkins9 l00 dies
Edwin Turner
Perkins. 100. brother of
Mrs Bailey Neva Riggins of Murray. died
Wednesday at Manor
House Nursing Home,
1)over. Tenn.
He was a retired
carpenter and a
member of Cross Creek
Baptist Church at
Dover
Born June 21, 1885, he
was the son of the late
George Hartful Perkins
and Ella Nora Mann
Perkins.
Survivors are: his
wife. Mrs. Lora
Vaughan Perkins, to

whom he was married
on Dec. 25. 1910; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary
Lee Butts, and one son,
Neal Perkins, all of
Dover, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Riggins of
Murray; one grandson.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home,
Dover. The Rev. Steve
Murphee and the Rev.
Paul Ford will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Fairview Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Cathie's funeral Saturday
Services for Raymond
Larry I Ray ) Carlile will
he Saturday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Charlie Simmons will officiate and
Mrs. Oneida White will
present the music.
Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
in'Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
11 a.m. Friday.
Mr. Carlile. 44, of Inkster. Mich., died Tuesday at 11 a.m. at

Anapolis Hospital,
Wayne, Mich.
Survivors are his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
William T. Cathie, Rt. 1,
Farmington; one
daughter, Miss Barbara
Ann Carlile, St.
Petersburg, Fla.; two
sons, Jim Carlile, St.
Petersburg, ela., and
Allen Cathie. Melvindale, Mich.; two
brothers. William Call
Canine. Troy. Mich.,
and David Allen Carina
Garden City, Mich.; one
grandchild. Meagin

Kenneth Hale, 83, of
Rt. 2. Murray, died
Wednesday at 10:40
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
A member of Almo
Church of Christ, he was
retired from the
Maintenance Department of Murray State
University.
Born June 11, 1902, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Tasman Earl Hale and
Lula Holland Hale.
Survivors are three

sisters. Mrs. Frances
Castleman, Mrs. Ethel
Collie and Mrs. Stella
Ragsdale, all of Murray; several nieces and
nephews including Mrs.
Wilson (Virginia)
Gantt, Rt. 2, Murray.
Services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Friendship
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Carraway dies, home
Mrs. Hollis Carraway, whom she was married
78. died today at 5:15 on Jan. 15, 1927; one
a.m. at her home on Rt. daughter, Mrs. Harold
4, Murray.
(Faye) Jones, Dallas,
She was a member of Texas; three sons, Noby
South Pleasant Grove Carraway, Rt. 2, MurUnited Methodist ray. Joe Pat Carraway,
Rt. 4, Murray, and
Church.
Born May 3, 1907, in Ralph Carraway, Rt. 2.
Calloway County, she Hazel; 14 grandwas the daughter of the children; seven greatlate Thomas Jackson grandchildren.
and Louisia Jourdan
The funeral will be
Jackson.
Saturday at 11 a.m. in
Mrs. Carraway was the chapel of Blalock.
preceded in death by ColemanFuneral
two grandchildren, Home. Burial will follow
Barry Lee Jones and in Murray City
Ralph Edward Cemetery.
Carraway.
Friends may call at
Survivors are her hus- the funeral home after
band. Leo Carraway,'to 11 a.m. Friday.

I $34800
LOWEST PRICE
EVER FOR AN
RCA REMOTE TV!

FULL FEATURED
TABLE MODEL

tow■°"'"Al0000011.-

FKR468R

•On-screen
•19" diagonal XL-/00 Color TV
channel display
•17-button digital remote control

EKR-33

Pharmacy 8z Your Health

Holland Drugs on
Medicine Costs
Medicines are getting to be more expensive—
right' Well, yes and no. Although inflation
drives up the cost of most goods and services.
the cost of medicines in relation to the cost of
health care in general is actually decreasing

DELUXE RCA
PORTABLE

SPECIAL BONUS OFFER!

GET A CUDDLY

RCA NIPPER
FREE

• 13 diagonal
ColorTrak TV
•6-button scan
remote control
• L.E.D. channel
number display

WITH AN RCA REMOTE
CONTROL TV OR VCR

•Almimimumismumm\

According to the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association,the amount of money Americans spent for drugs in 1965, as a percentage of
our total national health expenditures, was about
14 cents of every dollar. By 1970 this figure
decreased to 11 cents. and by 1980 to about 8
cents. In 1982 less than 7 cents of every dollar
spent for health care was for medicines'

INCREDIBLE VALUES ON
REMOTE CONTROL
RCA VCRs!

And merely looking at the cost of modern
medicines does not tell the whole story For many
illnesses, medicines provide the only form of
therapy New medicines have contributed to the
2.5 percent decrease in rate of deaths due to heart
disease and the 4r) percent decrease in the rate
for strokes since the late 1960s It is difficult,
however,to measure the overall benefits ofsuch •
dramatic improvements..in our health in terms,
of dollars and cents

7
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HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753 1462
• II 101041

VLT-260

$428"

IOW*

VtI385

$498"

Experience the convenience
of an RCA remote control VCR,
now at special savings. Models
shown include Search and Stop Action,80-position
electronic tuner and access to 107 broadcast and
cable channels. .
HURRY! OMR ENDS
NOVEMBER 30, 1165

RCA

Soo Your Now Kitchen At...

WARD St E-LICINS
Murray, Ky.

On The Square

753-1713
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Sunday, December 1
Murray Woman's ClubChristmas Program
Saturday, December 7
Christmas Parade
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppetteers on Court Square
Nutcrackers Dancers
Court Square
Dean Smith Brass Quintet
on Court Square
Christmas Village — Front
Porch Swing
Sunday, December 8
Hanging of the Greens-MSU
Friday, December 13
Nutcracker Dancers, Bel-Air
Assembly of God Carolers
First Methodist Melody
Makers Caroling around
Court Square
First Baptist Music Makers
Caroling Shopping Centers
7th & Poplar Family Carolers
Starting at Court Square
Sunday, December 15
Horn Quartet on Court Square
Saturday, December 21
Memorial Baptist Jubilee
Ringers on Court Square
First Christian Church
Chancel Choir Carolers
at Shopping Centers
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Kelvinator
Sensible, Dependable,
Affordable

Kelvinator continues to
take pride in our tradition of
building quality products.
Our excellent reputation
and record of consumer
satisfaction both spring from
a constant, diligent quest for
quality and affordability.

209 S. 3rd St.
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MURRAY CHRISTMAS SECTION
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Santa Claus will be in the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center at
K-Mart on the following days:
Sun. Nov. 24, 7-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. Nov. 29-30
8-11 p.m. and 1-4 p.m.
Sun. Dec. 8,7-9 p.m.
Sun. Dec. 15, 6-8 p.m.
Sun. Dec. 22, 6-8 p.m.

On Saturday, Dec. 14 at 8 a.m.,
the Murray Kmart will open its
doors to help at least 20 needy
children in the community with
their Christmas shopping.
Needline and local city and
county schools will provide the
names of needy children in the
community.

Santa will have candy for the
childfren and pictures will be provided of children with Santa.

Kmart is aware that there are
some children in our community
who are unable to participate in
Christmas activities. Helping
some of these children with their

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21. 12S5

Christmas shopping is our way of
making this holiday season happier for them. the Murray Kmart
is one of 2100 Kmarts participating in the nationwide shopping spree for needy children.
If your group, organization, or
business would like to sponsor a
needy child in addition to those
sponsored by Kmart, please contact the "GOOD NEWS" committee at 753-6095. With more help
from the community we can give
even more children a "MERRY
CHRISTMAS."

Shop Murray First
rece<lec 1 Lrse<ins'trorr Voocy I ollan2
Get your oaws on cre at JCpenney
Furskins" are here and JCPenney's got
them. An irresistible foursome of furry
bears by Xavier Roberts, creator of the
original Cabbage Patch Kids." These
adventurous, ambitious critters from the
Hills of North Georgia run the one and only
Moody Hollow • General Store. First there's
Boone who tends the beehives. Then
meet Farrell, the Moody Hollow • Postmaster. Laugh it up with Dudley, town prankster and Store manager. Or say howdy to Hattie, pie-maker extraordinaire. But
neighbors in these parts are scarce and the Furskins• get
pretty lonely. You can help by giving one of these lovable bears
a new place to set up shop. Each cuddly FurskinT stands 22"
tall and comes with hat, hiking boots, storybook and freckles.
How can you bear to be without one? $49.99 ea.

4

1"01

JCPe•vley

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30 Rm.
,IQAc
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080
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MURRAY CHRISTMAS SECTION

Treasured traditions, old and new,are
at the heart ofthe Christmas holiday
--44.*".E-.7,4-174777
:Vat

-.4r471,M
,

The spirit of Christmas is embodied in
one word: Hope. Christmas is a reaffirmation of the fact that kindness and goodness
do exist, and in this lies the answer to why,
year after year. we persist in fighting the
crowds to find just the right gift for Aunt
Sarah, or spend hours in the kitchen preparing our family's favorite foods.
Traditions and customs play an important role during the holiday season. Fond
Christmas memories from childhood or
pleasant associations that we've made over
the years shape our concept of Christmas
tradition.
•
Just as we embrace traditions that our
grandmothers or mothers started, our
country has embraced Christmas customs
,ve.
.
from all over the world. However, most of
the traditions that we maintain today
w "ye inherited from our German and
. nglish ancestors
The creation of the first decorated
Christmas tree is often attributed to Martin
Luther. While walking one oening.. he
was struck with awe at the beauty of the
starry sky peeking through the branches of
trees. He immediately hurried home to

place candles on the branches of a tree. Today, for safety reasons, we place lights on
our tree in an effort to recreate this German custom of a candle-lit tree.
One of the most popular Christmas traditions is waiting for the arrival of Santa
Claus or Saint Nick on Christmas Eve.
Children all over the world await the arrival of Santa and his gifts, but many do
not know the legend that surrounds this
jolly fellow.
Unfortunately, very little is known
about the real St. Nicholas except for his
role as the benefactor of children. St. Nicholas is known, first and foremost, as the
patron saint ofchildren, but his other roles
include the patron saint of sailors. students. vagabonds and, surprisingly, pawnbrokers. His colorful past gives_ us a clue
as to how he acquired his present-day image as a jovial gift-giver.
Some of our kindest Christmas memories probably center around food. Christmas meals are usually festive and filling
and deeply steeped in tradition. •
Plum pudding is one ofthe most famous
Christmas dishes. Straight out ofa Charles

Dickens story, this dish conjures up ii
ages of the quintessential Christmas feast.
Traditionally, plum pudding was made
from meat, dried fruits, rum and brandy,
butter, sugar, eggs and a great deal of
spices. Preparing the pudding was a major
event, with each member of the family
present, helping to stir the nch stew.
While traditions that have been passed
down from generation to generation are an
important and irreplaceable part of Christmas,creating our own holiday traditions is
the best way to keep this tradition business
flourishing.
Some great Christmas traditions to start
this year include:
• Join an elderly neighbor or relative
for a holiday dinner that you've prepared;
• Organizing a neihhood arts and
crafts fair (this is a wonderful way to extend the Christmas celeb ion to friends
and neighbors);
• Encourage family members to make
gifts this year instead of buying them.
In this season of giving, creating our
own traditions is a perfect way to give of
ourselves.

•
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Janet McKnight,
an employee at
Murray's K-Mart
helps trim a tree
inside the store

COMPLETE Ill—
W AT ER BEDS

15995

BOOKCASE BEDS

'199 AND up

4 POSTER BEDS

AND UP

$259AND
95 UP
PRICE INCLUDES: MATTRESS, HEATER, LINER,
FILL KIT
HEAD BOARD, FRAME, WOOD PEDWAL AND DECKIN
G

759-4522

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTE

Staff photo
by David Tuck

MURRAY KY.
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Santa Claus
Schedule
Sun. Nov. 24
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 29.30
Sun. Dec. 8
Sun. Dec. 15
Sun. Dec. 22

Santa
Will Be Here
With Candy For
All The Kids!

7.9 p.m.
841 & 1-4
7.9 p.m.
61 p.m.
6.8 p.m.

i
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Colonial House Restaurant Z

4

Call now for your
Holiday Reservations
(Banquet Facilities for up to 175)

*We now feature a
( Delicious Prime Rib Buffet
on Fri. & Sat. Evenings
Open: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m. tt 4:30-8:30 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Hwy. 641 North

753-8120

.
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Santa will have candy for the children
and pictures will be provided of children
with Santa.

Join us Sunday evening from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
for a Special Moonlight Madness Sale Event.

Door prizes will include a Cabbage Patch Doll, Ski
Jacket, 20 Lb. Turkey,
6 Artificial Christmas Tree, a $25 Gift Certificate,
and a Soundesign Boom
Box.
Blue light specials every 20 minutes will feature
additional savings from
throughout the store.
For the hard to buy for person remember this year Kmart
Gift Certificates
are available in '5,'10, and '25 denominations.

We're helping
a lot of kids have a beffer
Christmas
On Saturday, Dot. 14 at
the Murray Kmart will open
Its doors to help at least 20 needy children in the community with their Christmas shopping.
Needline and local city and county schools will provide the
names of needy children in the community.
Kmart is aware that there are some children in our COMmunIty who are unable to participate in Christmas activities.
Helping some of these children with their Christmas shopping Is our way of making this holiday season happier for thorn.
the Murray Kmart is one of 2100 Kmarts participating in the
nationwide shopping spree for needy children.
If your group, organization,or businists would like to sponsor a needy child in addition to those sponsored by Kmart,
please contact the "GOOD NEWS" committee at 753-6095.
With more help from the community we can give even more
children a "MERRY CHRISTMAS."

Make it a
Christmas to remember
0-4
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Senior Citizens Day
Dec. 7
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'WE'VE GOT If GOOD'
IN MURRAY

7:30 a.m.-10 a.m.
SS and older
•$50 Gift Certificate to be given
•Blue lights every 20 minutes
•Packages carried to your car
*Shipping available — you pay U.P.S.
fees
•Buses provided by — First Baptist
Church, Memorial Baptist, Hazel
Baptist
Contact Kmart
by Nov. 27
for Id.
753-6095

Free Gift Wrapping
Gift advice center

Genuine John Deere Toys bring out the playfulness
in kids of all ages. Replicas of the real thing,
these
toys work magic with everyone. John Deere Toys are
scale model reproductions with moving parts, authentic detail and design. Choose from a
wide selection of agricultural, industrial or lawn and garden tractors and
equipment, even a radio controlled modJ0141.4 DEE RE
el. Stop in soon for the best selection.

J.D. Eq. Center
Hwy. 641 Sow&
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'Murray Christmas'planned
A very "Murray
Christmas" will ring out
from Murray's merchants this holiday
season.
Yes, a very "Murray
Christmas."
The theme of this
year's Christmas shopping season is being promoted by the Community Improvement
Volunteers and Joe
Rigsby, who designed
the holiday campaign.
Local merchants are
participating in the citywide holiday campaign
by displaying window
cards, table tents, cash

register tents, and
wearing sweatshirts
and buttons, all featuring the "Murray
Christmas" slogan.
Stickers for packages
and shopping bags are
also being used by local
merchants.
With Christmas being
only weeks away, Murray businessman are
gearing up for what they
hope will be another
busy shopping season.
Shelves are being stocked, displays are being
installed and store
employees are dressing
up in preparation for the

holiday season.
Shoppers and radio
listeners will also notice
a new jingle on the airwaves this season, as
the Front Porch Swing,
a ladies barbershop
chorus, has recorded a
"Murray Christmas
Jingle."
The song was produced in the studios of
WKMS radio in Murray
and is sung by the
members of the chorus
— Barbara Jewell, Sally
DuFord, Jean Watkins,
Barbara Brandon,
Edith Noffsinger, Ann
Mathis, Martha Craf-

• Downtown —
Decorations will be
featured in windows of
merchants in the area.
Puppet shows will be
performed and choirs
which will be featured
on various weekends
leading up to December
25.
A Christmas Tree
Decorating Contest will

heralding the arrival of
Santa Claus.
Hamburgers and hot
dogs will be sold from
vending machines to be
located in the downtown
area on weekends.
•Southside Shopping
Center — Animated window displays will appear in the windows of
the stores in the

peal to the young and
old alike, according to
Debbie Grogan of
Footprints.
Store decorations will
be designed to coordinate with the theme of
a "Murray Christmas."
•Bel Air Shopping
Center — As the
Christmas season draws
closer there is already a

Shop in Murray
for Christmas

New automatic cameras offer an easy
way to capture happy holiday memories

ton, Ruth Eversmeyer, be sponsored in the Southside Shopping spirit of hustle and busLinda Pierce, Marie downtown area and Center beginning the tle on the south side of
Housden, Larrie Clark stores will host Open Friday after Thanksgiv- Murray.
Excited by the pro(director), Pat Miller, Houses on Sunday, Nov. ing, November 29.
A
joint
spect
effort
of a "Murray
by
mer24.
Bonnie Foster, Joanne
The downtown area chants in the shopping Christmas," the Bel Air
Cavitt, Margaret Boyd,
Of all the festive times during the year,
Miriam Olree, Betty will also be the scene of center is being con- Shopping Center merthe Christmas holiday season seems to be
Beaman, Rita Cherry the city's annual ducted to insure a uni- chants have already
the most popular — whether it be the giftChristmas Parade, set que Christmas holiday
and Fern Smith.
giving, the family get-togethers or the
(('ont'd on page 6)
The Murray Transit for December 7 and season which will apabundance of good food, it's a wonderful
provide
Authority will
time of the year.
transportation for local
It's also the perfect time to take lots of
holiday shoppers via a
pictures of once-in-a-lifetime events.
"Shopper's Sledd." One
Unfortunately, the arrival of guests.
planning meals and decorating the house
of the transit authority's
sometimes take priority over picture takbuses will be used to
eviao.
ing.
take Christmas shoppers to stores in the
Innovative solutions
area, with a schedule to
appear in the Murray
Today's photographic manufacturers
have provided the answer to this problem
Ledger and Times.
by- introducing new and innovative camIndividual shopping
eras that allow you to take better pictures
centers in the city will
w ith greater ease than ever before.
also be conducting holiA perfect camera for the busy holiday
day activities as the
photographer is the Fuji DL-200 Quartz
December 25 holiday
.....
Date, one of the newest and most helpful
•16.11b,
1111•1•1•
35mm compact cameras on the market. THE PERFECT STOCKING STUFFER to capture the holiday festivities is pro- nears. The following is a
Not only does it advance and rewind the vided by Fuji Film. Film speeds from 50 to 1600 ISO allow the family photogra- compiled listing of those
film.. set the appropriate speed and expo- pher total flexibility in every situation, with the assurance ofeop quality products activities broken down
sure. lotus. and flash automatically, but from Fuji Photo Film. l'SA.
by shopping centers:
Mike
this camera prints the date of the picture on
the photograph itself.
graphs together to torm a "story letter"
It also happens to be the easiest autofor relatives who weren't able to make it
matic camera in the world to load. Simply
home for the holiday's.
drop the film into the bottom of the camera
3. Take pictures of people -- they make
*Children's dish sets
*Girls' garment bags
and you're ready to capture the holiday
the most interesting subjects — and get a
*Crib accessories
*Charms, jewelry,
spirit!
mixture of spontaneous and posed shots.
IO Our
Back packs
musical watches and more
Make sure you get photos of guests who
This year. automatic exposure settings
haven't visited for many years or who
won't let you miss those "it will only hapUp
rack
pen once- shots of the kids opening their
gifts. or playing with the_new puppy your
of
fall
&
winter merchandise
won't he hack for a long time.
.
photographs of the holiday table set by
4. Do some creative thinking about piccandlelight will be more than a dark blur
ture angles_ Instead of taking the usual
on the negative because you let the autoshot of the children opening gifts from,
niatic flash do the work for you. and you
head on. shoot the photo from an angle,
will actually be able to identify one year's
getting both the child's face and the conholiday photos from the next, with picterns of the package in the frame.
tures imprinted with the date or time. usWe have a baby shower registry.
5. Make sure you take your camera with
ing the quartz date feature.
you on excursions outside the house. With
a compact model, you can can-y the camEase and convenience
era anywhere and get shots of outdoor
Sitting Fee & 2-8x10's
sports activities, friends' parties and even
Hy taking advantage of the ease and
caroling.
FASHIONS FOR CHILDREN
convenience offered by today's automatic
6. Don't he afraid to ask someone else
PREEMIE THROUGH 14
"It's our way of saying thanks for a
cameras, you'll have time to take part in all
(5021753-0005
to take some of the pictures so that you're
408 South 12th St
wonderful
year, and to wish
not completely left out of the event. You
Mon.-Sat. 9:00-5:00
and your family will enjoy seeing everyeveryone a Merry Christmas."
your favorite holiday activities, and can
one represented in the photos!
still impress and delight family and friends
Remember these tips, and with Fuji's
with professional-quality photos.
new automatic compact cameras and their
To make this the first holiday season for
range if films available for any situation,
which picture taking becomes a joy inyou can photograph the joy of the holiday
stead of a chore, the experts at Fuji Photo
season and preserve those memories for
Film, U.S.A.. Inc. offer these tips:
years to come.
I. Have more film on hand than you
think you'll need. You can always use it
later and you'd hate to run out when you
least expect it.
Extra film can always be used for stocking stuffers.
2. Make a list, either in your head or on
paper, of the pictures you don't want to
miss. You can plan on putting the photo-

A TIP

FRGM
SANTA
atanclW)*

Shop Now while we
,/,have a large selectio
of gift ideas.

...An Invitation

Christmas Open House
& Grand Opening
Sunday, Nov. 24
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

,-•

g•
‘it‘Nt

•

to 40% Off one

Clothing: I-C Christmas PJ's, Bryan, Bull
Frog, Hartstrings, Headsport, Weather
Tamer.

*Refreshments
•Door Prizes

younG-atheart.

A.-

Allison
Thotog{aphy

Ort

304 N. 12th St.
753-8809

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

E5
-

Men's Dingo Boots

$3895

11)

vt.

Men's Acme & Texas

Western Boots

FREE

$3695
Men's All Leather Justin and Naconia

Exotic Skin Boots

12 Month

$ 1500°

financing

Leather Autry Tennis Shoes
Men's $3095

$3195
Ladies Dingo Boots $3895

Ladies $2995 &

Available November 22 & 23

All Departments Included
*Sporting Goods
*Toys
*Bicycles
•Housewares
*Automotive Supplies *Wood Stoves
*Televisions

Do Your Christmas Shopping Now!

0

Ladies Leather Casual or Work Shoes
with Cushion Arch Support in
Wine, Navy, Tan, Gray or White

$279s
FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
16th & Main

733-9419
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(Coat'd from page 5)
Treas, a full-sized
hardware, homeware.
lumber, decorating and
redecorating center will
have a formal Grand
Opening December 5-8.
Murray Florist — carrying flowers for all occasions, silk and fresh
flowers, green plants.
funeral and wedding arrangements — will have
its Christmas Open
House Sunday. Nov. 24
from 1 to 5 p.m.
'These additions
complete our shopping
center, and set us apart
from the rest of the
centers in town. We now
have the largest variety

started making move to his workshop in available. ArtCraft
preparations for the ar- the middle of the Be! Air Photography will also
parking lot and can be be on hand to take picrival of "Ole Saint
visited
there Sunday. tures of children seated
Nick."
on Santa's knee from 1
Nov. 24 from 1 to 5 p.m
The start of the
to 3 p.m., with the 5-by-7
Christmas season will
On Saturday, Santa's inch photographs
be marked by the ar- workshop will be open
costing $5 each.
rival of Santa Claus at from 1 until 5 p.m. Mrs.
Santa will finish the
the Sears Catalogue Claus will also be on
rest of the season, Dec.
Store this Friday 'and hand to pass out free
7, 14 and 21 from 1 to 5
Saturday from 1:45 to 5 popcorn. Pepsi, plus 25
p.m. in his workshop in
p.m. Santa will then cent hot dogs will be
the Bel Air Center parking lot.
"Another exciting
event during the
Christmas season are
the openings of our
newest merchants,
Treas Do-it Center and
Murray Florist," stated
Bob Billington, merchant director.

,7;itt

(Cont'd on page 7)

Coant/y 61//y;r/mem
OPEN HOUSE
1-5 p.m.
Sunday, November 24, 1985

Foreign Auto
Parts Inc.

10%-50% Off
Storewide

OILOWN
121 Ih pass — ‘turr.i% 1\1 -121/71

*Special Orders 10% Discount
—Sale Ends Nov. 30th—
Parts & Accessories For All
Import Cars & Trucks
*Free 12-page gift catalog available Nov. 25th

Olympic Plaza

753-2211

j
:,

PLAYII1
WITA 13
EASY
40% off
Up to selection
of

large
dress & casual shoes

hoe

Holiday
decorations
can include
Mrs. Claus
above and
straw angels

New shipment of Reebok

aerobic & tennis shoes

Staff photos
by David Tuck

Merry Christmas to all!

er Sale
250 Suits In Stock
Reg. to $210

$89.95

Now
*Regulars, Shorts & Longs
Sizes 36-52

This Christmas, give a gift
the whole family will enjoy
every season!
Ceiling
Fans

Sport Coats
John Peel
$49.95
Corduroys
$49.95
Wools
$59.95
Save $50 or more
*Big Man, Shorts & Tails

When you buy any
3 rolls or discs of
Kodak Color Film

ASA 100 '7.25
ASA 400 '8.98

Now

Receive 3 Discount
Coupons For Processing
$3 Value

$12.95, 2For$22.50
Men's & Ladies'
Leather Jackets

COUPON
:Receive Two Prints Forl
The Puce of One

Reg. to $195
Now

Expires Nov 29 1905
i/

$79.95

i

I

One Coupon Per
Customer And One
Coupon Per Rolll
I

L Nu it

Ties

2 For $9.95

Snap Shot
Photo

.Clark Clothing

PICKENS SUPPLY, INC.
753-6822

packl

PLUS

Reg. $19.50

$5788

We carry a wide selection
of electric portable
and waltainsert heaters.

13 packl

Dress Shirts

Starting At

1918 Coldwater Road

Save Up To $5.70

121 By-Pass
(Next to Showcase)
753-3557

PAP'
ire
, •

're

1 Hour Photo Developing
Olympic Mere. Peunsy. Ky
75114347
Tolki.s*f CAei
Aloe. ewer ploff YO sod P;agets10

AA

M4g-s770.%)."73
/40W.-71.tailY2-74.-%4.14.-%
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Homeowner holiday hints...

Btu-glats say"humbug"to Christmas
For some. Christmas is just a time for
taking. An opportunity for making whit's
yours. theirs! They are the burglars, the
modern-day Scrooges and Grinches who
will say "Bah Humbug" while stealing
your holiday — if you let them. •
The professionals at ADT Security
Systems offer these home security hints in
the hope that your only house guests will
be those you've invited.
If your home always looks occupied.
it far= less likely to attract a burglar. So.
when you're out:
• Leave lights on in several rooms, attached to timers turning them on and off at
varying intervals. Also leave a radio on
tuned to an all-talk station:
• Leave drapes and shades open to reflect normal household patterns:
• Don't leave lawn furniture, ladders,
etc., lying around:
• Turn down the volume on your
phones. Constant ringing advertises your
absence:
• If you're going to be away for an extended period, leave a car parked in your
driveway. Make sure your grass will be cut
or the snow shovelled. Cancel all deliveries such as newspapers. milk. etc. Have
a friend or neighbor pick up your mail and
use your trash cans.
During the holiday season, fire is also a
threat to your property — and your life.
So. ask yourself the following question:

'Titus the night before Christmas whet:in a dark &ruse
A creature vv)as stirring that wasn't a mouse.
It.vawnedand it scratched and it suddenly mated:
This stealing 's so easy that I'm getting bored."
Iv snatched up the presentsfrom under the tree.
Collected thejewelry, loose cash and TV
A new VCR was pia Mara sack
h skillfully loaded tofit on its back.
Creative expression it sought on a wall
By scrawling some things not too nice to recall.
Thenjustfar an encore it ruined the rug
While sneering sadistically: Bah and Humbug!

Have I taken the proper safety precautions
• Don't put a tree near space heaters:
regarding my Christmas tree? .
• Be sure all electrical appliances and
Here are some Christmas fire preven- tree lights are
UL-listed.
tion hints from the security folks at ADT:
• Keep Christmas trees away from open
flames:
•Turn off Christmas tree lights when
you go to bed and when you leave your
home:
• Keep the tree well watered:

(('ont'd from page 6)
of specialty stores and Florist's Grand Openshops in town," stated ings and beautiful
Billington.
Christmas decorations
Members of the Bel throughout the shopping
Air Merchants Associa- center, the Bel Air mertion include: Murray chants will be giving
Florist, Sirloin awa)t a giant Christmas
Stockade, Pier 1, 14kt stocking to some child.
Solid Gold Jewelers, Beginning Sunday, Nov.
Murray Cablevision, 24, customers of the Bel
Sears, Unique Body Air Center may register
Fitness Center, Merle at any participating
Norman Cosmetics, Art- merchant for the
Craft Photogiaphy, Christmas stocking.
Murray Sewing Center, Santa will draw the winJudy and Shere's Beau- ning ticket at 5 p.m. on
ty Salon, Memories, December 21.
Inc., Overby Honda,
In observance of a
Deep-Tann Suntanning special "Murray
Studio, Keel Vacuum Christmas." the Bel Air
Sales and Service, merchants invite all
Treas Do-it Center, The area shoppers to shop
Murray Insurance Murray First. Most
Agency, the Bank of stores in the shopping
Murray and Storey's centei•will haye extendFood Giant.
ed Christmas shopping
As well as Santa's hours, including nights
workshop, Tress Do-it and Sundays.
Center and Murray
•Central Shopping

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1985
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Center — Each of the decorations for the enstores in the Central tire center as well as
Shopping Center will be buttons, window cards,
decorated in the and other novelty items
Christmas tradition, to promote Murray.
with storg clerks gear: Several merchants are
ing up frir- the busiest extending their hours to
shopping season of the accommodate shoppers.
The season begins
year for merchants.
All stores in the shop- Sunday Nov. 24 with an
ping center wilt feature Open House where an
a variety of merchan- air of hospitality will
dise for all kinds of abound. Stores are
shoppers and some of decorated for the
the stores have already holidays and many
set extended shopping serve refreshments.
Buckingham-Ray will
hours, to begin after
Thanksgiving.
participate in the Open
House and will be open
•Dixieland Shopping
on Sundays until
Center — Merchants in
Christmas and also anthe Dixieland Shopping
nounced the store will
Center on Chestnut
be open nights as
Street are gearing up
Christmas nears. The
for •a good holiday
store offers free gift
season. They are supwrapping. package
porting the Chamber of
Commerce's "Murray
(Cont'd on page 10)
Christmas" with new

otia LAND

CAPTURE THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT on film this year. Snapshots are the perfect way to preserve special moments. And to
get a step closer without moving an inch, try the new Kodak tele disc camera, Its built-in telephoto lens niakes it easier than
ever to record those happy holiday faces. For good pictures. keep the camera steady and level and try holding it both horizontally and vertically to choose the best shot.

Add to Christmas cheer, preserve special
moments, with memorable family pictures
Because Christmas N a time of year
when the whole family is together. it provides a perfect opportunity to photograph
each member and special moment.
To really capture the mood and excitement of this special day. remember to have
your camera ready for the highlight of the
holiday — the opening of presents on
Christmas morning. Leaving the camera
and extra film near the tree the night before is the best way to ensure getting pictures once the wrapping paper starts to fly.

Beauty in a
Christmas stocking
Planning personalized stocking stuffers
for all your female friends and relatives
may be a truly creative and fun gift idea.
You can adapt these feminine stocking
stuffers to suit everyone's personal interests by including beauty secrets, extraspecial holiday treats and unusual beauty
items along with a special beauty tip.
"Beauty surprises make wonderful
stocking stuffers and will keep all your
friends looking their sparkling best." says
Lawrence McGonigle. president of Hazel
Bishop Cosmetics. •
The cosmetic experts at Hazel Bishop
have determined several personality types
with suggestions for a holiday beauty
stocking stuffer:
For the Professional Image -7 Think
Business: For your career-Minded friends
who seem to live out of suitcases, details
are important. So. surprise them with a
stocking full of travelling goodies: A battery operated mini alarm clock, a tiny
sewing kit, a small first-aid kit and their
one makeup essential — lipstick.
No business appearance is completewithout the finishing touches of a subtle
shade of correctly-applied lipstick.
Choose several soft shades of a longlastMg No-Smear Lipstick; they're perfect
for hectic schedules because they dorr.t
require constant touch-ups.
Holiday Beauty Tip: For a polished,
professional look, be sure to blot your lipstick with a tissue to "set" the color and
outline the shaPeof your mouth.
For the Athletic Image — Think Casual:
For your sports buff friends, who don't
have time for self-indulgent beauty routines, cosmetics that are easy to use and
enhance their natural good looks are best.
Fill their stockings with extra shoelaces, sweatbands or wristbands. and an
important beauty "must" — Hazel Bishop
Moisture Gloss Stick.
All weather conditions rob lips of their
natural moisture. leaving them dry,
chapped and unattractige. And salty perspiration from further strenuous exercise
aggravates the problem.
Holiday Beauty Tip: Make a conscious
effort to keep lips protected with a clear lip
cover-up that includes vitamin E and sunscreen, and keeps lips looking natural and
mistletoe kissable.
For the Romantic Image — Think Soft:
For your friends who dream of oldfashioned ivory and lace, fill their stockings with wnsuous treats to pamper them,
•
selves.
Indulge their senses with spicy sachets
in lacy heap.shapes, sweetly scented candles, pastel ribbons for their hair and a
cosmetic necessity to blush beautifully in
all the right places — a Soft Powder
Blusher.
Holiday Beauty Tip: For an all-over
radiant glow. spotlight all your curves with
a powder blusher on shoulder blades, collarbone.-ckavagc lust cventneee.

The new Kodak tele disc camera, with a
built-in telephoto lens, is an excellent
choice for holiday snapshots. With just a
flick of the finger, the camera takes you a
step closer to your subject without moving

an inch. The camera also features a builtin flash that fires automatically for each
picture.
If you are giving a Kodak tele disc camera as a present. load it with film and batteries and mark it "Open me first." so it
can be put to use right away. The camera's
simple aim-and-shoot operation allows
even the youngest family members to tom
in the picture-taking tun.
Remember the basics of good picturetaking to ensure your Yuletide memories
come out right.
Always hold the camera steady and
level and show your subject clearly. To
highlight the subject. keep backgrounds
simple and uncluttered. Take the pictures
close enough to your subject so that you

can really sec the facial expressions.
A good collection of Christmas shots
will include a variety of pictures. A shot of
a child's expression as he or she opens a
present is always one to cherish.
Once everyone settles doss n from the
excitement of gilt-gix mg. get sonic shots
of the children try mg out their I1C‘l to‘•or
modeling their new clothes.
The holiday s arc also a good time to
pose some pictures ol all the kids together
or even a shot of the %k hole tinti ly These
pictures can he used in thank you ,:aids or
even tor next wars Christmas .ards
Not oril.v is picturc-1.lk;:.
hui i; is
the best ;A ay to pr
once-a-year moments

wmvinvinvii
%113
MM.'S

Betty Hinton s

FRAMERS
GALLERY

Dixieland Center
Same Day to 5 Day Service!!

LII Santa's Checklist
iCustom S Designs( Framing
_ Hoodiswork Specialists
,R•ady Made Frames
Charles Frees Prints
Ray Harm Prints
IBiti Oranstaff Prints
-ikon Holland Prints
Ii Duck Prints
Early Amorican Prints
Toddy Boar Prints
Occupation & Sport Prints
Floral I Bird Prints
Wild Animal Prints
:Bird Dog al Hunting Prints
_ Old Barn & Wood Prints
_ Coca-Cola Prints
15Present this Ad for Discount
753.0077 Murray 10-5

•

t•
47.04

the green door
Dixieland Center

Share the Warmth
;of Christmas with Us S
Open House
Sunday, November 24
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Lay-A-Way
Visa/MC

Free
Gift Wrapping le

thinwromir4wroirvroor4A:
S•

-

For All
Your Holiday Gift Ideas..

if

*Sweaters
*Lingerie
*Coats
*Isotoner Gloves and Slippers
*Pants, Skirts, Blouses St Blazers
by Jantzen. Koret, Jeanne Durrell. Graft Act III t Lerch
*Free Gift Wrapping t Layaway Available!

TOWN & COUNTRY DIXIELAND CENTER
753-8365

20ziofF
Storeopieldp

r

•

p.

•
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• Kai-Mart Sells, tot Ler.. • Sliai-toef •

to,

Save 3 72

WAL•MART
Zs
-

97

4-1:03Y
bt •

g

Black & Decker
Spacemaker Cotteemaker
*No

•Mounl; uncle( Cabmel *Cit.( k
timer
SOC2D •Fleg
f,8

•

•Large capacity slow cooker in
country design •10- Bowl
•3355M

'Porcelain like finish •Keeps
coffee hot for 8 hrs
•No 430S, 810B, 5700 &
450 .Reg 18 97

a.

if

, Rival'" 5 Quart
Cooker/Server

Save 3.97
Thermos Coffee Butler

Sunshl
Snack

•8 Ounci
cheddar
wheat •
vegetab
*Limit 2

:AZInetson

2.25
àILL

We Give You The
Lowest Possible Prices
Every Day,Plus Even
Greater Savings During
Our Big Holiday Savings
Sale!

VIAL-MART'S ADVEllitSED MERCHANDISE POLICY—a e our untenbon
to have every advertised Item in stock However If due to any unforeseen
reason an advertised etern is not available for purchase Wal-Mart we issue
a Ran Check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale
pnce reenever &wadable or ea sel you a serer 'tern at a comparable reduc
Son., pricit We reserve the nght to end quantities Limetahons VOKIa, New
Mexico

Sale Ends 11/24/85
Hwy. 641 North
M-S, 9-5; Sun. 1-6

Rock Island Train
Set Or Z-28
Challenger
Electric Race Set
•Train 5,21
lu,co
I Cdo,5 Iresuie,e1-28

Save 24%
Men's Vinyl
Dress Glove
*Vinyl with acrylic and
foam lining'
•Stitching trim
'Reg. 2.96

Cam,. o Cat,
•Nt, r.. II/ in 1401

Emerson Dual Cassette

19.93

cassette deck with digital counter
and all high speed dubbing •Continu us Ploy
feature with LED function indicator • in soft
eject cassette doors 'MC-1434

Your Choice

•ploy,record

Save 19%

Girls Night
Shirt

Priscilla Wesel
Reg 20 97

RAYOVAC
Workhorse
Flashlight

'Easy care polyester
*Choose from your favorite
characters 'Sizes 4-14
•Reg. 4.96

•With heavy duty
batteries •C of D
Size

Valance 60a15
Re,'

Tier 60a36

Men!
Drew

50 Light Add-A-Set Save 1.00
•

Water Pike
•Adiustable
pressure
control *Colorcoded jet tips
*Uses tap water
only No 200W

'Plugs at both ends to
string tights together
'No 9050 .Peg 3 94

Long
pocket
Assort
Polyes
Sizes

Save 1.52 & 2.52
Ladies Fashion
Sleep Shirts

7,

Novelties arid prints Woven
polyester/cotton and cotton
flannel Sizes S-M-L
Reg 9 96 & 10 96

25.83

4
.

Save 21%

C.at.nre s

•100%Poiy-fii"
Polyester •12 Oz
bag 'Hand washable
•No PF12 'Peg 1 50

"MSI-RUOTMII;LI.Yrir'irEMZ
a

Save 1.96 To 2.96
Ladies Fashion Sleepshirts
Save 1.96
Flannel Lined
Coaches Jacket
•100% Nylon shell 'Acetate/
nylon kasha lined 'Navy
• red burgandy & royal
•S-M-L-XL .Reg 10 96

•Poly/cotton blends or
100% polyester
•Assorted novelty styles
with screen prints
•S-M-L and one size fits all
•Reg. 9.96 & 10.96

y

PUCE'
1111111111
11.1
•••

y 40

Emerson.
1"11

9" "Sesame
Street'.
Pored. Cycle

COLECO

'Big bird plaque on
handlebars
*Contoured seat
'Ages 11
/
2to 3•No.
1802

WAS 98.87
Horne Stereo System
•AkA/F1.1 recever
cassette deck enth Dolby
•Autonsabc bee Orme lurntabie
*No

Emerson Dual Cassette With AMIFM Stereo
•sott elect •Continous play 'High-speed tape duplicating

X3003

3 Piece
Portable
Stereo

'Player with stereo
headphones *Bell
clip included
*No RO-J50

Join Us This
Week For
"Fun & Games"

'AM/FM stereo
•Cassette deck
'No 4649CCL

78.
WAS 98.76

Rack Stereo System
•AM/FM/FM-stereo receiver with twin cassettes
'Semi-automatic record player 'Tower speakers and
custom component rack 'No 5850PK2

You are cordially invited
to attend

•

Clock/timer
Two-speed
AM/FM •S
indicator •t

•2 Full range speakers 'NO. CTR949

Cassette
Stereo-To-Go

Wal-AAart's Holiday
Fashion Show
Thursday, Nov. 21st
7 p.m.

• ual Caw
ome Ste

Daytona
Flannel
Sheet
Blanket
*65% Polyester/31i% cosier, •70.90 *Loom
avv•n •Meschme wash a
.
dry

Panasonic
AM/FM Portable
Stereo Cassette

Panasonic
"Auto Reverse"
Cassette
Stereo-To-Go

Recorder
•Two 5 PM
dynamic speakers
'AC/DC operation
includes cord
'No RX-4920

'Stereo cassette with
lightweight headphones
*Belt clip 'No RO-J7

29.96

w

e•

I
Panasoni
Ca csette

WAS 34,94

WAS 49.86
04.'; tr,
• A ,y1 ger. ,
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• Alai ri'ett

• Wal-Mart SCiiS

'S 10,

for Lin's, • Wal Mart

eitr, TO: Le.rS • wd mdr

tji

,Uf 1.61)s

eils tot Less • Viet-IVIart

Mens Slippers

Fisher-Price Play Family
Farm Or Zoo

'Plaid fabric upper with
cordutoy trim •Terry iinin
'
Cushioned sock
'
Lightweight EVA sole
'Sizes 7-12 'Reg 646'

•Zoo-29 pieces
*Ages 2-6
'No 915 &916

Sags
Sathers Nuts

eits lot Less

Duck outershell
•100% Dupont
nylon lining
•3 Oz. 100%
polyester
insulation
•Brass leg zippers
to the knee
•Sizes S-M-L-XL

•F arm-22 pieces

•Soft and comfortable 'Tricot
lined •Flexible sole •Black or
bone •Sizes 5-11 'Reg 4 74

Less • Wal Matt
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Blizzard Pruf
Walls Insulated
Coveralls
•100% Cotton

Your Choice

Save 1.19

Save 100
Ladles Slippers

• *al Maul Sells tot La.'. • hal Marl

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 19tVi

AM/FM Porlible
Stereo Radio
' Cassette
Recorder

,.•.1 25 to 6 5 Ounces 'Choose
'from many varieties *Limit 3

Sunshine
Snack Crackers

'Two 5" PM Dynamic
speakers 'LED Stereo
signal indicator'Two builtin condenser microphones
'AC/DC operation includes
AC cord •RX-4920

08 Ounces "Choice of
cheddar, parmesan, rye or
wheat 'Baked with 100%
vegetable shortening
*Limit 2

',1Vnerson

- Save 5.03

Low Price Every Day

Speak And
Spell, Read
And Math
Conair Shampoo

Or Conditioner
•16 Ounces .Reg or extra
body 'Limit 2

Jr. Boys 4-7

Monster
Water Demon

Boys S-M-L-XL

'Battery operated
'No. 1055
'Reg. 19.78

8.94 9.94

OMOOONOSOM
00E20 OOOOO
OBOOMUMUO.
000000MOOD

counter us play
n soft

Save 3.00

'Long sleeves •Fashion colors

•Makes iaorning fun
•Operates on 4 C-airM batteries (not included) •By
Texas Instruments •Reg
44.86

Each

Water Pik°
Shower
Massage

Boys And Junior Boys
Fashion Sweater

Gobot Command Set
Or Thruster Enemy
Headquarters

*Wall mount
model
'No SM-2U

•7240 ,o mobile fortress that turns from
robot to earthy vehicle or spoce ship
•7245 is o great robot bank station for
enemy Goboes.

Durkee
Spanish
Olives
•13 Ounces

0.1, Joe Ground
Attack Jet
Rebate Leslie,' to
Mir s Stexaabons

660 Sun
Camera
'Built-in flash
never needs
batteries
'Uses high
speed 600
film 'Auto focus

Mens
Dress Shirts
Long sleeves chest
pocket button front
Assorted Colors
Polyester/cotton
Sues.1C12,1.7t1.2_

Maalox Liquid

'Limit 2

•12 Ounces 'Limit 2

'Combat pilot
included
•14 Rockets 1,1
'No. 6027

Save 2.00
Plus Size
Wool Blend Skirts
A lovely selection of styles
in pretty pastel plaids
Polyester/wool/acrylic
Sizes 32-38. Reg 12.88

Rebate Lreeled to
Ser s SteSuls60ns

600 Speed

Film

_AL
Neckties

1

•

Mfr. Mall-In
Rebate

4A6

Come To
Store For
Details

Save 14 29
EallifS0a

TV

•1.c. Exposure
600 Sun
picrures
'For
instant pictures
'No 604447
'Fits

IIHMMOMM •
lIIiIIIuIll

Polaroid

Dual Cassette Play Record With AM/FM
•D.g.tal......oe, and autu ott •Stnt eject o,.0 st....i,noas nItt
J11 • Inge cpedeers •'-,epardrea
sirseect lace auoi.s acing
•1-sr..4 ":.8 87
•NQ,
(1!rwle Contr
volume t,darce ,0,

2 Pk.
Save 19%

Princess Of Power
Figures
*5/
1
2 • Adventure doll
'Ages 4 and over
'No A9238

FOURIME/IGIV

Video Cassette
Storage Box

'VHS or Beta
video cassette
storage
box
*96102 'Reg.,
1.67

Corelle LivIngware
Sy C.orrilnip
,
87
44 Mom, 4 cops, 4 souc•r, ond 113
bowk •97ocncol ond durobkr •No2
16-3N. 16-4N, 16-23 and 16-29N
•teee 2

997
WAS 224.84

WAS 197.86

ual Cassette/8 Track
•Stereo System with Rack
Clock/timer with fluorescent display
Two-speed semi-auto turn table
AM/FM 'Stereo intensity
indicator 'No 5995PK4

Save 1.58
Emerson 13" Diagonal Color Television
Fisher-Price Rocking Puppy

With Auto Color Control System

'Infant rocker

'Quick start picture *Solid state low power consumption chassis
'Automatic fine tuning *One button auto color control system
*No. EC134/136

/OUNIM./16111°

'Ages 1-2' .

'No 1 -1 r-

Powder Puff Stroller, Carriage
or High -Chair
01411•
1 sturdy Oases •Mode for dolls •Acte 3 and over
0
•
•Ne. 2120,2125 and 2140 •Reg, 9.54

AM-FM Stereo
Slimline

Save 2 84
Corthiroy Bed Rest

'Cassette with builtin mic •4 Speakers
'Auto-Stop 'Push
button cassette
controls
'No 4628Rt k

•1 00%

Cotton corduroy with
polyester/cotton/rayon fill
•Several colors 'Reg 12 84

'Wal-Mart Customer
Appreciation Night
Sunday, Nov. 24th
7-9 p.m.

WAS 63.74
/OURIOE/16111*
Slimline With
Dual Cassette
'AM-FM stereo •2-Way
speaker system 'Tape
dubbling 'No 4656

.96

WAS
34.86
anasonlc AM-FM Radio

• Ao Mo

,

ye
%
Ladies And Girls 3 Pair
Knee Highs

moo

•.54 Vi

S. C

`'

.
444,1ffor

r

*Red Light Specials
In Store

•75% Acrylic/25% nylon •4 Ftterns
*Assorted -basic and fan coloratior,
09-11 6-8' 'Reg 346

ASS • Ora' Ma't 'so S. '" •

*Pickup a special invitation
from any Wal-Mart associate
to be eligible for door prizes.

4

78.
WAS 98.7

Cassette ReCorder
•4- PM Dynamic speaker 'One touch
recording and auto-Stop 'Pause
control *No RX-1280

Your Choice

• 41JACy4,.`••

• 'W...

\•

,

ie'te•••
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New ideas for festive desserts feature
the distinctive flavor, texture of punripkin
The pans •as super. The food disappeared and family and friends had a marvelous time. Holidays.are splendid times
for parties and get-togethers. to shine up
treasured heirlooms and to renew cherished traditions.
It'
s a time for laughter. smiles and surprises. This holiday season. give yourself
the(immunity to join in the fun and visit
with your guests. Serve tasteful and festive
hialiday desserts buffet style or display.
them indiv idually on favorite tables
throughout the room.
These pleasure-packed desserts are sure
to become a part of your holiday tradition
for many holiday s to come.

Shop in Murray
for Christmas
(Cont'd from page 7)

delivery, and wrapping
of items to be mailed.
Showtime Movies will
feature weekend
specials and free
PUNIPKIN
membership. Extended
NIACAR(X)SS
holiday hours are also
I cup sugar
being planned.
cup 1.ibby \Solid Pack Pumpkin
George Hodge and
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Son will be open Sunday,
2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Nov. 24 in observance of
'1 teaspoon ground ginger
I .1 teaspoon ground closes
the Open House.
teaspoon salt
Framer's Gallery
3 cups fit oz.) lightly packed
urges shoppers to check
shredded coconut
PUMPKIN PIE CHEESECAKE (upper right. elorkwitie). Party- Pumpkin Maca- for Santa's Christmas.
3 egg whites, stiffly beaten
roon'. and P
List which will appear
tkin Crypt- Cup% bring many a %mile to holiday partygoer..
Candied cherry -halves
in the Murray Ledger
Combine sugar. pumpkin. ‘anilla and
Preheat oven to 350°F. Combine Cook on one side only until underside is and Times, and bring it
spicest mix well Stir in coconut. Fold in crumbs and butter: press into bottom of9- lightly browned.
in for a discount. They
cgg hues Drop teaspoons ot mixture inch springform pan. Bake 5 minutes.
will also run Red Tag
Filling:
onto cookie sheets lined with parchment.
Combine cream cheese, sugar. pumpSpecials
through
top with chern hakes.
kin. vanilla. spices and Salt. mixing at me2 eggs,slightly beaten
Christmas.
Bake-at 34 MOE 25- to 30 minutes or until vittiltt s-peed on efeet-rte-m-fx-er-stnt
1 can 116-oz.1.1.ibby's Solid Pack
Uniforms of Murray
lieltk browned RemOse from cookie welt-blended. Ailingg,tone at a time.
Pumpkin
sticets C,Iol on wire racks. •
will feature sale racks,
mixing well atter each addition. Pour over
cup sugar
Yields about ;' 2 dozen
crust.
'2 teaspoon salt
shoe sales, and other
Bake 1 hour and 30 minutes. Loosen
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
events. The store will
Pt \WM\ PIE CHEESECAKE
cake from rim of pan. Cool. Remove rim
/
1
2 teaspoon ground ginger
have gift items for
of pan Chill several hours or overnight.
teaspoon ground cloves
cups gingersnap cookie crumbs
nurses. A Special
Yields
servings
10
to
12
1'4
cups
half
and
half
3 tablespoons butter or margarine.
Customer Card for non16 crepes
melted
sale merchandise will
PUMPKIN CREPE CUPS
3 packages fit oz. each)cream
Preheat oven to 350°F. Combine filling also be featured.
cheese. softened
Crepes:
ingredients in order given; mix well. Fit
The Green Door will
1' cups firmly packed brow n sugar
crepes. browned side out. into greased obserye
1 cup flour
Open House on
1 can (16 oz.) Libby's Solid Pack
medium to large muffin pan. Pour about
1'4 cups milk
Sunday. Nov. 24.
Pumpkin
'4
cup
filling
Bake
into
each.
30
miputes
3 eggs. slightly beaten
'•1 teaspoons vanilla extract
or until knife inserted near center conies Refreshments will be
'1 teaspoon salt
1'2 teaspoons-ground cinnamon
served. They will conout clean.
1 teaspoon ground ginger
Combine hour. milk.eggs and salt: beat
Cool 5 minutes. Remove crepes from tinue to be open on Sun'1 teaspoon ground cloves
until smooth. Lei stand 30 minutes. For
pans. cool on wire racks. Serve warm or days through
'2 teaspoon salt
each crepe. pour a scant 3 tablespoons bat- cooled.
Christmas. The store
3 eggs
ter into lightly greased 8-inch skillet.
Yields 16 servings.
will feature lay-a-way
tervice and accepts
Visa and Master Card.
The store specializes in
scented gifted wrapped
packages with no
:
I
charge to customers.
Spoke and Pedal has a
new addAion for
Christmas, giving in
their Pro Model Skate
Boards. The store will
xpre.s.s any personality.
During the harried holiday season, do
be closed on Friday and
And, today's creative student can
sou ever feel like shouting "Bah. HumSaturday, Nov. 24th and
1••••
choose to highlight a symbol or school
••••-•'' -hug" right in the middle of a crowded de30th.
mascot beneath the stone, encrust an inipartment store
tial or symbol on the stone ...or even addHeadlines will feature
Well. if you happen. to be shopping for
a diamond or two.
the perfect Christmas gift for your favorite
Since there are so many choices, high
student, take a tip from Scrooge. Visit
school class rings should be purchased
with the Spirits. . the spirits of schooltime
from your local jeweler. who can offer you
past and schooltime present. that is. Comprofessional service and advice year
bine both and give your student a gift that
round.
will live on and on: A class ring.
College class rings are available in campus bookstore', where trained personne:
According to AnCarved Class Rings, a
can assist you at all times.
leading manufacturer of school rings, a
class ring is tangible evidence of the
Check for warranty
school experience — the happy memories
of yesterday. the pmud achievements of
,Since this is an important gift, make
today.
sure the ring comes with a full lifetime
warranty. The most comprehensive, such
The personal touch
as AnCarved's. will include free resizirag. With the extraordinary variety of oprefinishing, stone replacement, cleaning
tions available today. a class ring can be
and changes in graduation year.
personalized to suit every nuance of the
This holiday season, give your favorite
student's taste.
student the gift of school spirit: A class
You can select from modern petite dering. Perhaps if Scrooge had received one
signs with definite fashion appeal to tradias a lad. A Christmas Carol might have
011
tional so, les that can be customized to
been different.

10 percent off haircuts
to MSU students with
their ID when students
ask for Dinah, Diana, or
Lisa. The hairdressers
will also give customers
$5 off a highlight
through Christmas.
Sunset Boulevard will
have an ongoing car
stereo sale through
Christmas as long as
supplies last. Watch for
ads Vaturing other
specials.

AS,14I1!IVer
C OURITRY
CRAF_TS
cemvt'ef... ye up,
At Cetteyt
e'ougety... ektiot7)09!
4.
JA

IP 1:9PeAr eNOZZget.

CS
&poke. NOV. 24• 1--ID pm44'..:FREE GIFT WIt.ii:
1 MI. FROM MURRAY ON

th s'

Oa

gr.

CORDIALLY INVUTE You "TO THEW
2 to ANNUAL
11

CHRISTMAS OPEN 140LiSE
5UNDAY, NOVEMBER :44
OPEN I-5- Pm

Gifts can be a part of traditional
spirit of schooldays past, present

011"-"

-1-1GMAAN'_S NAARSE?\/, HWY .c141 EAST r1.59- ziS 12.

"Would you like to buy
a new T.V. or appliance.
at Dealer's Cost or below?"

11••••••• •

Model
4946 Console
4948 Console
4748 Console
4754 Console
4948 Console

ii

You can!
MAGNAVOX TELEVISIONS
Sale

Reg. $619.95
25"
Reg. $619.95
25"
Reg. $549.95
25"
Reg. $629.95
25"
Reg. $629.95
25"
TABLE MODEL TELEVISIONS

Model
Sampo 19" No. K1941P
Hitachi 19" 1938 (remote
Hitachi 19" 1941
Quasar 5951 (manual)
Quasar 5953 (manual)
Quasar 5957

Sale

Reg. $299.95
Reg. $459.95
Reg. $299.95
Reg. $329.95
Reg. $339.95
Reg. $429.95

MON-SAT
10-9

We carry
Newborn
to
Size 1-4.
Now For Christmas
*Sign Up to Win
A Furskin bear or a
Cabbage Patch doll
(2) to be given away
Dec. 1st.

Central
Shopping Center
*Plck-up Price

$250"
,f380"
$250"
$290"
$310°°
$385"
SUN
1-5

Sales & Rental

753-HOME
753-7670

(Host to Kroloor)

"Layaway

$500"
$550"
$500"
$550"
$550"

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

*Salo Ends Nov. 30th

DRYERS BY WHIRLPOOL
Model
LE 5790 Large Capacity
LE 7680 Super Capacity
LE 7685 Super Capacity
Model
LA 5700 Large Capacity
LA 7680 Super Capacity
LA 5550 Large Capacity

LAY

Sale

Reg. $369.95
Reg. $399.95
Reg. $399.95
t saw

$290"
'325"
$325"
Sale

3

Reg. $449.95
Reg. $479.95
Reg. $399.95

Central Shopping Center
-4t

$375"
$390"
935b"

•
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Non-alcoholic beverages provide flavorful
and thoughtful alternative at holiday parties
As the holidays approach, it's time to
think about getting together with old
Friends , ...and meeting new ones. It's a
season ofjoy and celebration.
For many of us. celebration means entertaining. Whether it's a large tree trimming party or just a close group of friends
getting together for drinks,. the holiday
season is the perfect time to entertain.
When it's your turn to give the party.
why not offer some delicious non-alcoholic beverages along with the classic
drinks? Your alternative drinks can be
pleasing, no alcohol ver_sions of the old favorites. They can also be something new
that will soon become an "old favorite."

The unique "Pulse" feature offered on
Pour into cups. sprinkle with additional
"Osterizer" blenders offers controlled cy- nutmeg.
cle blending for perfect results every time.
YIELD:4 servings.
Optional accessories are available to suit
COLADA WHIRL
your blending needs.
I cup cream ofcoconut
Sure-fire crowd pleasers
1 can(6 ounceXmigneappiejuice
1 tablespoon
Try these non-alcoholic holiday drinks
1 can(8 ounces) pineapple in own
at your next gathering. Tested by Oster's
juice
Professional Home Economics Staff,
12 ice cubes
they're sure to be crowd pleasers!
Place all ingredients in "Oster Iter
CREAMY EGG NOG
blender container. Cover and process at
4 eggs
LIQUEFY until smooth.
/
1
4 cup water
YIELD: 4-5 servings.
1 cup instant nonfat dry milk
FROSTY STRAWBERRY
pow der
5 tablespoons sugar
DAIQUIRI
Considerate gesture' .
/
1
2 teaspoon rum extract
3 oz. CA of6 oz. can)lemonade
/
1
2 teaspoon vanilla
Guests will appreciate your thoughtful1 cup water
Dash nutmeg
ness in offering them an alternative drink.
1 pkg.(10 oz.)frozen strawberries
Whether for health reasons or as a desig12 ice cubes
in syrup
nated driver, more people than ever have
Put eggs. water, instant nonfat dry
12 ice cubes
limited their alcohol intake.
milk, sugar, rum extract, vanilla, nutmeg
11
/
2 teaspoons sugar (optional)
With the help of the "Osterizer" and six ice cubes into Osterizer blender
Place
all ingredients in "Ostertzer"
blender, any drink is easy to make...and container. Cover and process at LIQblender container. Cover and-process at
delicious. The powerful motor can make UEFY until smooth.
Frosty ice drinks in seconds,and the handy
With motor running. remove feeder LIQUEFY until slushy.
YIELD: 3-4 servings.
five cup container is the perfect size to cap. gradually add remaining ice cubes.
serve three or four people at once.
Continue processing until smooth.
CREAMSICLE
1 cup orange juice
1 tablespoon almond extract
1 cup vanilla ice cream
1 package(16 oz.)strawberries in
syrup,thawed
Place all ingredients in "Osterizer"
blender container. Cover and process at
LIQUEFY until smooth.
YIELD:4 servings.
CAFE BAVARIAN MINT
% cup powdered non-dairy coffee
creamer
/
1 3 cup sugar
% cup instant coffee
2 tablespoons powdered baking
C0008

2 hard candy peppermints, broken
into several pieces
Put all ingredients into Oster "MiniBlend" container. Cover and process at
LIQUEFY until well blended. Use 1 level
tablespoon of mix with 6 ounces boiling
water for each cup. Stir well.
If desired, serve with a dollop of
whipped cream. For extra mint flavor,
serve each mug with a peppermint stick.
YIELD: 14 servings.
Staff photo by David Tuck

SPICY TOMATO COCKTAIL
2 cups tomato juice
1 thin slice lemon peel
1/
1
2"strip green pepper
14" stalk celery, cut in 1" pieces
1/
1
2"slice cucumber with peel
2 sprigs parsley
/
1
2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
% teaspoon salt
5-10 drops Tabasco(or to taste)
6 ice cubes
Place all ingredients except ice in Osterizer blender container. Cover and process
'a HI NOT SERVE DELICIOUS NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS made in your at LIQUEFY until smooth. Remove
-Osterizer- blender this holiday !wagon? From creamy eggnog to a refreshing feeder cap and add ice. Continue to proc1:01ada Whirl. the ••Osterizer'.blender can handle it all. Your guests will appreci- ess until smooth.
ate the choice of a non-alcoholic drink during this busy season. Happy holidays!
YIELD: 3-4 servings.

HOLIDAY INS.

Kids love to help make
Christmas cookies, candy
C

•
A Bundle of Gift Ideas...

200/0

off selected items

*Paints, Books, Brushes & More.

1 5%

off Finished Gifts

10% off Unfinished Woods
Good through
Nov. 30th

otri.
Unc e Jeff's
Sho ping Center

759-0142

Wholoves the holiday season more than
kids? In fact, right after the last slice of
Thanksgiving pumpkin pie has been
served, their thoughts usually turn toward
Christmas with all its festive activities and
foods.
Part of the holiday fun is making special treats, say home economists from
Whirlpool Corporation. Both boys and
girls love to make cookies, and parents
may be surprised at just how creative they
are when it comes to decorating them.

,houle

Thanksgiving and Christmas seems ti,
move very slowly. To help the time pas,
more quickly. let the youngsters start bak ing for Christmas early. advise the home
economists.

8tride Rite

,

,•%!,•

Southside Manor

Advance preparation

'are170,(
&

4
4
-40.

LUi111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111A
UNCLE
21- JEFF'S
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Take to the road in Bernardo's Driving Shoe, and get the driving gloves
FREE!
Walter Mehr
Pharmaelst-Owner
==
==

Ship
all your
packages
UPS
here,
r and
Save up to
40%!

eifrk 200/0 Off
tk, On Winter Coats
Thru Nov. 30th
el

ar

Many cookie and candy recipes can be
made weeks ahead of time and then frozen
or storeti until the holidays.
To help young cooks get started on the
right foot. the Whirlpool Appliance
Information Service has developed a nev4
Fun and easy
booklet, "Adventures in Basic Cooking"
With a little guidance and supervision that contains useful information on techfrom mom or dad, youngsters can have a niques. utensils and equipment for ages
great lime...and you'll have plenty of nine years and up.
goodies on hand for drop-in guests.
For only 50c. a copy may be obtained
from: AIS, Whirlpool Corporation. Defriends and relatives.
For excited children, the time between partment M. Benton Harbor, MI49022,

. 4 4/7M4')V"Ille*Ci,

)
4
.
,
tAY

kittloilrction. ;tie i. cthie ,eltbrdling
lor a holiday tr am, other day Ono:,trorn a
designs and ,'olors Quality and
r
her feet
the
!

=IC

Spandex and nylon
driving glove.
One size fits all,

1 Group of
Fall & Winter

Shoes
tile

Shoes

r

,Coupon-1
•500 Additional
Discount On
Costs With

Zact
Zaddee

Fr5

M

Ii
•

ime
MB
:g ma

UPS

PACKAGE EXPRESS CENTER INC.-W-

try UNCLE JEF? DISCOUNT PHARMACt
we CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH.

This Ad.

SOUTHSIDE tdAtiog

1 Group of

phone 753-7688
home 759-4703

ER

WALTER HEAR
phArMaCIst,owner Erm,

111811M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111111116

25%
40%

Off
Off

shoe tree
SOUTHSIDE MANOR

MURRAY
., KENTUCKY
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Is he tall orshort?An elfora realperson?
Norman Rockwell's Santa has manyfaces

Rainey'3

It's December, 1920, and on this
month's Saturday Evening Post cover,
Santa Claus is up to his elbows in a good
little girls and boys, with visions of their
happy, expectant faces dancing in his
head.
His quill pen poised, the jolly old elf
pores over his well-worn ledger, making
his gift list and checking it twice. Who will
be visited on Christmas Eve by the lovable
gent in red?
This familiar Post cover is only one example ofthe many faces, sizes, shapes and
moods of Santa Claus captured by the late
Norman Rockwell who, for most of 64year career until he died in 1978, was
America's favorite artist.
Although the old Rockwell magazine
covers are now out of print. Rockwell's
many Santas are available today on collector's plates from The Rockwell Society of
America and from other producers of
limited-edition collector's plates.
One of Norman Rockwell's secrets of
staying popular, not only with the public
but also with the small band of-magazine
art directors whocommissioned his work,
was,to change and modernize bit by bit,
without making alarming, radical changes
in style or approach.
Evidence of this philosophy, according
to Tom Rockwell, Norman's son and the
administrator of the Norman Rockwell
Family Trust, can be seen in his father's
approach to the task of painting Santa
Claus year after year.
For example, in the 1920s, Rockwell's
Santas looked remarkably like whimsically dressed characters from the Charles

By RAINEY APPERSON

Poinsettias longtime
Christmas tradition
When you think of
Christmas you usually
think of the poinsettias.
Did you ever wonder
why you make this
association?
Many years ago in a
Mexican village, a poor
little Indian girl had
nothing to take tb the
church as a gift for the
Christ child while the
other church members
brought beautiful gifts.
All that she had
available for a gift was
a green, tree-like shrub.

She started crying. As
'
she cried, her tears fell
in the center of each
branch, and they turned
to a beautiful red color.
So, she took this to the
Christ child.
For a long-time afterwards, the plant was
called the "Christmas
Eve Flower."
Later on, a man namdd Joel Poinsett found
the shrub growing in
Mexico. He brought the
plant back and it now
grows profusely in
Southern California.

LOWEST
IN
TOWN
Open
Mon Sat
8 AM 10 P
Sunday
9 AM 9 PM

Kim's
Laundry

lowest in town
Bel Air Shopping Center

Next to Storey's

•••

DROP
OFF
LAUNDRY
SERVICE

Dickens novels that were so popular in
America then.
"Santa's Helpers," a collector's plate
featuring art that originally appealed as a
1922 Post cover,depicts a weary Victorian
Santa snoozing on a stool while his tiny
elfin helpers scurry to put the finishing
touches on Christmas toys typical of the
age.
But, by the late 1930s. the country's attitudes began to change and the familiar
Rockwell Santas, with their billowing
beards, jaunty red knickers and wirerimmed spectacles, began to disappear.
"Around 1940, the magazines stopped
asking my father for paintings of traditional Santas." explained Tom Rockwell.
"That's when my father began painting
more modern Santas in humorous situations."
A Rockwell painting for a 1940 Post •
Christmas cover, which later appeared as
"Santa in the Subway" on the 1983 Rockwell Society Christmas plate, is a classic
example of Rockwell's sympathetic humor.
The plate features a rumpled department store Santa slumped on-a subway -bench, a battered fedora perched recklessly atop unkempt hair, and his Santa's
hat and beard stuffed haphazardly in his
- pocket. A. wide-eyed boy peeps around a
post,astonished to see Santa — out of uniform and asleep in the subway.
Rockwell took another humorous approach in a painting to illustrate a Christmas story in a 1938 issue of the Ladies'
Home Journal.
For this assignment, Rockwell painted
a beleaguered grandfather, huddled over

A130% F. ARE FOUR VERSIONS of Santa Claus painted by the late, well-known American artist Norman Rockwell for major
magazines durtrigthe 1920s,'30s and '40s. The artwork for the`famous magazine covers are today available on collector's
plateu from The Rockwell Society of America and from several plate producers. From left to right, on top, are Rockwell's
1920 "Yuletide Reckoning" and 1922 "Santa's Helpers;" on bottom, 1940 "Santa in the Subway" and 1938 Grandpa
Plays Santa."

••• •
44111
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Be A Part Of The

OPE
HOUSE

OF GIFTS

Sunday
November
24
1-5 p.m.

Holiday Celebration
Sunday, Nov. 24
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
FREE Gifts
Refreshments
Door Prize Drawn Every Hour
Southsitle Shopping,( enter NIurray 733-6798

*Free Refreshments*

Gifts For
Everyone.....

his mirror and makeup box, meticulously
gluing on Santa's bushy eyebrows and
whiskers.
The scene, remioiscent ofone acted out
in so many families, is depicted on the
1985 Christmas plate, "Grandpa Plays
Santa," which is produced by The Edwin
M. Knowles China Company for the
Rockwell Society.
The Rockwell Society issues are the
only collectors plates endorsed by the
Norman Rockwell Family Trust and are
the only ones approved by Tom Rockwell.
The Norman Rockwell Family Trust oversees the use of original Rockwell paintings, drawings and illustrations.
The Rockwell Society, based in
Ardsley, N.Y., is a non-profit organization
devoted to the study and appreciation of
Norman Rockwell's artwork.
Since 1974, the Society has been producing Rockwell Christmas plates, which
are among the most popular plates with the
nore than six million people in the United
States who collect plates.
Collector's plates are decorative plates,
containing artwork, which are produced in
limited editions for the purpose of being
collected.
The new "Grandpa Plays Santa" plate
has been issued at $27.50 and is now available from the Rockwell Society, at gift
shops and collectibles dealers, or from
The Bradford Exchange, the world's largest trading center for collector's plates.
For more information about Rockwell
plates or about plate collecting, please write to The Bradford Exchange, P.O.
Box 390. Chicago,IL 60648,or call(312)
966-2770.

X-mas Ornaments
v Balloons
-Plush Animals
v Porcelain Masks
v Frames
v Personalized Gifts
v Air Brushing
v Applique Sweatshirts
'Fabric Wall Hangings

...MEMORIES
Gifts with a Lasting impression
Bel-Air Center

Christmas '85 Arrives
You're invited to the beginning of
a wonderful and exciting holiday
season. Come join us to celebrate
the very merriest of days.

the P1606
SOLTHSWE MANOR • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

We have great savings on
Weekly Specials!

753-9555

Christmas is only five
weeks away.

OPEN
Sunday, November 24th
1:00-5:00 p.m.

Vacuums
For Christmas

If you're making your list and checking
it twice, Remember us — We have
everything from holiday gift wrap and
party goods to the exquisite Duncan
Royale Santas. A fragrant wreath,
unusual ornaments or crystal platter —
You'll find everything you're looking for
and possibly something you never
imagined!

New & Rebuilt

Shop Early
Free Gift Wrapping—Layaways
We will do your Christmas Shipping
You pack or we will pack for you.
Authorized-Daily Pickup

hsppimess
•
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Keel's Vacuum
Sales & Service
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A VISIT FROM SANTA - Santa Claus stopped
in for an early visit with Beta
Sigma Phi members Linda Rogers and Edna
Vaughn last week. Beta Sigma
Phi is sponsoring the Christmas Village at the
West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center Dec. 7-8, with proceeds
going to the Murray.
Calloway county Need Line.
Staff photo by David Tuck

HOLIDAY
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, November 24th
1:00-5:00 p.m.

*Come see the best of
our holiday collections.
*Specials on furniture,
candles and ornaments.
*Door prizes
*Refreshments will be served

The Continuing Adventure

You're invited CO our Open .
House to preview the Luxury
Classic Gift Collection featuring
the Luxury Classic Traveler, a
$59 value .for $15 (with additional SIC

To Our OPEN HOUSE
Sun., Nov. 24th- *Door Prizes
*Refreshments
1-5 p.m.

)
1 1101 I 11111111111g
Hours:
M-F 9-6
Sat 9-5
Sun 1-5

purchase)

Sunda', Nov. 2-1. I

p.

MERLE noRmArT

BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY -

Gifts of quality, luxury and beauty.
Downtown
- Muffs
-5.1479-2o

Rd-Air alfiter

Give The Gift
ThatMakes
Memories.

•

•

•

1144141.R 114)
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SANTA IS COMING
TO SEARS

1•••

1:40 to 5:40 p.m.

Give The
Disney Channel.

..•.14

Friday & Saturday
November
22 & 23

'J
•
.11111.1,1

If

Here's the best holiday gift idea The Disney Channel —a gilt no one will ever
forget .4 gift that makes memories, season after season, year after year

".

411

•

•

•

"./

If

This holiday season,give yourfamily andfriends
the RIP
that makes memories. Give The Disney Channel.
Call todayfor more details.

•

,

4

The Disney Channel is a Disneylandfor the home Whether you're 2. 31. or 82,
its a place tibere you can turn for quality captivating stimulating cable 7V
entertainment

•

•

•

•

Santa Claus will
be on hand with
favors for the
kiddies

•

•

•

•

•
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Sew Head
Rig $4.s
'22299

Kenmore 2-speed
upright vac
$9999

Rip S19999

3.9 Peak HP
canister vac
Reg $349 9C
$ 19999

Built in
No -dishwasher

Dual cassette
compact stereo

Kenmore 0 5 cu ft
microwave

'29999

AdlAi

CASLE
VISIIIIN

'26999

Rig

538999

$299"

•I'••

it" S3

1 49
$ 149
99
"

RN 5249 99

18499

' "4

• •

•

.takv n••ces no*

I
Satisfaction qua,enteec 0,
4 11111 ''

753-2310
most.rnerchanOse a,a,•.:Wl.

for aick.u0 within a 10* clAys

"1":"'""mosilmaimod

VHS VCR with
wireless remote

Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as Vyelised

PhOne

Bel-Air Center
753-5005

••• •

Cable compatible
Color TV Ric $419 99

Bel Air Center
753-2310
Murray

STORE HOURS
MON.-SAT.
9:00-5:30

your Toney

beck

Sears Roebuck and Co. 1995
if

•••
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The Christmas buying season is once again creeping up,and to help usher in the holiday season for local
businesses the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is offering a variety of holiday promotional items to local businesses. Above, Faye Rogers and Teresa Wicker model "Murray Christmas"
sweat shirts, buttons, window cards and tent cards. The promotional items are being marketed through
Staff photo 1:13, Kettn Bowden
the Retail Promotions Committee of the local chamber of commerce.
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Gift ideas that look as good as they taste
Today's busy lifestyles make Christmas
preparations more frenzied than ever. How
to get a step ahead? The Reynolds Wrap
Kitchens provides these recipes for simple
mouthwatering treats you can bake now
and freeze in heavy duty aluminum foil.
The foil provides an excellent moisture/
vapor barrier during freezer storage.
With your baking complete, package
your edible gifts in foil-lined gift boxes.
Add decorative ribbon, a holly sprig or top
with a silvery angel,
Foil gift wrap ideas not only add holiday
sparkle to your packages but help keep
your sweets oven flesh.
One-Step Mini Stollen. a quick and
easy yeast bread, studded with candied
fruits, raisins and almonds, can be mixed
together in minutes and freezes for up to
two months.
Festive Cream Cheese Cookies are a
delicious slice-and-bake variety. The
dough stays frozen until needed.
Kids love Chocolate Covered Pretzels
and like Making them. too.

theari
- es
•
••W

12 GOOD
REASONS WHY
I SHOULD
TRADE AT HOME

•

FESTIVE CREAM CHEESE
COOKIES
1 cup butter or margarine,softened
1 package(802.)cream cheese,
softened
ONE-STEP MINI STOLLEN
1 cup sugar
1 package(/
1
4-oz.) active dry yeast
'/
1
2 teaspoon vanilla
% cup warm water
2% cups flour
3 tablespoons sugar
Vz teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
./
1
2 cup pecans,finely chopped •
1 egg at room temperature
Red and green sugar crystals
1 teaspoon grated lemon peel
Cream together butter and cream
1/4 teaspoon salt
cheese in large mixing bowl. Add sugar
11
/
2 t&l% cups flour, divided
1/4 cup finely chopped candied mixed and vanilla, beating until light and fluffy.
Combine flour and salt; add gradually to
fruits
creamed mixture, beating until well
/
1
4 cup golden raisins
blended. Stir in pecans.
/
1
4 cup slivered almonds
On four sheets of Reynolds Wrap aluRuvdered sugar
minum foil, shape dough into four 6-inch
/
2 inches in diameter. Place each
'In bowl, mix yeast and water; let stand 5 rolls. 11
minutes. Stir in sugar. oil, egg. lemon peel roll in center of a sheet of Heavy Duty
and salt. Stir in 1 cup flour, fruit and nuts. Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.
Bring 2 sides of foil up over roll: Fold
Add enough additional flour to make a
down in locked folds until foil is tight
stiff dough.
Turn dough out onto lightly floured against roll. Fold short ends up and over:
board. Knead about 3 minutes or until crimp to seal.
dough is smooth and elastic. Roll dough
Chill overnight or freeze. When ready
into 7-inch circle, fold in half just off to bake, preheat oven to 325°F. Remove
center and place on a greased Reynolds rolls ofdough from refrigerator, one roll at
Redi-Pan cookie pan.
a time.
Coat roll with red or green sugar crysCover loosely with_lightly oiled
Reynolds Plastic Wraj); let stand-in a tals before slicing. Cut roll into '4-inch
warm place 35 to 40 minutes or until al- slices. Place on ungreased cookie sheet.
Bake 15 to 18 minutes or until bottom of
most double in bulk.
Bake in preheated 350°F. oven 20to 22 cookie is lightly browned when lifted.

r-

1. Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2. Because my interests are here.
3. Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
the city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.

,
fita
st
'..-'

minutes or until golden brown. Remove to
cooling rack.
Cool completely. Sprinkle with powdered sugar.
Makes: I loaf.
For gift giving: Make recipe ahead.- Do
not sprinkle with powdered sugar. Place
bread in center of sheet of Heavy Duty
Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil.
Bring 2 sides of foil up over bread. Fold
down in locked folds until foil is tight
against bread. Fold short ends up and
over: crimp to seal. Label, date and
freeze.
At time of giving, thaw bread. Cover
cardboard circle with heavy duty aluminum foil. Place bread on tray. Sprinkle
with powdered sugar.
Overwrap with plastic wrap and decorative ribbon.

Reprinted from the Gordon & Ferguson monthly, September 1915

Makes: 8 dozen cookies.
CHOCOLATE COVERED
PRETZELS
I package(11Y: oz.) milk chocolate
morsels

3-inch square paraffin wax,
chopped
3/
1
2 to 4 dozen(3-inch) pretzels
Unsalted peanuts,finely chopped
Mixed colored sprinkles
Line several trays or baking sheets with
Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil; set aside.
Melt milk chocolat morsels and wax
over hot (not boiling) water. Stir until
morsels and wax melt and mixture is
smooth. Remove from heat.
Using tongs, dip each pretzel in chocolate: drain excess. Place on foil-lined tray.
Before chocolate sets, sprinkle with
choice of peanuts or sprinkles. Repeat
with remaining pretzels.
If chocolate starts to set, return to heat
until melted. Remove pretzels from foil
when set.
Makes: 31
/
2to 4 dozen cookies.
ANGEL COOKIE BOX
I. Line bottom and sides of a gift box
with Heavy Duty Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil. Cover box lid with a sheet of
wrapping paper or aluminum foil.
2. To make angel body, fold a 13-inch
square of foil in half. Pleat 13-inch side at
)4-inch intervals. Fan from end: tape to
box lid.
3. To make angel head, fold a 6-inch
square of foil in half 3 times to make a Y. inch band. Tape ends together. Tape to lid
4._ To make angel-wings. fold a 12,inch
square of foil in half. Pleat from 6-inch
side at 44-inch intervals. Cut in half. Fan
one end ofeach piece and tape to box lid.
These recipes are among many holiday
food and craft ideas featured in A Treasury
of Holiday Recipes from The Reynolds _
Wrap Kitchens.
To receive a copy of the cookbook,send a check or money order for S.50 to the address below. A sampler brochure. "Selections of a Treasury of Holiday Recipes."
is available at no charge from the same address. Write: A Treasury of Holiday Recipes. The Reynolds Wrap Kitchens, PO.
Box 670.1, Dept. FE-44, Richmond. VA
23230.
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Santa
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Attic

5108

Sponsored by-

Christmas
Open House
Sunday, November 24
1-5 p.m.

Mildray Ledger & Times

*-

Christmas trees, wreaths and
ornaments, foods and candles,
gifts and collectibles.

tiP

Come by for a cup of our mulled cider.
WEST SIDE COURT SQUARE

44-4444.444.444444444.441
,

MURRAY
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SUPER HOLIDAY
I SAVINGS FROM t
SINGER

t

COUPON

,

Unique
Country Gifts

tarO
Downtown
Murray

OPEN HOUSE

44c

_1

LAY-A-WAY NOW!
Ask For Your Free Gift
The Stylist* Machine
Model 6234
13 stitches from construction to
stretch to decorative •Dial for easy
stitch selection •Exclusive 6-second
threading •Free arm for sewing cuffs
and sleeves •Built-in buttonholer
Mfg.-Sugg. Retail Price S599

...$2995°
Murray Sewing Center
R
APPRCNE
r..Tqoorrei,JI Tv6renurvell _

rine

Ours

•

Plus supplies to make
your own.

g Scissors Sharpened
83
Pair
•COUPON

CFA
20% Off Storewide

1.1-Air Center/733-332
VISA-MC-Financing Avaable
3il
Open Mon.-Set. 9-6
Sundays 1-S

Sun., Nov. 24th
1-5 p.m.
20% Off Storewide
(Sun. Only)

Ra6Pbettui

On The Square
Murray
753-0859
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PRINT SALE

44.

20%
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discount on your
framing when you purchase
a print from our store.
•
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Sale thru Dec. 10th
o
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FRAME
VILLAGE

•

on the Court Square Murray
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Cards
Gospel Tapes
Bibles
L
Christmas
L , Calendars Tapes
Bookends
5
& Gifts

The wholefamily will enjoy a tropicalPh aquarium
a

Of all Christmas presents. perhaps the
most beloved is a living gift such as an
aquarium filled with tropical fish. Colorful. varied and sure to be enjoyed by the
lucky recipient. it's also easy to maintain
and adds a unique decorative touch to family mom,living mom or den.
In fact, a recent study by researchers at
the University of Pennsylvania concluded
it is even a benefit in relieving stress.
Bestowing a home aquarium upon a
friend, relative or your own children has
many positive benefits. Throughout the
U.S., 10 million aquariums are being enjoyed in homes.()Mies. restaurants and
hotels.
In order to select the best aquarium for
your money, one that's filled with colorful
tropical fish and easy to maintain, it's a
good idea to do a little investigating.

ter which affixes to the outside of the
aquarium yet measures most accurately
the water temperature.
You will also need a quality filter. limn
dealer can give you proper advice since
there are several types-of filters and your
needs will vary with the size of your aquarium. If you are going to keep a lot of fish.
you will also want a separate air pump to
add oxygen to the water.
Planning decor
Decorating an aquarium is great fun.
There are multi-colored gravels. highly
decorative backgrounds and hundreds of
ornaments, as well as plastic plants so real
in reproduction it's almost impossibleto
distinguish them from live plants.
Most good retailers will have a complete as.sOrtment and your selection should
be based on the size of your aquarium and
the amount of money you decide to spend.
Once you have set up your aquarium.

Reliable source
First, you will want to locate a good
dealer in your area. If you have a friend
who has an aquarium, ask for a reference:
otherwise the phone txsolilistsmost tropical fish retailers.
It is advisable to purchase a book that
provides complete instructions on setting
up and maintaining an aquarium.
One basic rule to killow. however, is to
buy the largest aquarium possible since,
the greater the water environment,the less
chance of water problems.
If you receive an aquarium as a gift, you
must assume all the responsibilities for
maintenance.
When determining where to put your
new aquarium, you should consider several-factors. You will not want to put it in
direct sunlight, since this will cause algae
to grow on the glass and plastic accessories.
You will also not want to put it on your
best carpeting since, during wafer-changes. it is possible for some water to

biggest problems people have is spending
you should add a chlorine neutraliicr to
too much time maintaining their aquarthe water and add only a few fish initially.
ium.
These few. fish will help develop the
On a daily basis, of course, fish should
proper biological conditions necessary to
be fed and a good quality flake food will
maintain a fully stocked aquarium.
provide a complete diet for almost all fish.
After three to four weeks, assuming
everything is functioning properly, you
Send for information
can then go ahead and add the rest of your
Tropical fish are beautiful — they are
fish.
easy to maintain and provide a lifetime
Aquarium maintenance is a lot simpler
hobby. For more information. write Tetra
than people think. Every two weeks a parSales. 201 Tabor Road, Morris Plains. NJ
tial water change (not greater than 20 per07950. for a free full-color starter booklet
cent) by siphoning the water from the
including illustrations and complete inforbottom of the aquarium is all that is remation on 30 popular tropical fish.
quired.
A device called the Hydro-Clean allows
an efficient siphoning by separating the
debris in the gravel and removing it with
the water from the aquarium. On a
monthly basis, your filter will require Minimal maintenance. That's all there is.
Following this simple routine. chances '
of fish disease or any other aquarium
problems are remote. In fact, one of the

WATCH.

CRAFTS and GIFTS
702 Main Street
Open Monday-Friday 8:30-2:30

These Dollars Mean
A Lot to Our .Area!

OPEN HOUSE HOURS
Nov. 24 1-5 p.m.

Spend them at home and they mean jobs for our young
people. They support the payrolls that keep our town a busy,
prosperous place.
Spend them away and they are gone for good. They will be
greatly missed.
Buy at home and.bank at home. That's the way to keep our
community a good place to live and raise a family.

W.A.T.C.H. offers Christmas cards designed by the work
activity participants, handmade country crafts which include
wooden baskets, paper cup holders, recipe holders, paper
towel racks, Christmas tree ornaments, grapevine and straw
wreaths for all occasions, candle holders and many other
wooden items.

splash on the floor, and you will be sure to
want to put it on a firm stand since water is
heavy.
After you have decided on the aquarium. your first accessory will be a tightly
fitting canopy cover equipped with a fluorescent fixture. Fluorescent fixtures throw
off a cool light and will not cause fluctuations in the water temperature.
While we are on the subject of water
temperature. tropical fish require an environment maintained'at around 75° F
(25°C). You will therefore need a good
heater and an aquarium thermometer.
A recent development in this technology is the liquid crystal digital thermome-

We are inviting our friends in the community to
come by and tour the Center that you have so
generously supported, enjoy some refreshments
and register for gifts.
•

•

s

Bank of Murray

•

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

GIFTS

Christmas
Open House

Sweats* Jackets*Caps
*Silkscreening*Monogramming
*Lettering*Personalize &
Appliques
Custom License Plates
& Buttons

Sun., Nov. 24th 1-5 p.m.

Now Taking Christmas Orders

falle' Monograms &
Printed Apparel
514 Main

753-7743

*-

•‘t

Plastic 12-charm

Jumbo

Kenya

Necklaces

Watches

Bags

Reg. $5.00

Reg. $12.99

$200

$800

Brass

Snake

1 Group Wooden

Belts

Necklaces

Rog. $14.00

Values Up To $15.00

Chokers

_AL

Reg. $12.00
41Ir

"REMY

PAGE 15

$600
$

Brass 1/411, 1/211.
Ilb

:Waal

9)01110.054?

a

Ifingiam 2i/al

Liii

Ifahlocatio
. •es

Tr

$27.00

18°°
$200

0°°
Gucci

Brass

Bangles

Perfume

(Including Some
Select Brass Jewelry)

Reg. $3 and $4

Rig. $16.00

Savings Up To

$200

50%

s

•

Toys & Dolls At Discounted Prices
Come In & Register for Drawings
Sunday 24th Only
Disc Clock for Dad-Robot for Son
Makeup Kit for Momifie Cream Doll for Daughter

Enjoy Refreshments and Visit With Santa!
Order 14
Kt. Gold & Pearls for Christmas
At Open House & Receive 1054 Off

Sunciai

foo500

BOLD LIQUIDATORS
Downtown Murray

207,cp1f-

Stare/wide
•••••••
•
1
0 •
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New children's game provides the
opportunity to give the gift ofsafety
You can give your child an invaluable
gift this Christmas — safety. "Don't Talk
To Strangers," a board game for children
ages four through eight. introduces youngsters to essential safety practices without
instilling fear.
"Don't Talk To Strangers" takes its

players on a game journey through a typical neighborhood. Its object is to get home
by answering safety questions correctly
while travelling along a path lined with detours through parks. playgrounds, video
arcades and shopping malls. The game offers more than 100 questions.
The questions children must answer
correctly to advance along the path give
the game its unique effectiveness. Some
are multiple-choice, some are fill-in-theblank, some yes-or-no, and all resquire active learning about safety rules. "Do you
know your home telephone number, including the area code?" is one example.
"The game is a valuable new tool for reinforcing prevention training with children." says SherryII Kerns Kraizer, a
nationally recognized expert on child
4afety,,and author of The Saft(NW Book.
"It (the game) is an appropriate way for

S
h

parents and children to talk and think
about the many 'What-ifs' in life in a way
that is positive and healthy without being
scary."
Another father reports: "Playing
'Don't Talk To Strangers' was as educational for me as it was for my son. He
learned things he never knew; I learned
how much he hadn't been taught."
In addition to learning how to handle
problem situations involving strangers,
children are introduced to "Agent 9-1-1."
a floppy-eared friendly dog character who

The board ganle, manufactured by
AppleStre,et. Inc., of Holyoke, Mass., is
available'in major toy and department
stores across the country, including KMart, Thys R Us,Child World and children's Palace.
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'Tis the season
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4,V Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 24, 1-5 p.m.

Velour
Classics

20%-Off Fall Shoe Collection

"

& Accessories
V,f Scarves Purses Belts, Lace
fittif Gift Certificates Available

by

The

04-1

Mademoiselle
Shop
Downtown Murray

Open 10-5 Mon.
On The Square
-Sat.•

V

VISA-MC art'
(•40,41
ISIPP°141W1

*Watches
*Diamond Rings
*Christmas China
*Crystal
*Wallets
*Christmas Music Boxes
*Gold Chains

La Diamondnique invites you to come
in and add a touch of elegance to your
Sunday afternoon, Nov. 24th, 1-5 p.m.
Enjoy a glass of sherry and
hors'doevres with US.

20% Off Storewide
(Sunday Only1

Furches Jewelry

-44.1t

I

OPEN HOUSE

aa•;`,1041:;if4

113 S. 4th St.

,

I)uwntos,n NIurray
Abuse Engli.h Sole

753-2835

HMIlOiliik

Shop Murray first for Christmas
Everybody's Choice.*
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Sportswear Sale
More Sensational Savings For Smart Shoppers
Junior & Missy

Ii

FOR CHRISTMAS-"v*."R‘v.

JEANS
All American Fashion Favorite,
Famous Nome Jeans At Super Savings
Regular 26.00 to 36.00 Valuer
The

1/
3

0
-

SAVE

OFF

Junior & Missy

PANTS
STRINGBEAN•SMART PARTS
—
• • JAZZ1E •SABENE
Regular 16.00 to 39.00 Values

1/4 T01/3

OFF
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VHS VCR
MODEL IVCR6002X

• Four Program. 14 Day Timer. Tape

25" Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV
moDLI 25552r

*549"

• High performance electronics
designed for reliability
• Direct channel selection or
channel by channel scan
remote control
• ill -Channel cable connec non
ready electronic tuning
• High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor System automatically
adjusts color

Counter Memory Program Memory
Backup
• One-Touch Recording — Normal.
Delayed
• Special Effects — Slow Motion. Frame
Advance. 2X Speed Play
• 5 function Wired Remote Control

SPORTSWEAR
More style and more comfort, Sport i from Bright's
is the ideal combination
for o long winter walk or
curled up in front of the
fire with o good book.
Pink and Lt Blue/Mauve

PRO•FECT 4-VIDEO HEAD
VHS VIDEO RECORDER

ste,

gRIqll'ITS

111111111EMNMEDO

VHS VIDEO
CASSETTE RECORDER
19"Diagonal
PORTABLE COLOR

•.. •.

MODEL i9PF6704

Big Screen
Color Portable

$27800

coctufe tuba
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KI
1.7 amploter for exCellent tou,
wa•

.144, Paskymaoce Dectromcs (*ironed for
rettatatey
*Hton Contrast who. tube
"Syslern automatcawy
*Coto, 1.40r•tor.
liChuStS COlOr
•1 5 wart midi) impklair

Large
Invontoryl

• "Cable Connection Ready" for increased flexibaity
• Electronic VHF/UHF tuner with 107 channels
• Timer protected from power failures
• Special effects in multi-playing speeds

to, eiceeent sound

*258"
Service After
Tho Sale

MODEL IVCR6011X
• Prtrfect." 4-video head system
• Multi-function wireless Remote Control
• 'jitter-Free" Special Effects — scan, slow, still
• Four event/14 day programming

Easy Iss-Iltor•
Finencingl

SAVE '120
Home
Owned,

Complete Line Fast Efficient
' Service
Of Parts!

f
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Wats,: cgeztiwzat
Warmest wishes for a happy Holiday
Season from Bright's. Begin your shopping
with a visit to our Intimate Apparel
Department. There you will find beautiful
warm sleepwear such as this lovely long
gown from Night Flowers. You will find
lots of styles and famous brand names,so
you can select Just the right gift to flatter
your special lady.

AYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

- -MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
712 Fact Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners
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UNCLE JEFF'S TOYLAND,

Hwy. 641 South
Murray, Kentucky

Supplement to MURRAY LEDGER TIMES

Phone 753-6575

Cassette Recorder
Dual deck sing-with-the-stars cassette recorder. Record with the
stars
and have the tape to prove it.

$55000 7
11111
7

CHILD
GUI DA PlC E

Flybot and
Towbot
State-of-the-art motorized vehicles convert to powerful robot merit Helicopter for
speed and truck for the rugged terrain.
Special

$22.88

2.00
Your Net Cost

Rebate

$2088
INOMenek Inc 1985

*9881

The Animal
Power Pick-Up

*9882

Enchanta Swan
She's wonderful. she's viandering. she's Enchant°
the elegant winged friend of She-Pa the Princess of

The Animal is a truly outrageous vehicle dessgned to
conquer almost any terrain in style. Three styles to
choose from
a .

POWElf

$1397
•-•

-

0

014anet Inc 1985

*9681

•

-

Bible Trivia &
Catholic Bible Trivia

La Baby
Boy & Girl
Realistic feeling arms
and legs with soft filled
body. This 21" sleeping
baby is so natural
looking.

'2997
mitt
***
#1501

#1502

BARVAL

The game where trivia is not trivial. Also limbo the Catholic
trivia game, education and entertainment for the whole
family.

$1988
#711 #811

reata
Ca111aco
1•1

A quick hug at night and CH
glow with delight. Three styles
— firefly, brighteyes and pup-

Expandable
Turbo Racer
The soft sporty race car that puts a
child safely In the &Wen seat. Simulated dashboard, horn that squeaks.

Transformers or
My Little Pony Desk Set
The 8-pc. desk set comes vAth desk blotter,two pencils,eraser,
pencil holder, memo pod holder with paper, odckess book
and two year calendar.

MRS

,

Tootsietoy Swamp Rat
Built in the tradition of other great 4x4 trUcks. this 13" swamp
rat has huge silver plated wheels and a supercharged engine along with clear windows, labels and a detailed interi-

11113

TOMY.

Of.

$599

Triple transforming robots!
Each one transforms from
a robot to on animal to a
vehicle! It's triple fun! Collect all six. For ages 5 and
up.

$777
#5275

TOOTSIETOY. DIVISION OF STRONIBECKER CORPORATION

Lucille Ball
Doll
Everyone loves Lucy, and here
she is as she opened the Here's
Lucy Series, one of her most
memorable moments.

#5350

Bed Bugs Game
Bugs are in the bed!See how many of the jumpy critters you
can nab from the quaking shaking bed. Ages 6-10, 2-4
players.

$1277
#4509

4

akbee

date thid hactrorr kes

MB

MILTON
BRADLEY

#1985

My Little Pony Toothbrush
My Little Pony will help you to care for your teeth. Touch
control, battery operated toothbrush holder, 2 toothbrushes. cup and organizer tray will make brushing fun.
Chubbles will respond to you.
This electronic plush toy is light
activated with no touch
needed

$888

#665

Trivial Pursuit Genius ll Edition
Musical Glo Worm
Here we go again! 6,000 more
wonderful and wacky brain teasers
in the same six categories as the
original game.

Gio Worm makes beautiful
music and lights the night
when you hug him tight! Machine washable when battery pack is removed.

Super Pedal Tractor
This is the king of kids' tractors. This
pedal tractor is chain driven with rack
& pinion steering. Adjustable seat that
grows with the child.

Grandma and Grandpa Bambo
The grandparents of Bambo are 20" soft bodied dolls with
rooted grey hair, sleeping eyes, and baby powder scent.

Larry Bird Lil'
Sport Basketball
"Stuff-Fr just like the NBA great Larry Bird. Set
comes complete with string net and soft
foam basketball — Ready to set up and
play!

it's a magnetic alphabet board.it's a chalkboard,and its a
pegboard. Comes with 36 magnetic letters and 36 pegs
with hammer,a box of chalk and an eraser.

A

Masters of the Universe Battle Bones action figure holder
will hold up to 125W Masters of the Universe,figures.

I/

•

_

•

Poly Sit By Me
Doll Seat

Sweet Sea Doll
A lovely little mermaid you can play with in or out of
the water! Comes with pearl necklace, hair comb,
tube top mirrored sprinkling can, and sea star - an
inflatable seahorse.

This versatile chair attaches to most
tables, hooks opt() chair backs and
serves as a portable feeding seat for
your favorite doll.

#2039

Transformer Autobot
Powerful! Fast! Intelligent! Transform from realistic-looking
cars and trucks to powerful robots and back!

This action doll comes with 8 magic
action features and 20 moving parts
including helicopter hat, .real top
coat pop-out hands and feet, extension arm, parachute umbrella, and
much more.

$988
4717

4=11

$1388

1-1

#7505

Stage ll Trivia

#5765 #5766

The two stage trivia
game. Answer a group
of questions, then guess
what the answers have
in common!For all ages,
2 or more players.

$2588
Party Kitchen
#4518
Modern all-in-one kitchen ready
for preparing and serving the best
meals around.,Four turner range,
smoked glass oven door, double
door cabinet sink, drop leaf table,
message center and much more.

$5997

All American 4x4 Pickup
Two hi-torque flywheel motors, one for each axle, powering
super monster tires make this a go anywhere pickup Even
has apeep rumble engine sound.

$1797
#1190

*4240

rinuvr•Damolulp NNW OwlNoOre•IMO
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Trivial Pursuit
Young Players Edition
Now the whole family can join the fun! This edition of the
popular game designed for the younger player.

'2488

Aau
Dingbot! A non-stop, chattering, bump 'n go robot He carries his own floor plan since he's lost his way! A fun companion for ages 4 and up.

#5400

#102

tc'd
161
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MOM TOONF
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Flash the colorful lovable 15"
tall soft bodied doll with vinyl
head and rooted hair.

Dress Up Set
Battle the decepticons with the autobot dress-up set. Intrigue your friends
with sleek helmet, laser weapon, wrist
cuffs, and belt,

-$1088
#941

Ice Screamer Toboggan
Large two-man toboggan with tour new type safety hand
grips Mode of high density polyethylene, will withstand
temperatures to 20 degrees below zero.
Truly a horse of a different
color. Assorted pastel
shades of pink an purple
For that doll of yours

11101K1-42'

"I Love You
Baby"
All soft and cuddly with soft vinyl
head,arms and legs. Open and close
eyes, this 20" doll will fuss and cry until
you whisper in her ear.

3 Piece Dinnerware Sets
Masters and Apple Dumpling design. These Melamine dinnerware sets are great comp-anions at dinnertime.

Oct
Chilton-Globe
HORSMAN
.
Ott
"

a

CHREIRENS DINNERWARE SET

Just like the original Bear Foot, this 4x4 has working winch and
headlights,titling hood with 2speeds fonvard and reverse.

-

Everyone recognizes
the park bench, now
this detailed replica is
available for dolts and
stuffed animals.

.

.•

—

a
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Barbie
Workout Center
Guess who's working

S:
GRAPPIJOR"

out in her very own workout center ... the center is filled with equipment that realty
works
0Mattel. Inc. 1985

KIII01

IRANIFONIAATCIN SQUAD

It stalks! It grab& it hijacks! A motorized attack vehicle
designed for play with most action figures

'1777

#5305

#7975

Robotix R-2000
The incredible motorized building system. Create
moving vehicles and machines in minutes! 4 motors
and 5-switch control panel.

Peaches and
Cream and
Day to Night
Barbie
Look at Barbie, she's as pretty as a
peach blossom in her gorgeous
gown. Barbie is ready for the bright
city life Her beautiful suit becomes
a glamorous gown from day-tonight

'49"
#7926

MB

MILTON
BRAMAN.

#4432

Clippety Clop Horse
with
Electronic Wonder Sounds

0

Central Shopping Center• Murray, Kentucky 42071
We May Not Be The Biggest But We Are The Best
Phone: 753-1606

Our store is full of wonderful values!

A very Merry Christmas to you all!

Our ,Special ChristmasTrcnt!

Our Designer Diatiiond 0

1 42 Ct Diamonds
Baguettes & Brilliants
110 Ct. Diamonds

'2,350.

'1,995.

Reg 3 600

Rc,.g 3 000
Rubies & Diamonds
Heart Pendant

'31O.
Reg ?Cr'

1.20 Ct. Diamonds

1.20 Ct. Diamonds

1,595.

1,725.

Reg 2.500

Reg 2.600

HEART BRACELET
1 4 Carat Total Weight
of Diamonds

s 995.
Reg 1.500

1.65 Ct. Diamonds

82,195.
Reg 3,300

Atiki

ç.
•
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•
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-

4'

(I 4 )riginals

now up to

40% OFF!
53E

Diarmind CoUction
Amethyst &
1 2 Ct. Diamonds

Ruby &
1 4 Ct. Diamonds

Reg 1 500

$995.
Reg 1,500

Pendant
40 Ct. Diamonds
Reg 1 400
Sapphire & Diamonds
1.40 Ct. Baguettes & Brilliants
18 Karat Gold

2,99a.
Reg 4.500
Earrings
64 Ct. Diamonds

FAIIAOUS
SILVERSMITHS
100LLOWA RE

Reg 2 100

Marquise Ruby &
Ring
33 Ct. Diamonds

1 2 Ct. Diamonds

$720.

Reg 1,300

1895.

Reg. 1200.,

••••

v.
•
•••

NOW

and Rctri

L.

$8995
Reg 1595

Prices *Mast to °hangs Mama ream

M Jewelry enlarged to show MN

4 Pc. Coffee Set
This elegant Sitverpiated set includes
Coffee Pot
Serving Tray, Creamer
and Sugar. .itiry Impressive Gift'

17

DONEICA

1-vol•Willealligheillnivlowommonms••
•
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25% OFF
Your choice of One Carat Diamonds

saw NEL
The One Carat Diamond Ring

$2,995.

NOW
Fleg 3,995

The One Carat Diamond Pendant
isI( )W $2,995.
Reg 3,995

A Rainbow
of Co,or.

AMETHYST

01

GARNET

41.

s4E

GENUINE
GEMSTONES
Alt DIAMONDS

540
•

%eh

'495.
hi Total )A4lighis wAeprovirnate
O chomp
All Pools
vAlhoul rodeo
JovolvyNAhi enlarged to show detail

4

Pendent

Pendant

Pendant

250.

275.

195.

•

•

-

—
•

Itt

up to 35% OFF
Elegant Diamond Total Weights...a fire rarely seen!
55A

550

1/4
CARAT
Diamonds

-

of

NOW $295.

NOW $495.

NOW $195.

Reg 425.

Reg. 725.

Reg 300.

55E

55F

55G

55H

1/2
CARAT
of Diamonds

410
NOW $795.

NOW $795.

NOW S495.

NOW $495.

Reg 1.000

Reg 1,050

Reg. 700

Reg 700

55L

One
CARAT
of Diamonds
_41

NOW $995.

NOW $1,325.

NOW $1,725.

Reg 1,400

Reg. 1.800

Reg 2,300

Get an Extra 10% OFF
See Page 14

•

4 CITRINE

BLUE TOPAZ

Modern Diamond
Earrings & Pendant
3-Piece Set
1/4 CARAT
of Diamonds

- •C.:f

- -

4

with

'545.

'475.

NOW $295.
Reg 425

*195.

'295.

Al! Items Sr. 14 Karol 066d

5

'

P1

41.

•

a

-

•

t the best prices in years!
•

•
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•

4.
• '1'1.4

YOUR
CHOICE

•

(/04)

'495
Values up to $650

SPECIAL
Regylarly
14 95
+

Limited
• and Diamonds
14K Gold

OU•intity

huby and Diarnonds
14K Gold

fleas
COMP II•

soon
All Prices sublect to change without notice All Jewelry enlarged to show detail
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Diamonds for your Anniversary
58B

58C

58D

. ........
...•4:4601
K

SAVE $55.

.1111r.
?
z
.• ai. Its- is •
1 4 Carat Tot Wt •14K Gold

111.71
0
14111P"I
'illit tilt••

58A

14 Karat r..*

195.

295•

\

'495.

or

5 DIAMOND
SPECIAL!

58E

58F

,
ONLY $95

580

tia, LI
P
.;
. ay.
1 2 Carat Tot Wt

1 2 Carat Tot wt

14 Karat Gold

14 Karat Gold

Reg 150

/1111011011440\
Uri rms. •
Reg
12
Ca:ra
95 Now
VVt. ,1$
4aratKGoki
1,195.

a •

1

'595.

845.

Reg 750 NOW

Also. 34 Carat Tot. wt.
Reg 2,495 NOW'1,595.

58H

14 Karat Gold
Specially Priced
SOLITAIRES

58J

at. •

a

OIL—
.

1 4 Carat

15 Carat
Reg 425 NOW $295•

10 Carat NOW $195
.

Reg 295

Reg 650

a

NOW'495•

58M

581.

Enhance your
Solitaire with a
DIAMOND
GUARD RING

58K

431161-#
.1014

VAL4
..• --.4110.-.2-7_

tiltt
—Iii
k .4

.... _ _ •

.
.• 40

14 Karat Gold

175.

Makes a beautiful
combination

12 Carat Tot. Wt
14 Karat Gold

825.

1

Makes a Menem
combination'

SAVE on Our BeautOil Lead Crystal Gifts up to 30% OFF!
58N Sparkling Jam Dish with Sp,
a5
Silverplate $12.95 Reg
58P Etched Clover Design beautlies tn s
Crystal Candy Dish $17.95 Reg 23 95

580 Footed Cake Plate ;n deep Hand-Cut
Crystal $13.95 Reg *995
58R All Wood Jewelry Chest with removable
earring and ring tray large storage area $17.95
Reg 25 95

cif

58P
58R

$17.95
$17.95

Reg 2395

Reg 25 95

580

$13.95
Rag 19 95
_

4
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✓
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•
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Siant Top
Frosted
Mirrored Lid

•

ftit
8

00'

Diamonds for Engagement and Wedding!
YOUR CHOICE
59A
14 Karat Gold
Fancy Shape
„ gtBridal Sets
1 4 Carat Marquise
NOW 695.
Reg 1 000
NOW $695.
Our most popular
Bridal Set
In your choice of
total weights
All 14 Karat Gold

1 4 Oval Shape
Reg 1,000

NOW $695.

NOW $695.
59G
'Ife'444'11
- •,

59F
"M‘l'

4

1-404pf
.
Atjk,

j
eS

1/4 Carat Tot Wt
Reg 650
NOW'450.

Hers

115. '95.

$695.

Ayr-

Reg 1,000.

1 2 Carat Tot Wt
Reg 1,000

One Carat Tot Wt
Reg 1,500

NOW'695.

NOW'995.
59M.

59K

59J
His

114 Carat Marquise
in a magnificent
14 Karat Gold setting

'

tifiteh,

59H

His & Hers
Modern
Diamond
Sets

111

.14 Pear Shape
Reg 1,000

59E
%.•

59D

59C

598

59L

His

14K GOLD TRIO

Hers

TRIO WEDDING SET

240 '225.

Eng Ring
Ladies Band
Gents Band

ONLY $195.
Complete 3-pc. Set

$375.
$145.
$195.

The Soft Glow ofSilverplate...Special Gifts up to 50% OFF!
591 Silverplated Peacock Napkin Holder in
'Art Deco- Style $10.95 Reg 15 95
59U Set of fine Crystal Coasters in a
Silverplated Holder
Reg 24 95
59V Silverplated 6 Paul Revere Bowl is
perfect for fruit rolls or anything,
Reg 27 50

$18.95

$19.95

Bowt--526.95

59W Also amiable in 8
Reg 37 50
59X Sparkling Swarovski' Faceted Crystal
enhances this Silverplated Bell
Reg 16 00
59Y Beautiful Footed Shell Design Candy
Dish with scalloped edges
Reg 25 00

$10.95
$14.95

59Z Silverplated Bell Trivet how,
plates adds a festive touch !chit,
wall
Reg 20 00

$6.95

$10.95
Rog

9
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LUSTROUS
CULTURED
PEARLS

OUR FREE GIFT
With purchase of any pearl necklace!

Save 30% and more on a Necklace!
•

1:399

PEARL EARRINGS
Reg 599
NOW $2995 each

•
10

SAVE $225

16" Choker Length

510f3

SAVE $225

18" Princess Length Reg 650 NOW $425

510C

SAVE $300

24" Matinee Length

Reg 600 NOW

Reg 850 NOW $550

SioN

PENDANT
Reg A9%
each
NOW

'375

510A

SPECIAL VAL
2 Diamonds

R PEARL
ONLY $5995

ONLY $6996

Al RION submct to change without nohce
Al JoarsIty waned to %how raesto

•
'

•

•••

Heart
Diamonds
$8995

Our lovely Sweetheart Ring
Collection
all under $100.

Heart
Diamond
$7995
51111
Diamonds

$799.

Diamonds
$7995

Gen Citrine

Gen. Garnet

Gen Amethyst

Gen Emerald/Diamond

Gen Amethyst Diamonds
Diamond Filigree

Gen Aquamarine Diamonds
AU Prices subject to change without notice

Al! Jewelry enlarged to show derail

Keeps all your Jewelry in order!

"CATHEDRAL"
Jewelry Tower

ONLY $2951)

Great way to keep your
treasures Wood chest
with frosted, etched
glass, luxurious lining,
mirrored necklace section
with outlast hanger. sold
brass hardware 12 Tall

NOW s24"

Reg

$34.96
'

-**

11w

512H

512G

Reg 65

THE COLOR OF
GLORIOUS
GEM NECKLACES!

\

NOW $3995

Fieg 65

NOW $3995

The latest fashion...TRI-COLOR GOLD!

18 ONYX NECKLACE
14K Beads Reg 150

NOW $9995
512K

512J
18" LAPIS NECKLACE
14K Beads Reg. 275

NOW

q75

TRI-COLOR RING
Reg 120

TRI-COLOR RING
Fieg 195

NOW $7995

NOW

sno

512O
ONYX EARRINGS
Reg 125

NOW $75

512V

16" SERPENTINE
CHAIN
Aug.20.95

NOW'1495

—

—

$12L W 01111.1it
*hit01$.11101/SOL
sin.Obg.
10051
'
11r gm**
li.s.
sin.
ar Aug $295. NOVI $1111.
51as 111' Nog $150 NOW NO.24" Rog 1185 140W $123.
512P 1r Roil $12S NOW Nt2 24- Reg StI55 NOW $1011.

site. Now

ir Reg.•1550 NOW Mt 20- Reg $875 NOW $4411.
512R 111- Aug. 1445. NOW SW.20 Aug $475 NOW $311.

5120

S12s Is
-Aug

WOO 140W $184. 1r AOC.$310 NOW NOS.
24" Reg $420 NOW S2711.
5121 Is- Aug. $300. NOW $235. Kr Reg $400 NOW 12116.
ci7iJ 1 Ir Rog $725 100V/ $4110. 2f7 Reg WO NOW $634

AM Notts subtlert to change yothow notice
Ail joweAry polorworl to ShOW

12

N.•
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at 30 to 50% OFF!
OUR !VC'S' POP) 4R EARR)NG STYLES'
513E
Reg 495

Now
'LY
NOW

s6()
1..

GENT S HE-MAN BRACELET

513Hre
.5r,"
-

"Jo-

995

c

I
GENUINE ONYX t
Reg 149 95
NOW 59995

Reg 350

NOW 195
Reg 80
NOW s55

,

9

)
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111111

'
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7qw s695

1.
7
1
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Show her that
your hearl
is in the
right place,

7-0/IP-ArrAferie

wcr.b",mt:
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DIAMOND EARRINGS
AND PENDANTS!

II KARAT
ONYX STUDS!

FREE GIFT! /

513G

Reg 145

100

With any pair of earring jackets

HEART PENDANT
Reg 175
NOW 915

Reg 225

150
513L
Reg 300

Reg 55.
513K

'2(N)

NOW $35

\A

Reg 115

NOW $75

Reg 700.

300

The perket gift!

'150

• I , 1100

Hoy 400

`2$11

'

•

fl.‘„

411

5130C

111 14 Karat Gold

-•
0

ptc:i

Great values on these handsomeAtiv4;_si, ifts!
vkc)

Diamonds
for that
special man!

514C
Itt)

ID
514A

514E

ID BRACELET
$1295

MONEY CLIP
$795

ONE CARAT SOLITAIRE NOW $3,250
14 Karat Gold
Reg 4,500
POCKET KNIFE
2 Blades

gra ib

$1,595

MEDICAL EMERGENCY PENDAf4
Its a lifesaver, It alerts people V.your specific medical needs

ONE CARAT TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS NOW
14 Karat Gold
Reg 2,200

KEY RING

ONLY $995

$695
514 PP

Also in 14K Gold

85
Chain not Ind

Offer.

10% OFF itcettes"?
All Prices Shown --

(*TAKE

7
TON

on items in this catalog over MOO.f.
'Valid only if presented before

DECEMBER 7, 1985
IMPORTANT: This discount amiable only upon presentation ot this voucher

Pre Holiday Shoppit1t1 Bonus
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STERLING SILVER EARRINGS

14 KARAT GOLD-FI :ED GIFTS!

with gold finish

"Beauty and Quality Gu6nteed for Life"

5150
10 KARAT GOLD

Hose Pendant
Reg 29 95

NOW $1995

klabe Pearls
Reg 49 95

NOW $2497,

515HH
Onyx Diamond Earrings

Reg 49 95

Newest Fashion in
Hammeged Look
Reg. 39.95

NOW $1895

••

NOW
$3995

BIRTHSTONE RINGS!
Specially
Priced!

$4495each
Reg. 79.95

NOW $2495

4NN
al 114

Lob
Reg 49.95

NOW $2995

Gokl•Filed Crosses
YOUR CHOICE
Reg 24.95
$1495

each
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Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: 753-1606

•

All Prices subtect to change without notice All Jewelry enlarged to show detail
!V.
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II a SAVE
Oftiltesee 50%
on
I

Jan.

Feb.

Mar

May '•

Birthstones made of finest Austrian Cut Crystals
with the brightest Soar* In the %bid!
\I
II

14 Karat Gold-Filled

June

./\

BIRTHSTONE
1 Pendants or
Earrings

Va4

1995 each

1 3 •

905,:!...t.11111!
JeN

Nov.

THREE COLORS OF LOVE
expressed in our
BLACK HILLS GOLD!
More than 100 years ago.
a French goldsmith fell
in love with the colors
of the vineyards in
South Dakota The grape
clusters and leaves that
he saw inspired him to
create Black 11111s. Gold

516J

Dec.

Regularly 39.95
516C, Earrings
5160. Pendants

516E

_0114:16F
411'

/be63995
4995
Reg 75

Reg 50
516H

FINE CRYSTAL
JEWEL HOLDER

Reg 100

Chain
not
516L

Half price! 14 Karat Gold gifts

included

516N
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'1, •
Diamond
Pendant
Fleg 19 95

NOW $995
.•`

Cultured
Peon Earrings
Reg 39 95

NOW

Cultured Pearl
Pendant
RN 39 95

'199
' NOW $1995

Gold Ball Earrings
Reg 16 95

NOW $795
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sAvE15%,25%,35%
Get a jump on the Holiday with these
Special Savings.
•
o u may buy as much as you want, here's how
• You must bring this card when you shop do not remove seal
• Buy as much as you like At the time of purchase your cashier will rub off the seal to
reveal your discount
• The percent of savings under the seal will be applied to your total days' purchases
You will receive that amount in a charge, credit or cash refund
• Secret Savings discount may not be applied toward any purchases made prior to
these dates
• You must use your discount on the day it is validated \
• This sale applies to all items in stock with the exception of Catalz Purchases,
CO D Lay-a-ways. Gift Certificates. Cosmetics and Special OrTers. and
Custom Decorating
• The percent of savings applies to the ticketed price of merchandise Discount
cannot be used in coniunction with any other advertised sale_price

•

a.

12,418 Cards have 35% Savings
49,671 Cards have 25% Savings
558,795 Cards have 15% Savings
(Everyone Gets At Least 15% Off)

JCPenney

2 DAYS ONLY!
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you could
SAVE
•
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2 DAYS ONLY!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22ND, AND 23RD
Available at these participating stores:
ALABAMA
Selma
4.
•-.

GEORGIA
LaGrange
KENTUCKY
Corbin
Elizabethtown
Glasgow

•

Henderson
Madisonville
Mayfield
.1.1layev•Ue _
Middlesboro
Murray
Paris
Richmond

Somerset
Winchester
MISSISSIPPI
—
Laurel
NORTH CAROLINA
Ashevrtte
Boone
Concord

EIRin
Lumberton
Monroe
Rockingham
Statesville
Wilkesboro
SOUTH CAROLINA
Rock Hill

Newspaper Advertising Supplement

VIRGINIA
Bristol
Covington
TENNE.S.c
Elizabethton

